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PREFACE
It became Increasingly apparent when reading and studying guidance materials that while there were many worth while text books on occupations and many well worked out outlines for vocat­ional guidance programs being used by city and state departments 
of education that much was still left for the teacher to do In organizing her course and in coordinating her materials» It was with the thought of organizing end coordinating much good material that this Handbook on Vocational Guidance was written»There has been an attempt to present a variety of materials in each unit* When pupils are studying the various occupations there is a tendency for the work to become uninteresting to both 
the pupils and the teachers* It is difficult to arouse interest in a mass of details, especially when the pupils have no immediate 
intention of entering the occupation studied»"One of the greatest needs today is the devising of ways by which the occupational information we already have may be used to advantage by the teacher and counselor*"-1Part I deals very largely with educational guidance* The ed­ucational problems discussed will be of interest to pupils no matter what their vocational aim.The theme at the close of Part II or the Career Book will sum­
marize nicely what the pupil ]^s so far learned about the method of studying an occupation* The acquiring of a technique for the study of an occupation is, after all, one of the principal reasons for any course on occupations. The Career Book cannot be completed 
satisfactorily until Part III has been completed* The best results will be secured by planning the work in that way.
Part III is very important. Every boy and girl should be fam­iliar with the opportunities in his or her own community. It is just human for people to think that "distant pastures are greener" but often in going to new fields they miss real opportunities lying right at their own door.
There have been ftwmaterials put in this book which will im­mediately go out of date, such as statistics* Every teacher has 
access to up-to-date statistical material and should use It in teaching such a course. Two good sources of this kind of material are the World Almanac and the Statistical Abstract of the United 
States which are published each year.The sources drawn upon in preparing this book have been numer­
ous* A bibliography is Included*I wish to express appreciation to all who have helped in any 
way in the preparation of this thesis end more especially to Dr.
W, R* Ames of the State University of Montana for the us© of mater­
ials, and for his encouragement and helpful advice.
1- Jones- Principlesof Guidance, McGraw-Hill, 1954, p. 330.
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C.H. Stoeltlng Co.* 424 N. Homan Ave,* Chicago* 111,Toops. Tests for Vocational Guidance of Children (Ages 13-16) 
Teachers* College, Columbia University, N.Y.Thurstons, Vocational Guidance Tests, Tests In arithmetic, al­gebra, geometry, physics and technical Information to deter­mine engineering Interests to be given In senior year.Specimen set, 40 cents. World Book Co., Yonkers, N.Y.
Thurstons, JSaployment Tests. (A series of examinations design­ed to serve as a supplement to the Interview with an employee 
in order to determine the applicant’s general fitness for the position. Especially valuable for commercial students.) 
World Book Co. Yonkers, N.Y.
Eagle- Btenqulst, HOme Economics Test, Three series, Forms A andB. for grades 5-9. World Book Co. Yonkers, N.Y.8tenquiSt mechanical Aptitude Tests* Manual to be ordered sep­arately. Tests I and II with Key and Class Record. For 
grades 6-12. World Book Co. Yonkers, N.Y.Patterson, D.G. "The Minnesota Mechanical Ability Tests'*. Voc­ational Guidance Bui, Vol II "9. Minneapolis Public Schools, 
1928
IV. FREE FILMS*
The following have films for distribution on which there Is no 
charge except for transportation.
1. American Brass Co., Waterbury Conn. 3 films— mining and fab­
rication of copper & brass products— serve all U.S.2, Am. Distributing Corporation, 1518 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb­
raska 225 films— educational & entertainment subjeots— rental, sell, a few FREE.
*'♦1000 and One" is a catalogue of Non-^Theatrical Films and con- 
tains a wealth of material. It Is published by The Educational 
Screen, Inc., 64 E. Lake Street, Chicago, 111. Price 75^
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FREE FILS^S (Continued)
3. American Osteopathic Association, 430 N. Michigan Are., Chicag), 111* 1 film on osteopathy— serve all U.S*4. American Society for Control of Cancer, 1250 sixth Ave., N.Y. 
City 3 films free to professional end educational groups—  serve all U.S.
6. American Ste&l & Wire Co., 208 S. LaSalle St,, Chicago. 4 films industrial subJects--"free'*— serve all U.S.Ô. Andlauer Film Co., Ozark Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. Producer and distributor of industrial and educational films— "free**— serve principally mid-west.
7. Armour & Co., Union Stock Yards, Chicago. 1 film— "Processing of Star Ham"— "free"— serve all U.S.
8. Atlantic Motion Picture Service, 739 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. General educational and industrial subjects— rent and some "free". Serve New England only.
9. Atlas Educational Film Co., 1111 S. Blvd., Oak Park, 111.—  many "free"— some rent— serve all U.S.10. Burroughs Adding Machine Co., 6071, Second Blvd., Detroit,
Mich. 1 film— industrial subject— "free"— serve all U.S.11. Canadian National Railways, Motion Picture Library, Montreal, Canada. 40 films— travel subjects— "free"— serve U.S. and Canada through Passenger Representatives.
12. Carnation Co., Oconomowoc, Wis. 1 film— "Milk"— "free"— serve all U.S.13. Cereal soaps Co., 334 E., twenty-seventh St., N.Y. City. 1 film on care of hair— "free"— serve all U.S.14. Chas. High Films, 1213 S. Boulder Ave., Tulsa, Okla. Produc­
ers and distributors of educational, industrial, theatrical, and teaching films— 100 films--60 "free"; the rest rent or 
sell— serve all U.S.15. Chicago Film Laboratory, Inc., 1322 Belmont Ave., Chicago. Producers and distributors of educational and industrial films- 63 subjects— "free"— serve all U.S.
16. Church and School Film Exchange, 315 Polk Bldg,, Des Moines,Iowa. 500 films— educational, religious, and entertainment- rent, sell, and a few "free"— serve all U.S.17. Cleveland Twist Drill Co., 1242 E. 49th St., Cleveland, Ohio.1 film— industrial subject— "free"— serve all U.S.
18. Colgate— Palmolive— Peet Co. 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.2 films— dental heaIth--"free"— serve all U.S.19. Coward Shoe, Inc., 270 Greenwich St., N.Y. City. 3 films 
industrial and health subjects— "free"— serve N.Y. and Boston 
areas.
20. Culver Military Academy, Publicity Dept., Culver Ind. 10 films— CMA activities— "free"--serve all U.S.
21. Cunard Steam Ship Co., Advertising Dept., 25 Broadway, N.Y.
City. 65 films— "free"— serve all U.S. through branch offices in cities.
22. Davis & Geek, 217 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 21 films— surg- , 
leal subjects— "free"— serve all U.S.
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S3, Defrenes & Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— 5 films— Industriel subjects 
rent & "free^— serre country east of Missouri24. Films Of Commerce Inc., 35 W. 45th St., N.Y. City. Films on 
oonmerce and industry, health, home economics— "free"— serre all Ü.S. from local exchanges.
25. Ford Motion Picture laboratories, Detroit, Mich. Producers & distributors of industrial subjects— sell or loan "free"—  
serre all U.S. through Ford dealers.
26. Frank R. Church Films, 829 Harrison St., Oakland, Cal., Produ­cers and distributors of industrial and educational films—26 subjects— sell-rent, some "free"— write direct for nearest source*
27. Fruit of the Loom Mills, 715 Hospital Trust Bldg,, Proridence, R.I. 1 film— industrial sub je ct— " free" or will sell-serre all U.S.
28. William C. Grant, 507 Fifth Are., N.Y. City. 50 subjects—  educational end industrial— rent, sell, a few "free"— serve all U. S .29. General Biological Supply House 761 S, 69th Pl., Chicago. 1 film— biological subject— sell and "free loan"--serve all U.S.
30. General Electric Co., Visual Instruction Section, Schenectady, N.Y. Many industrial subjects— "free" or sell-serre all U.S. through Exchanges, but for 55mm non flam write headquarters.31. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Advertising Dept., Akron, Ohio.26 films— Industrial subjects— "free"— serve all U.S.
32. Hammermill Paper Co., Advertising Dept., Erie, Pa. 1 film— on paper making— "free"— serve all U.S.
33. Hanna Engineering Works, 1765 Elston Ave., Chicago. 1 film—  "The Age of Riveted Steel"— "free"— serve all U.S.34. Health Products Co., 113 N* 13th St., Newark N.J. 1 film—  health subject— serve all U.S.35.Hercules Powder Co., Advertising Dept,, Wilmington, Del. 16 films— "Free"— serve all U.S.
36. Hershey Chocolate Co., Motion Picture Div., Hershey, Pa. 1 film— "free"— serve all U.S.37. John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co., Boston, Mass. 3 films—  
health subjects— "free"--serv© all U.S.38. Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., Film Exchange Bldg., Detroit, 
Mich. Producers end distributors of industrial subjects— 6 films— "free"— serve all U.S.
39. Metz Laboratories, Div. of Motion Pictures, 170 Varlck St., N.Y. 
City. 1 film— medical subject— "free"— serve all U.S.40. Minimax Co. Ad. Dept. 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago. 1 film— in­dustrial subject— "free"— servo all U.S.
41. ütodern Woodmen of America, Rock Island, 111. 9 films— scenic
and fraternal sub jects— "free"— serve all U.S.
42. Montgomery Ward Co., Photographic Unit, Chicago, 111. 1 film—
Chicago Exposition— "free"— serve all U.S.
43. National Committee on Boys and Girls Club Work, 430 S. Michi­
gan Ave., Chicago, 1 film— educational sub ject— "free"— serve 
all U.S.45. National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, 450 7th Ave., 
N.Y. City. 3 films— care of the eyes— "free"— serve all the 
U.S.
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46* National Tube Co*» 1802 Frick Bldg* Pittsburg» Pa. 2 films—  
industrial— '"free"— servo all U.S.47. Northern Pacific Railway» Passenger Traffic» St. Paul, Minn.15 films — scenics of the Northwest— "free"— serve all U.S.
48. Penzoll Co., Ad. Dept. Oil City Pa* 1 film— Industrial sub­ject— "free"— serve all U.S.
49* Perfect Circle Co., Hagerstown, Ind. 3 films— Industrial sub­jects— "free"— serve all U.S.
50. Pycope Incorporated, Joplin Mo. 1 film— dental health— "free" — serve all U.S.
51. Quaker Oats Co.» School Health Service, 141 Jackson Blvd.Chicago. 2 films— industrial sub jects— "free"— serve all U.S.
52. Ray-Bell Films, Inc., 817 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn. Producers and distributors of Industrial and educational film- 45 sub jeots— "free"— serve all U.S.53. Reading Iron Co., 401 K. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1 film- industrial subject— "free"— serve all U. S.54. Rhinelander Refrigerator Co., Rhinelander, Wis, 1 film— on re­frigeration— "free"— serve all U.S.
55. Rowland Rogers Productions, 151 46th St., N.Y. City. 4 films- "free"— serve all U.S.56. Singer Sewing Machine Co., Singer Bldg. N.Y. City. 1 film—  "Manufacture and Use of Sewing Machines".— "free"— serve all 
U.S.57. Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass.5 films— industrial subjects— "free"— serve all U.S. Also distribute through Y.M.O.A. National Council of Motion Picture 
Bureau.58. Tanners» Council of America, 41 Park Row, N.Y. City, 1 film-- on leather— "free"— serve all U.S.59. U.S. aireau of Reclamation of Reclamation, tVash. D. C.— 19 
films--lrrlgation sub jects— "free"— serve all U.S.60. U.S. Dept, of Agriculture, Office of Motion Pictures, Wash.D.C. 265 films— agriculture, forestry, highway construction, wild life, conservation— "free"— serve all U.S. Write headquarters 
to l e a m  nearest source,61. U.S. Dept, of Labor, Women’s Bureau, Wash. D.C.4 films— women in industry— "free"— serve all U.S.
62. U.S. Recruiting Service, 641 Washington St., N.Y. City. 87 films— travel and navy subjects— "free"— serve all U.S.
63. U.S. Rubber Co., 1790 Broadway, N.Y, City,. 1 film— industrlal- 
"free"— serve all U.S.64. U.S. Steel Corporation, Bur. of Safety, Sanitation & Welfare,
71 Broadway, N.Y. City. 10 films— industrial and welfare—  "free"— serve all U.S.
65. University Extension Divisions, ïvîuseums, etc.
Large no. of films— mainly educational, some entertainment—
terms of loan vary greatly--serve mainly their own localities--
write to nearest for full information & lists of films available.a. Alabama, Univ. University
b. Arizona, Univ. Tuscon
c. Arkansas, Univ., Fayetteville
d. California, Univ., Berkeley
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e* Colorado, Univ., Boulder
f, Florida, Univ., Gainesvilleg. Indiana, Univ., Bloomington h« Iowa State College, Ames
1. Kansas, Univ., Lawrence.J. Kentucky, Univ., Lexingtonk. Massachusetts, State House, Boston
1. Minnesota, Univ., Minneapolis
m. Missouri* Univ., Columbian. Missouri, Educational Museum, St. Louiso. New Jersey, state Museum, Trenton
p. New York Univ., Albanyq. New York, Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Buffalo
r. N.Y. City Am. Museum of Natural History8. N. Dak. Agricultural College, Fargo
t. Pennsylvania, Commercial MUseum, Philadelphiau. Texas, Univ., Austin
V. Utah, Brigham Young Univ., Provo.
w. Wisconsin, Univ., ^ladison66. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.7 films— industrial— "free", pay transportation one way— serve 
all U.S.67, White King Soap Co., 617 E. First St., Los Angeles, Cal.— 2 films— industrial subjects— "free"— serve all U.S.
63. Winston, John C., Co., 1006 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1 film- on bookmaklng— "Free"— serve all U.S.69. Y.M.O.A., National Council of Motion Picture Bureau, 347 Madison Ave., N.Y. City; 19 LaSalle St., Chicago, About 1000 films— all 
subjects— rent end "free"— serve all U.S.
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IC TB G D Ü C TIO N
XUil OF TAU C0UB3E.
1. To give pupils a realisation of the necessity of an education.
2. To teach pupils how and what to study.3. To give a surrey of the educational opportunities offered hy the schools*
4. To gire pupils a realisation that the best time to get aneducation Is now and if they do not they may never get one*6. To aid the pupils who must leave school early in learning what vocations are open to them and to attempt to encour­age them to continue their schooling by reading, correspond­ence courses, or part time schooling.6. To help pupils find the fields open to those who finish high school and college, and to help them learn what occupa­tions are closed to those who do not finish high school or college.
7. To help pupils discover their Interests and abilities.8* To create in each pupil a desire to occupy a useful placein the world.9. To give a broad view of the occupational field.10. To help the pupil to see the vocational implications of school subjects.11. To teach pupils that all honest work is dignified.12. To give pupils an understanding and appreciation of thework of others and an understanding of their dependence on that work.
13. To guide pupils in their consideration of their own voca­tion, and to aid them in making tentative choices.14. To teach the pupil how to study an occupation.16. To help the pupil to understand that life situations areever changing and that if he is to succeed vocationally he must be able to adapt himself to changing conditions,16. To help the pupil develop an honorable code of ethics both socially and vocationally.
Pl.UIR .\.?_NT3 0? Tin C0UB3'.
1. Textbook.2. Notebook (preferably loose-leaf and Indexed).
A variety of uses will be found for the notebook. Among
the more important are the following;a. Record of assignments.b. Class notes.c. Notes on assigned readJrg.
d. fkstes on investigations or interviews.
3. ReportsI-Individual members of the class should be askedto give reports of readings or of their special activityor project.
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4. Teaist The use of standardised aptitude, intelligence 
and personality tests will prove helpful to the pupil in his self-analysis provided the tests are fiven and scored by some one qualified to interpret the results*S* Collateral readings; & list of books which are in the
school or public library should be given and ex­planation made as to their use*
6* 1rejects and activities; Some individual problem shouldbe assigned each member of the class* ^ugreations will be found under ''Interest Devices'** The teacher will know wh;xt is beat suited to the n-̂ eds of the class*
An extensive list of books and pamphlets which will be of 
value to both the teacher and the pupil is found in the Materials 
and Helps. This list includes biography, autobiography,
fiction, occupational studies, textbooks, and work books*
yirms furnishing films and slides are also n'imed* :one of 
these films are free except that the user must pay transportation 
Charges*
For those interested in atar.dirdlzed t sts n list is f lvcn.
In the Appendix, psrta Q, 'md will bo found a
Directory of Publishers, pugreoted Lists of Books Contemporary 
Biography^ n Outline for studying biography, occupationally, and 
the chief agencies making studies on occupations*
These together with irrTTRVI " 3 with workers and eriploycrs, 
L.:CTUa by qualified speakers, l:’P‘:p'X'TT 1 to industry or
business and TRYOUTS in positions under school supervision, form 
a list of materials and helps which no one te .cher can use in 
its entirety# but out of which may be selected 9.h it will best fit 
the local situation.
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INTLR^:3T D.’TYICÂSî
Dramatization^ pageants. Bulletin Boards, Debates, Collect­
ing Clippings, Making Charts, Xaklng Booklets on occupations. 
Keeping a Diary (shows young person's interests and home life), 
Posters, Scrapbooks, Terra iaper. An Autobiography, "Liy Career 
Book",
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PART I.
PRi;p\HIKO 0K£:*3 SCLP FOn VOCATION.
UNIT I. 
UNIT XI. 
UNIT III. 
UNIT IV. 
UNIT V.
Need and Value of an "Cdueatlon. 
Learning Row to Study,
Schools and Their Courses of study. 
Studying Yourself,
Hanning Your Future,
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UNIT I
m m  a n q fAUjs o t aw education.
"There are alx testa of the ®<2ucited m m  or woman, ^irat, correctneaa and treclalon In tho use of tts mother tongue; second, refined and eentle manners which ?rc the expression of habits of thoufht and conduct; third, sound standards of feeling- and ap­preciation; fourth, power of reflection; fifth, power of growth; sixth, tho ability to do efficiently without nervous agitation."—  Nicholas liCurrny Butler.
Gowln, ^heatley, and Brewer, CCci^patlons. pp. 1-10,Myers, Little and Robinson, il^hniivfur ?uture, pp. 184-193, Smith and Blough, Planning a Career, pp»^-lfc>,Zeigler and Jsguetie. tnoosiw^ an“occupation, pp, 1-12,Lyon, a Living, p, 57o,
Gallagher. Courses and Careers.pp. 73-76.Teeter, A Sylinbus on Voc?itloTr:̂ l Guidance, pp. 20-25.
OUTLINE
. A. ?HAT 13 AN EDUCATION?Education is the development of such virtues, talents and Qualities as we may possess. It begins when we are 
babies and continues through school; but it does not stop then. It goes on through life whether we wish it or not,
a, D-0-,3 JLUC\TIC., DO ?0R Ul?1, It trains us to earn a living.To earn one's living is n duty that every man owes him­self and society. In days of d^t^^reasien %hen jobs are 
scarce, men hive come to call it not only a duty but 
a privilege for a nan to be tble to e rn his own 
living.
2, It trains us to take our place in society and to r«nder to others as :.:uch service as we are capable of giving.
S. It trains for good citizenship,
1 good citizen has good ^ualitita of character and the 
knowledge of how to live harmoniously with others.
4, It prepares for worthy use of leisure because it iv:s people wider interests and encourages them to develop hobbies.
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6* It trains In the qualities necessary for success. Success depends largely upon three things; (a) one's work, (b) doing it to the best of one 3 ability, and (cjrendering worthy service to the world.
C. WHA.T SO.f : 0? THS SJURORS OTfi-R TiUN RCrtOOLROOJ' .\Î»Q 
SCHOOL 300^3 FROJî TtllCH vL &.TIO.j CO-
1. Libraries 9. Museums and \rt Galleries2. Y. M. C. A. 10. Theatres and Motion pictures.
3. Y. S. C. A. 11* Radio4. Boy scouts 12. ±ublic Lectures and sermons6. Camp Fire Girls 13. Comiaunity entertainment Courses
6. 4-H Clubs 14. Travel7. Lyceums IS. Hobbies8. Civic Clubs 16. newspapers and periodic*la
D. XRZ TKC Sr-YRIi 03JLCT1V51 OF LDUCMIC::?
1. Health 4. Worthy Use of Leisure
2. Worthy Home Membership 6* Vocation3. Citizenship 6. Character7, Training in the Fundamental irocessea
L. OF ^HVT V.\LU.i 13 AN EDUC'iTIOii?
**who *3 Who In ^erica** is a book, published every two 
years, in which are listed the names of men and women 9ho
hare achieved distinction. In the 1928-19^^9 edition there
are 26.991 life sketches. On the basis of their education 
they can be classified as follows;
Grade school education.................1,795
High school education.......... .......College education (non-graduates)......3,
College education (graduites). ...19.674 1
Figuring the Value of an .due ition
"It has been estimated that a college education multi­plies the value of a life career over a conunon school and a
1. Mesown, H. C., Home Room Quid-nee. McGraw-îill Co., H. Y. 1S54< 
p.243.
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high school education by 91, over a coaunon school f'duc itlon by 215, and over no education by 817. If you have a common school education your life Is ^orth thirty-eight times as much to the world as If you had no educitiors.If you have a hlg-h school educitlon, your life is worth twenty-three times as much as If you only had a common 
school education and eighty-seven times as much as If you had no education. There have been three hundred fifty-two 
times more men with university training In the House of Representatives than with no training. \nd there have been five hundred thirty times more nen elected to the 
Senate with university training than without."*
I*, R\7S YOU £7^a STüW-^D TO THIHjC 0’=' ARE CL03SD TO YOU I? YOU DO KOT GO FLKTi: OKi> Of ITS COURSES?
HO"TO .\î-\rcY cPiORTuraTias HIGH SCHOOL AND CO.,»-
1. The world today wants men and women who are trained.
2m The high school offers a training thit Is necessary for entrance Into nearly all the professions and skilled occupations.
2.. If one does not graduate from high school he cannot go to college.4. He cannot go to a state normal school in most of the states.
5.
6 ,  7. 8# 9.
He
He cannot go to a first-class law school, cannot go to a first-class medical school.He cannot go to a first-class dental school.He cannot go to a first-class pharmacy school.He cannot go to a first-class engineering school,10. He cannot be admitted to a Laval School of Wiatlon.11. He cannot be admitted to an \rmy wlatlon School.12. He cannot get a first-class position in a newspaper office,12. He cannot get a place In any business office with 
unlimited opportunities for advancement.
As you look this over you can see also how many of the pro­
fessions are closed to the person who Is not a graduate of college,
2. McKjown, Home Room Guidance. p< 244.
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A high school or college education may not seem so important to 
you just now, but if you have the time, the ability, and the 
money, why risk handicapping yourself because you do not have the
svision of your future needs?
G. SUGGS3T2D DRA.:J\TIZ\TIGN ^
1. At the Crossroads of Education, (Counselor discussing opportunities for training with a group of young people. )
S. The Family Steps Out. (Members of a family group making" plans'" for le ï sure hours.)
H. TOPICS FOR ORAL OR rPlTTi'JN R.aORTS
1. Illiteracy 6. Adult Education2, Avocation 7. The National Office of3* Vocational Guidance Education
4. Educational Guidance 8. The Money Value of an
5. Smith-Hughes Act. Education9, Extra Curricular Activities10. Visual Education11. Sight Saving Classes
I. DISCUSSION TOPICS.
1, Ihy is more time spent in getting an education than in your grandparent's day?2. Why does an education cost more today?3, Why do the States maintain free public elementary and 
high schools?4. Why do many boys and girls leave school before they have finished high school?
6. Why do we need vocational education and guidance today?6. What educational opportunities do you have in your home that were not in the homes forty years ago?
7. Explain each of the seven objectives of education.
8. Name all the good things you can In our present educational system.9. Do you have a State Superintendent of Schools or a State Commissioner of Education in your state? How 
does he get his office?
10. What is the method of choosing a County Superintend­ent of Schools in your Dtate? Is it a good method?11. Of what schools does the Federal Government have
3. Adapted from" Jones, i-rihcipTes br~Guidance, 2ncl Edition, l9S4 , 
p, 309,
4. Sponsored by the National Advisory Council on Radio in education, 
60 Cast Forty-second street. New York City.
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Chargef
J* D.̂ 3\TiI3
1, HeaolTcd, That the working day in nil occupitions shoulâ'lae shortened to six hours*2* Resolved* That all pupils he required to toke acourse" in occupations either in the last year of theJunior High school or the first year of the senior High school*0* Peaolved* That all girls in high school be required
\o takê""a course In Home f̂ anagenient*.
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UNIT II.
iiLVuNIKG H0% TO STULÏ
"Invest your time; don’t merely spend it. "
"It Is not the spurt at the stnrt, but the continued, unresting, unha sting admnce that wins the day."
References;
Gallagher, Courses and Careers, pp. 62-65.Holbrook and McGregor, our Junior High School, pp. 35-47, 143-167. Lyon, :.Taklnr a living, pp. 17-21.   ...Kitson. k. P.. Use Your vind. Chapters I, II, III, 7, VIII.Kornhsuser, I. K., llow To""study and What To Study, Chapters III,V, VI, VII, xii;Kerfcot, J. B., How To Read.Teeter, i Syllabus On Vocallonml Guidance, pp. 27-29.
Cole And Ter^jsonTlstuoeEts’ Guide to 'efficient study.
A. ^hy do many pupils have trouble with their school work? '"because" 1 he y do" hôi"!àho'«""ïïoW' 'to ' atudyi study is an art that
has to be acquired.
B. What la the first requirement for effective study?A. strong will to succeed. must bë""'Will'ihg ’to work hard.You must realize what it will mean if you fall to get your work and what are the rewards of good work.
C* What Is concentration and how Is it accomplished ?
' tîoncentration Is the proctiss of shutting out dlatractlng things and of keeping one thing clearly in the center of attention. Seme of the most botharsone distractions ire;
1. Outside disturbances such as noises, lights, etc.2. Bodily sensations, such as pains in the eyes, back or writing hand.3. Ideas about other lessons, social events, persons, stories you have read,
D. How can you be sure that there will be ftm dtstr>ctSons while you are studying? rn
1. Study In a quiet room.2. Sit with as many distractions at your back as possible.3. If It is night, provide a shade for your lamp; if it isdaytime be sure you have a good light on your work.4. Remove tight clothing.6. Rest occasionally, especially your eyes.
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£« ^hat are some fr>od rulea for effective atudy?
"'l'. learn to read rapi'dry'Yof ' that ' will'" prevent your mind from 
being too aenaitlTO to outside distractions. Two rapid 
readings are better than one slow one. Read phraaes and 
sentences, not words.
2. Stop at the end of each paragraph and see if you have the 
main Idea of what you have read.
&. Read important or difficult points slowly. Read familiar 
or unimportant points rapidly.
4. If you have forgotten a fact, look it up again, ^e learn 
by repetition.
6. labile reading, outline the important facts. This outline 
will be helpful when you want to review.
6. Do your own work. Don't form the habit of depending on 
the work of others.
7* Have a dally program. Budget your time. Form the habit 
of studying at certain times.
8. Don't waste time getting ready to study, T>e prepared and 
begin at once.
9. Review your lessons often. In that way you will see the 
relationship between the old facts you knew and the new ones 
you are learning.
10.If you are very tired relax for a time and you will study 
more effectively when you do begin.
11.Learn with the Idea that you want to recall certain facts 
and have confidence in your ability to recall these facts 
when they are needed,
12.Think, talk, and write about the things you are learning. 
That way you will make them yours.
3HLCI4T. ICTIVITX-.^;
1. prepare a dally schedule budgeting your time for one 
school week.
2. In what ways may the library be a study help?
3. I'hat is the Readers* Guide and how should it be used?4. Of what use are the table of contents and index of a book? 
the notes and vocabularies? the maps, charts, tables, and 
illustrations?
£• Tell how to review effectively for an examination.
6. Do you think a pupil should work for marks?
7. Is "I don't know* a sign of weakness or strength, or both?
8. What would you do with a ’’cheat”?
9. That is meant by ”getting by” or ’’getting away with”? Is 
this good or bad?
10.Are there Important things which marks do not measure?
List thorn.
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TJTilT III.
SCHOOLS \KD TH^IR CCDH3-5 OF TprjUY.
"I find that the ĝ refit thing in this world la not so much where 
we stand as in what direction we are moving; to reach the port of 
heaven we must sail, some times with the wind and sometirrss arainst 
it— but we must sail, and not drift, nor lie at anchor.*»— Oliver 
wendell Holmes.
1. Bate and T»ilaon, Studies In Vocational Information, pp.1-12, 
129-135.
2. Brewer and Others, Cases in administration of Guidance,
pp. 221-230. (For the teacher.)
3. Brewster, Vocational Guidance for the ^rofcsslora.
4. Comfort, cVio'fce'''oT""'â "Coll
5. Davis, Guidance f o r Ÿouth, pp. £8-36.
6. Gallarhor. Courses and Careera, pp. 81-84, 93-97. 107-110, 
114-136.
7. Gowln, v^heatley, and Brewer, Occupations, pp. 25-46.
8. Halle, Thlch College?
9. HatcherV Guiding iVural Boys and Girls, pp. 77-79. (For 
the teacher. }
10. Hawkes, College— shat * s the U^e?
11. Lyon, Making' a living,' pp. h'73-~ë'97.
12. fyera, Lii"ile""arid HoBir.son, planning Your Future, pp. 328-
361.
13. I roctor. Vocations, pp. 345-348.
14. Gmith and Slough. Planning a Career, pp. 419-423.
15. Teeter, »\ Syllabus"oh' Vocational Guidance, pp. 36-49.
16. Zelgler and Jaquette. Choosing "an Occupation, pp. 26-45.
4. That are the educational opportunities ?.fter sixth grade?
1. Junior high school.
2. Senior high school.
3. Graduate high school technical courses.
4. evening school.
6. Continuation school.
6. Business college,
7. rrivate trade school.
8. Correspondence school.
9. Company or corporation school.
B. 1?h*t are some of the common reaaons for i-u; lia le-̂ vlr,*: school 
before they hive finished?
1. Ill health.
2. Financial difficulties at home,
3. Dissatisfaction in school.
4. Lasiness.
5. Vttractlon of a paying job.
6. Lack of home encouragement.
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C. !^eyeral Important rea.aona why on« should attend and finish 
aëhtôrhlfn âchool,
”1”  li" gives us a broader knowled/^e of the isorld in vhlch we 
live and so helps in planning our Yocutlonal future.
2. Through the study of our own and foreign languares we im­
prove our ability to read intelligtntly.
2. It Is a preparation for further study in a college or a 
technical school.
4 . It l a  possible to gain special skill and Knowledge in some 
kind of work that leads directly to o job such as book­
keeper or stenographer.
5. It gives an opportunity for making friends with persons 
who will in time be influential in the cora;nunity and so 
forms the basis of community cooperation and citizenship.
D. That are the courses found in senior high schools?
1# College preparatory.
a. scientific
b. Icademic or cultural 
2. Commercial.
a. secretarial
b. stenographic
c. Retail selling, etc.
2. Ji-grlcultural,
4 . Home-making.
5. Trade-technical.
a. ?or boys:
1-’*‘oodworklng 4-automotive
2-Ketal-shop 6-Concrete work
3-filectriclty 6-irlntlag
b. ?or girls*
1-Cooking 4-rrinting
2-Sewlng 6-\rt metal work
3-Millinsry
6. General.
Em From what sources can you get facts -♦■jout any college?
"r ”"'"the college"'cataloguc .
2. The guidance counselor, class adviser, home room teacher, 
or the principal of your school.
3. X person who has attended the college.
4. X visit to the college itself.
P. That things must be cor side red when choosln-- a college?
’ 1". Entrance require.üehis,' ' " .....
2. College expenses.
a . Tuition
b. pees
c. Clothesd. Board and room
e. Books and supplies
f . Transportation
g. Incidental living expenses
3. Opportunities for earning? p irt or all of your cxycrses.
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4« Scholarships available.
6. Large or small college?6. University or college?
7 . Urban or rural college?
8. Co-educational?
9. Type of student draisfn to the oollece,10. Equipment, faculty, endowment.
1 1 . student life.
12. yeaning of ita various degrees.
13. Success of Its graduates,
G. TÎÎÎNGS TO DO:
n n  H a t  ten jobs for which a grade school fit one,
2. List to.n jobs for which a junior high school fits one,
3* List ten jobs for which a senior high school fits one,
4, List ten jobs for which n. college fits "ne.
5, Ifhat Is 3 diplorai? a degree? a certificate? Thlch do 
high schools give?
6* ^hat Is on elective? fthy ira sotoe subjects nade elective?
In what school or grades do you flrot find electives?
7, That Is an accredited high school? Is your school
accredited?
8, That éù tho following msan;-!. B*; :'l. ; B. ù, D. ;
Lh. D.; D. D. S.; :■!. A,; ;vl. D. j LL. D.J
9, ?;hnt are the naiaes and locations of the colls/^oa and 
universities in your state?
10, That are scholarships?
11, How does one obtnln a scholarship?
12, Kara© some ways that one c tn earn none y while attending 
Gollege.
13, That goVÊrnirtcnt schools rulgUt one attend with little or 
no coat to ono*s self?
14, "Lven students who are financially poor, if they are
really detemined to go to college, can provide them­
selves with a good college fund by their own saving.
If one will save .f'2,61 every week, beginning at the 
age of twelve, and put it in a bank savings account 
at 4£ii interest compounded quarterly, in six years the 
sum will be 11,000. %ost boys and girls could get a 
job and do this.,..Think it over and see if you can­
not in some such way assure yourself of a college g 
fund that will be of real help to you when you need it.'
H. d k b\Ta i:
Resolved, Ttiat generally students get more satisfaction out of shop work and home economics thsn any other work.
Resolved, That examinations are an unnecessary and nnf'ilr 
means of testing a pupil’s progress,
5, Gallagher, Ralph F,, Courses and Careers, p, 120.
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Resolved, Th?it If one*a occupation does rot require a collefe 
training;, going to college la a waste of time and money 
for that person.
Resolved, That a study of foreign language in high school or 
college Is unnecessary since there are translations of 
the moat important foreign books «nd slrce i^nglish is 
becoming the universal language,
I, Eow much schooling Is necessary for the following occupations?
Poultry f s m e r
Machinist
Musician
Coal passer
Kurse
Janitorfarmer
Library asslstmnt
ReporterBokerMilliner
fils Clark
Lietltlan
Taxlderaist
SalesvomanGardener
Dentist
Grocer
Policeman
College te&cher
Blacksmith
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U N IT  I ? .
STUDYING Y0Un.'3ILf
•♦Just atunU aside aind watch yourself ra by. Think of yoursalf as *he* instead of »I*j Pick flaws; find fault ; for^-t the man Is you. And try to laaka your a st in a te ring true. Confront yours-elf and look you In the eye.Just stand aside and -watch yourself go by.**
"Before a .nan can wake up and find hLasul first wake up and find hlrnŝ tlf.** f famous, he must
1. Bate and 'Tlloon, 7tudios In ^ocatlnu»?! Informât ion, 
pp. 136-140. ^
2. .idiuonson find Dondineau, Occupations Through rroblens,
PP. 12—16.
3. Gallagher, Couraea and Careers, pp 66-69»
4. Lyon, a Ll?In^iV""pp. B'SB-574,
5. Myers,"’Hï11 Hoblnson, planning Your Future, pp. 
307-313.
6. Proctor, Vocations, pp. 17-30.7. Szolth and' Moutihi. Planning a Coreer. p. 410.
6. Teeter, 1 Syllmpus^'on"Vooaiïoral'^'Ouldance, pp. S0-C4,
9. Zelgler and ja que tie,' ' d o  osTng'' n ?: c c up ̂ t io n, pp. 1&-19,
10. Cowin, Wheatley and Brè%er,"'"6ccur.a'11 ona,' pp. 111-127.
A. "̂ hy are people different?
" 1 • " Se c'a use '6 f s'e x .
Boys and i:;eri are generally larger and stronger than girls 
and women of the S'uae age, so they can do certain kinds of 
work for which women arc not fitted.
2. Because of race*
It Is thought that people of different nationalities have 
different qualities. For instance, people believe that 
Southern [European t'^ces are emotional and artistic, while 
Northern B^aropeans are thought to be steady, firm and 
deliberate,
S. Because of ancestry.
It has been sa lu th t If you wiah to proüuoe a great man 
you must begin with bis graralpar«nts. Ill of us ha-ye 
abilities or features which we havn been told are like our 
parents* or grandp trents*.
4. Because of environment.
dach of us aas grora up in different h^mes an<* with (différ­
ent sunoundlags, .Many people think that our environ, ent 
is more Important in deciding wh .t kind of pt-rs^ns we 
shall be than are the traits we inherit from our ancestors.
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B. What are 3orae very Important In yhlch people differ?
1, Jrhysical fitness.
This Is our condition of health and Is very Important to 
each of us. If you have strong perfect bodies and take 
good care of them you have one of the greatest starts 
toward success and happiness that anyone can have,
2, Interest.
It is of three kinds;-special, natural and acquired.
Natural interests are those vhich we do not know how we 
obtained. They are often connected with our play or 
hobbles, Special interests are the ones in which we take 
great pleasure. They may come in our play or work.
Acquired interests come as the result of learning and 
training. Interest creates enthusiasm, cheerfulness and 
happiness «
3, Energy and industry.
Energy seems to depend on health, Then one feels tired 
all the time he has little desire to exert himself. If 
one has interest and energy he can accomplish a great deal 
and enjoy doing it,
4, Sooial-relations ability.
This ability means that we get on well with others and 
like to work with them,
6, Mental ability.
This is sometimes called general intelligence and is some­
thing that is very difficult to measure exactly. Most 
of us think that we can tell when people are very dull or 
very intelligent by their appearance and actions. Appear­
ance is deceiving, as has been found by grouping together 
people of different degrees of Intelligence and then 
having people try to tell from studying their pictures 
who were bright and who were dull. Then we Judge by ap­
pearance, vivacity and sparkle of eyes or smile, have
a great influence on our Judgment and they are not always 
indications of intelligence.
We can Judge our own intelligence by answering the follow­
ing questions;
a. Do I learn well as compared with other members of 
my class?
b. Do I get along well with my teachers and fellow 
students?
c. Am I able to make plans and live up to them?
If you rank high in all these points you may be sure your
intelligence is high,
6. Control of ourselves.
This involves the following;
a. Some knowledge of ourselves,
b. Some knowledge of the world into which we are trying
to fit ourselves,
0, Ability to analyze ourselves fairly,
d. Ability to make a plan of action and then stick to 
it.
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7* Special ability*
Some people find that there is some one thing that they can 
do better than the average person can do it* This is an 
important discovery. It may mean that in time they may 
be a musician or an artist.
Can one draw a picture of his personality?
Yes. It might look something like this drawing that 
follows. Examine this drawing and make one of your person.
ality. ________________________  ________ _________
pkys. interest Energy & Social-Rela- Self Special
Industry tiocs^iblllty Control ibility
Good
Fair
Poor
D. How can we discover our special interests?
1.'by witching ourselves and noticing the things we especially 
like to do, the things we dislike to do and the things we 
do not care about either way.
2. ksklng our parents what they have noticed about our likes 
and dislikes.
S, isking our teachers and friends,
4. Asking the school counselor to give us an "interest test”.
How
*TT
2,
3,
4.
5.
can we find 
ikysicST
out about 
iHITty
our aptitudes? 
can Be discovered"through competition 
In running, jumping, swimming, boxing, wrestlingwith others 
and playing of games.
Mental Ability can be tested by contests in various school 
subjects and also by the use of certain tests worked out 
by psychologists, by means of which one can get some idea 
of his mental ability as compared with others of the some 
age and the S’une opportunities for study and learning. 
Mechanical Ability may be tested best by working in the 
various ’ shops""bf“ a junior high school or by taking certain 
tests called "Mechanical Aptitude Tests”,
Social Ability may be tested by trying to manage the details 
of à party* % i s  means that one must foresee and arrange 
all details necessary for the success of the party. This 
is sometimes called ’’social engineering" and requires such 
qualities as tact, courtesy, sympathy and resourcefulness. 
Character Aptitude or Traits Is one of the most difficult 
aptitu3e"s“™to" discover because we have to observe people a 
long time before we can be sure of any traits of character.
6. Lvon. Making a living, p. 57ST
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X £oo<3 way to iQsrn to eotlmato traltm la to t«ike on® 
auch aa adaptability* Look up the definition of the word 
and then think of soaeone whom you think haa the trait in 
a hl£:h de/^ree* Lext think of fsorieone who has the trait In
only a fair dopree* Then think or 
trait In a sllfjht decree. You can 
of there people you are most like* 
traits are honesty, dependability, 
perseverance «
someone- wro has the 
decide then which one some of the character 
couraf.;®, loyalty and
1.
£*3#
4*
e.
e*
7,8*
Suppose a imn should lose a or an arm, what could he 
do fcr a livlr.p?
iiow do blind people earn their living 9
Some people say, **I am not (^alng to work* The world owes 
me a llvlr:r*'* Âhot do you think of that?
In what W'.ys a piip11 a your c1hs.s similar'? '?'>-'ke a 
list of the vr.yft in which they are different* Can you de. 
did® what vocations any of them seen fitted for?
For what vocations are you p'^rticalarly wall-fitted? -?or 
what ar+î you not f i tied?
TFnat occup'-itiona are closed to bllrd people?
What occupations are open to deaf people?
How do school clubs help one to discover whether one has 
a real interest In msny vocations? 1 list follows»
a* ivl*»ticnb. P.and
o. Camera d* Camp e# Debating 
f* Dramsticg. ünbroldcry
h. First aid 0*
1. Glee p*j* Ha fid 1 c m  ft rr,
k* Hooked rare r.
1* Hostess s*ra# Kewspsper t.
n* School service u.
Tr*îvel
Citizenship
GardenMIAdlO
3ird-lovera Iibrnry Law
9. Some school subjects mipht help you to find out whether 
you would like similar work for a full-time vocation* The
following subjects would indlc~ts yo 
in what vocations?
a * c<tigl 1 ah g *
b* Latin h*
C* History 1*
d* Science 5*
Ô* jfPit be-riat lea k*
f* Bookkeeping 1,
:r Interest ?.nd ability.
fusloArt
Fachanical drawing 
lectrlclty 
"ooc^orklnp 
r rintÎ ne
m. Clothing and tertlles*
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I• Name ...............        . .. .. ..'"'BT*
%. Home «id droits. .Telephone* ......
Z. Occup-Htlon of rf nt or g»/( irdinn. .. ..........................
4. Other rel^tlrea* occupâtlona which heve Interested you.......
6. Have any of your anceoT.ora been rifted In any p ’̂ rtlcular line?.
6. Can you see any Indication of Inherltcu Tendency or for abil­
ity in your own Ufa?..
7* ïïhat are your reisona for go inn to scnool?.
8* that acHool aubJact$ do you ll’<o m o a t .
9. That school subjects do you ûloll>« moat?.  ..... .
10. ire you studious by niture, or io sturiyicy hard for you?,...
11. ’5hat clairas most of your nltrrtJon in school— your studies, 
or outside activities, Boolsi, athletic, etc,?.,...*,,,..,.,.
15, Do you ‘Vet bv** in school with little or no study, or do you 
have to work ii u'd in oruer to r.aaa?. .
13, That sort of books, asraalnes, etc., do you road?,..........
14. Have you a gift for music
13, Knve you a toiont for art? .
16. Have you mechanical Ability?..,.. ......... ..
17. 1̂ 0 you express yourself well in w r i t i n g ? . ,în speech?....
18, %hat can you do better than others of your eye?...,,,........
10. â,r® you t.lmla, a getter’’, or neither?..
50, Have you a hob^.y that makes Inrge dchiands upon your spare 
time? If so, name it, and try to rlv© ressona for Its strong 
appeal.
51, ire you r.at ".r n.ly hc'lt hy?. ire y'u strong phy-ically?.. . . 
Harae physical hnnu Ic.^ps, if any,52, Are you l**t/routed in sports?... ..Have you had any evperlence 
in athletics?,............If so, what?..,........
£3, 'That voc'.'tlorn world your health forbid your ent-Tlny?..,...
24, ho you ol.aud irj ouralg.nt or ua y-̂  u st ar.p?,
S5. i.,3 you sit upright witb your ch«:at nut, or do you loll, a 
limp he up ir. /oar coalr;^..
26. I/O you Give ruich ul tent ion to cress .
£7, are you careful to be clean and In drosu and person?.,.,
20. Is your voice soft or loud?.......Musical or urruiaic.al .
£9. Are you careful  ̂Pout mud ul at ion ...ipU-rsis and In­
flection?.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30. ho you care to pronounce your words clearly and correctly?,,,.
31. Can you readily enter Into conversation with new people?..,.,.
32. Are you a good listener
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ùo you r:r%3p explanation aulc!:ly, or do thln^^a have to be 
expl ilAc.d to 70U lo det'ill?« *,.« t •
34# 4re your in a one ra la eix-.osr.il, '“.uiit, noi:'?y, bilateroua, or 
aelf-9 34 3rtlve?.
05# ÎS your awille fra'O'uert, , or abaentT**
i;atar.‘\.l or forced i'.  ......  # • «. « * ttrooiive or r^^yellent î#• •
06. .'.re yo J, X'r-v;.i, klniiy, cor'ilei, f-. i 'il, r.nô courteous in 
wt>rd and actlou i 
37* l;o you look pen ;le frankly In toe eyea «To you avoid
their e^xe?* *  ....  ...#,.#..
38* .Oo you 70 k alOTn':: %'6li nitii ot/nern nd they wall %lth you ? #..
03# UaV'S you hiifclts# little or b 1 c* that r-r-.y or dis^rreeobis to 
others7#••.••#«•»•«#••••••••#.•#••••••«••#,•#••,••••••••##*•
40# Jo you fr.et anrry e Iî '-;#••*.#I!rvr ycu a ter;per?*.*#.,......
41# Have you tact V•«•#•••••#•#,#•#•••#•#•••«#•••••«*«••••••••##•
4?.# Are you hast/ and iaipul«ive *
43# .’ire you uuiek or slow in your a'5ove.;^enx&?#,.**#,.,*In your 
mental procen^e.o?,
44# iSO you prefer to ne èlr-cct of thinr.n, or arm you willing* 
to no your mh',.re irhile mor-ioone d e c  dlr-.-ctc pnd assumes the 
respousibllIt
45# i-.re you able to cnau-e!;ir-.-.kt? on the ?,orr you are doing or
does your mind wander off to other t h \ ?#..*....,##.#*### # 
46. DO you stick to nn idea or to u certain job wntil the end, 
or Are you easily d i s c o u r a i ; e d ? , , 
47# ?hal sort of vork appeais to you r-oai— r̂.t̂ taiodic;.!# repetition» 
al, or *fork of u'lie varie «y ?# »•,#.*...,.,.#,##♦.###••###### # 
48# }>> you prefer Montai activity, phyaioul acMvity, or work 
liivolviiip bothr
49# Can you r.-or>; ’̂ «11 under proa3.ira, or so you better when
you 31'* YU tinao uu'* leia uru
SO# Are you seif-rs'J.innt ...... . . . . . . . . . . .
61# Hove you a good rceriory tor faces?,.. .for facts?# .##.,, *forfigures?***  ..... .
62* occapotion does your mother want you to folio'w?###*# ##•
S3, what occup 'ition does your fither want you to follow?##,#####
64# 4hst vocation co you think you will fullor when out of achool? 
First cho ice. . . . . . . . . leoind choice....#.#....*,##.,,###
Third choice#  .........fourth choice
55# '.live two re ISO ca for your firot ca to...  ..........  ...####
6 6 # fen M o n  any othtsr voootloac which '=:! .,0 1 tr< you# ........*..#
67# la your hi?:h school courac piaruicd to ni^ot yoar futur© voca­
tion?. #  .......
58# Are you h'lpny In your present sroool ^ork
If not, why?#..#### .................................
69# Do you evpect to go to c '1 ]eg©?,#... if so, where?,.....#.*.#.
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60* IndlC nt'i fc'-Jow in Oul: il'iJ) ■ îr-:;
, %,,G" : o V L ' .  D; "' '"Kë"
61* ' h ’ t  e z f l r  Ï -C  J t r r lcu l  i r  a c %,In 1 Llo n-.v you r t i - . ;
v?;;:0 t m •««•••••«•*••••••••*•«••••••«««•••••*•,••••••••«•••
Ô 2 ,  Xî .t h:r .3- '9 o r  ; , r l  u ‘î a iV'. you rccc  I v. ’ V,
4'. ^i'aater* J y l l  i L o n  "Voc-%i I ' : ' noT~~ ^ ~ û %,p#
; ao l l l f i n  .  d o ptfcù by pv. ton f  r o r  ..o'*' n i r t e n  , r  no--' « I  r
Your j t f e  o r > ,  p p .  Z l -Z 'C .  :111 ,  19: 4 .  “
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u.\’ïT y.
YOUrî rui'UTiE*
’’lâeils are like stnrs; yoa will hot succeed in touching 
them with your hands, but like the seafaring man on the desert 
of waters you chose them as your «guides, nnd following; them 
you roach your d«atlny.*«-Carl Echurta.
■ Edmonson and iiondlneau. Occupations Throuf^h pp.3-23,
Gallagher, Courses and Careers/ p p ^ "1 &Ù-1 
Gowln, ëy and l;rewer. 0ccupntions, pp. 111*126.
^ones. Principles of GuldsncêXTêconT"3'1tlonj, 1CS4. pp. 342- 
35%;
Lyon, u:;sklPr a Living, pp. 1-33,
&îycr@,""LIttlë""anÜ"'Tioblnson, Hanning Your Future, pp. 2-10,
■ 3 1 4 - 3 2 1 .
Proctor. Vocation'^, pp. 31-47.
Smith aod̂ l̂'oulihT"**i lannlng a Cnroer. pp. 4-7-411.
Teeter. \ Syllobus""on'""Vocat 1 onoT"Gu 1 dance. pp. 55-63.
Selglcr an3 h o o a j 'ng'"" a n ""'C5 c olij) m 11 o n , pp. 16-45,
&. m t  i t m  fon tîî.;: «’utjse?
on® builds a house without first making plans; no one 
takes a long journey without planning tbe route and manner of 
transportation. Thy should a life be any les-? Irsiport'̂ nt?
One changes plans for the house as needed and Journey plans, 
too. So young people will find that they rill change their 
life plans perhaps many tiJaes. Changing plans 1̂: not & sign 
of weakness, but rather of progress, flaking no plans. Just 
drifting, or going Into something unaware of rhat is co^ilng 
is much more to be condemned,
B. «ÎÏ 13 i-tUiin«G or;3*3 ?UTU-'a \ GhO-' TL'IhO \ J"Y OT, UT -XV
1. It prevents drifting into blind-alley Jobs. these Jobs are
often attractive bsc^u.ae the pay good and It means
money of one*» own* However, if the Jobs are analy2t:d one 
will soon wee that there is no future la them. They lead 
nowhere. If n Job does not arm it you to earn more at 
thirty than you did when you started, say at sixteen, it
is a blind-alley Job.
2, It prevents them from being lead astray by false guld'^nce.
yalse guidance takes many forms, .:oo;a ou' them are:
a. Phrenology
b. Fortune telling
c. ihysiognomy
d. Graphology
e. \3trolory
f. advertisements making impossible claims.
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g* iVdTlce of frlonda who %re not well-informed or are 
influenced by the desire to further their own 
Interests*
h* idvlce based on family pride or ambition,
3» It enables the boy or girl to take school subjects with 
vocational value*
4* It Is the most economical way of preparing^ for one*s life 
work, for it:a* Saves time 
b* laves money
0 . ^Qves effort
C* UfCN TJiAT DCZ:': THâ .L-.CTÎCA'C 0? Avi OCCCA ATIO,. r . '.hZf
1, Upon personal characteristics or fitness.
You now have a clearer idea as to your characteristics If 
you have studied Unit IV, \b you go on, you will learn 
the requirements of certain occupations and thtn you can 
compare your characteristics and these requirements and 
see if you are fitted for the occupitlons In which you are 
now Interested,
£• Upon the occupations avail’?ble.
There are times when, due to economic factors or the 
seasonal nature of some occupations, there are very few 
new jobs available* It Is well to study these facts care­
fully In selecting an occupation* Then, too, some occupa­
tions become obsolete, due to chan/Inc industrial conditions, 
l^chlnes may be used to replace savorr/l workers, or as has 
been the case with the village blacksmith, there may be 
less call for the kind of work he can do. If the smith 
was alert to the changes coming, he perhaps gradually 
Changed his blacksmith and repoir shop Into a garage, so 
It Is with many occupations. Through the years, changes 
come which necessitate changes on the part of the workers. 
That Is the very best and most valuable lesson anyone can 
get from a course In vocational guidance, narrtelyt-one 
must be on the alert for changes and be able to adapt hlm- 
sèlf to them when they do corné,
8, Upon the training, education and fin uncial assistance
which you must have to prepare you for the work ?*hlch you 
wish to do,
4* Service to society*
You should stop and ask yourself If the occupation you are 
choosing is of service to society* There are many reasons 
for this* The chief reason is that you will very likely 
find greater joy and satisfaction In doing this type of 
work. Then, too, your success may depend a great deal on 
this one factor for you will do your work better and there 
will be a greater demand for your services if it Is a 
work which Is of service to mankind.
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e. Joy In the »?ork*It Is a Kmrd w*>y to e-irn -a
joy Ir* hl,=s %ork& It is truo 
joy îf'ork which dli not
then# However* it u>3'.îslîy in n k' 
soî?îe benefit to mankind coajinr ")S
r.fî.
Xlvlr5. if orv* h 'i no
th it iJ4iOi..le c m  IC'rn to 
rSpfîCl'*.lÎ7 to
:rk for v*t.ich t; 7 nt;a 
the mult of It3 Lolng
(&•
done or Vfi;inh allows the worker to tois nnd
love of others for whoa or with W'- on they it re w'*rklr.t':#
flnonctsl returns* imwdi'ïto -«rJ future*
h job poyln^ a 1^rf# s-aI' ry at first for v m y  littlr trnln- 
ing Is often m blirC-^lley job* That Is, timre is no future 
ss to imj or liüpî'ovc’o.fërit In th>*' type of work to tc ü 3 ne *
It is s mlst'^ke to choo^u %n occupation In v.hlcn ore- has 
little I n t e r e s t . , u s e  of the Money one can I’iako* H:t;'.pi-* 
ness in the work is %oro Important than imocdlut^T finunciol 
returns* Herhops boys snd f.lrls do not .tno* that thure arevery few salaries in any occupation. *?»Vhe United
itAtes Chamber of Com-nerce gives the foilo"*'inf facts re*» gtnrflng Incomes:**
Income of
410,000 or over
Income of 
:7*ooo toli0.000
Income of15.000 to
57.000
Incone of0,000 to 
^^..000
Incone of
:t,0 0D or le.**a
l*i li4 87;;
a
f>o it is better for boys end girls to S‘”-lect tti#lr occui s- tions becsusc of th*'.-lr interooto* abilities. And opportun­
ities rsthcr thin because of pos«^ible earolnps ilor.a,
7* Cpportunity for sdvsnco^cnt*Cno should nsk bl:?̂ S'%lf this «.question C'^-nalduring ®n
occupation* If I am successful, how much may I be 
in 10, 20, or 30 yesrst
6* Health conditions*
fire the hoars very lon^? Is the work done under wrvous 
Strnln? '"hot sre the hours, day or night ? Is the work 
Injurious to tha eyes, onrs, lun^sf These nra srxAO of the 
(juostlona one might nsk boat any occupation*
0* f.oolsl conditions*If I do this work* whit «111 be r,y social st'mdirn in the 
community?
D. ?H..x .k:")LLü f a  t rnTC". c" -u rcc
Before you leave schooli
"rt * 7
,\4 apttiU f I’aiii ..ûĴoriî’iori unU j-oat-VlnÛ-au., GCC'Zj'robleros* ,kac .flllan. If31, p, 10, ".........
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.DO occur ATI AL CHOICES CE\NGL'ty«3, an a p€5raon*3 interests ch ^any boys in sixth,seventh and eighth grades are interested in beconlnc ooxboys, policemen, firemen, or aviators, vs they grow older they be­
come interested in other work, such as engineering or some of the professions. The girl who thought she winied to be a nurse often chingos to the work of a dietitian or a bncterio* loglst. It is easier to chang,® plans during school days andless costly as far as time and money go than It I» after onehas made a start in some occupait ion and found that he Is not 
suited to it or does not like it*
f, HO*̂  lîor.3 THv SCHOOL IL Lr 1% OCCUr rTIO'V* L CH0IC-.3?1, It provides shops, g^nasiums, libraries, and l-tboratorles,£* It provides shop work, home economics and commercial sub­jects, all of which are vocational in nature,
Zé Through its counselors end advisers It helps the youngperson to analyse hliïïself and to levrn about the occupations of the world. In the light of a pupil’s Interests and abilities it guides him in his choice of curricula and 
occupations,
4, It gives courses in occupations*fi. It gives opportunity for try-out in certain lines of work under the direction of the school,6, In some cases schools arrange for and encourage pupils to get sinBriCr vacation jobs with the idea of try-out work,
7, it sets standards of right workioanshlp.
i, planning Your Life work. (Two dramatizations of vocitionalG, Dn\i‘5\tlS\TI3K;Hanni T .interviewas ' wiiii young people and their parents,)
2m At the Crossroads of ■education. (Counselor discussingbpporiun 1 i 1 es' xor'”17’nlning w 1th a group of young people,)
H. Si'SCIlL TOPICS yon OB\t AND 3:UTT :N TOHZ.1, Dangerous occupations 6* Blind-alley jobs5, Occupational dlaeasea 7, Vocational opportunities in
3, Phrenology your school4. rhysiognoiay U, The value of purs'̂ n̂ 'ility
6, Graphology e, istrology10* Vocational ladders
I, TîilKGS TO DC iUD "U::TI=N1 TO1, ulake a list of forty occupations. Draw a line throurh those which do not attract you. Draw a line through those which you would not follow because of lack of talent or for any other reason that may occur to you. Check the three which interest you most,
2, List the qualities necessry for success in these three
Q, .-Sponsored by ttie'i*atlo*aal Vuvlaory Eouncll" on :VTuio'' ln education, 60 .ast 4%nd :t,, K, Ï, City,
9
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ocouijatlons* Comp-ir® thorn with your analysis of your personal qualities as shown In your personal anilysls hlank, 3# 2îame several occupations that seem to you to have the best social standing* Give reasons for your answers.
4* Should a girl plan for any other occupation than home- 
making? Give all the reasons you can think of for your answer*S« t£ake a list of occupations for which women are betterfitted than men; a list of ten for which they are equally well-fitted; a list for which they are less fitted; a list of those which they should avoifi*8# Then we study biography should we pick out the biographyof a genius or the biography of an average person?
7* In selecting your life w>rk how many times should you change your mind?6* Elbert Hubbard 3ald**Xoung man, the world owes you a living,but you can’t turn It over to an attorney for collection***.Sxplnln what he meant#
9* jdvplaln the quotation; **The good things in life are not handed down* They are pulled down#**10*lhy is It difficult for the boy and girl of today to select a vocation?ll*Do you think that luck haa anything to do with people’s 
success ir. life? What Is meant by **b©lng ready for luck"? l£*Is "being friendly" an asset in any vocation? In what vocations, p^srticularlyt 13,Write a definition for opportunity#14*E3cplain the following quotation;"They do me wrong who say I came no more ^hen once I knock and fail to find you in;Tor every day I stand outside your door 
And bid you wake, and rise to fight and win,"— Telter Malone,
15*Is there any relation between your hobby and your possible vocation?
16,What is the diffare nee betveen job, occupation, and 
career?17*Clip and bring to class eraaplea of evaggeroted advertising In newspapers and m-^gaalncs*16,Do "hand workers" contribute more to civiliEatloo than 
"head workers"? l©#Does graduation from high school or college guar^nted success?
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ÜXIT VI.
UNIT VII. 
ÜKIT VIII. 
ÜÎSIT IX. 
UNIT X. 
UNIT XI. 
UNIT XII. 
UNIT XIII. 
UNIT XIV. 
UNIT XV. 
UNIT XVI. 
UNIT XVII.
F-kBT II.
STUDYING OCCUPATIONS
Need and Value of ’.’Tork: and Classification of Torkers
How To Study an Occupation 
schools and Their Courses of study 
Extraction of Minerals and Oil defining 
iMnufacturing and Mechanical Occupations 
Transportation and Commun!cat ion 
Commercial and Clerical Occupations 
public service or Government %ork 
The Professions
Homemakingi and Its Allied Occupât ions 
Vocational Ethics 
Review— Occupational Study
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ÜKIT VI.
N/.ED AJCÛ VALUE 02* TOF.K AXD CLM1I?ICATI0% 0? TCRÆünS.
"It 1» perh*aps natural that some, lured by prospects of ease and pleasure, should count the hours of leisure, and not the hours of work, as the most attractive p-rt of life. But education must not fail to impress upon our children that all worthy work is to be respected, and that no man is to be held in respect unless, in accordance with his talent, he finds 
some way of justifying his existence through work."»-*
GOT* Alvin T. Fuller
KEFEHEiMCESî
Bate and ^^ilson, Studies in Vocational Infor^intion, pp. 49-51. 
Edmonson and Dondinë'a'u."""''0c'c'mVs11ohs 'tfxrou/H''‘Troo 1 ‘erns. pp. 1-6* 
Gallagher, Courses and ÇmreèraT Dpr"ï'41-l4V.''''ï!):a-l5'6.Co win, Thegiiey' and" b'ccupatlons, pp. 47-47, Bi-92.Lyon, .'faking a Living, pp. 24—
yiyers,’ Little' and'ooblnson, Planning Your Future, pp. 11-27. iroctor. Vocations, pp.Smith &nd"'1̂ Iouf:S'T"Jrlannln^ a Career, pp. 45-62*
i. TaiT A3ÎE TIIJ BA.niC lEOi LE :.:U3T
1. They have wants.
2* There is not a free supply of things to supply these wants.
B. SOME 8 SAS0.̂ 3 THY TEOPLE WOM.1. To earn a livinga. -Food 
b* Clothing
o. Shelterd. i-rovide for recreatione. Provide for a "rainy day",2. To earn money3. Because they enjoy their work
If you have work In which you are interested you will enjoy doing it, sometimes people do not have to work for a living but you find them working just as hard as if they needed the money to pay for their next rr.eal.
4. To help other peoplea. Come examples of this are*
1. Clean-up days when people give their time to 
clean streets, churches, public buildings,2. Helping a sick neighbor or friend,
3. Going to the polls to vote is often done by people because they feel it a duty and so it becomes a fonn of work*
4. Giving up jobs that pay largo sums of money to
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take onea with little pay in order to eerre society# Perhaps the ones we have all heard of who did this were the ’*dollar-a-year" men during the Tiorlû %r#
6# To be worthy of the respect of others*On© of the great needs of hueaan beings la the respect of others. People do not respect those who will not work when they can and so become dependent u.on others,6$ Because of affection for someone else#Soma examples of this are to be seen right in your homes# Husbands and wives work for each other and for their child­
ren because of their love for each other. Children in turn often work for parents for the reason,7# To gain an education.Today there are many boys and girls, young men and women in this country of ours who are so anxious for an education 
that they are working almost to the point where they In­jure their health to obtain one.
C# 1 ÎU T  îT/ts T iiii on iG iiv .iL  PüBPorîc 0? T i l l  ir;;iT.;D - T iT ù i  c l u i  mud
WHIT IT INCLÏÏIjH?
The census was originally taken every ten years to learn how
many people there were In the united 'îtates. This Information was
used as a basis for apportioning representatives# However, the
1980 census included much more than this# It included occupational
opportunities, unemployment, agriculture, irrigation, drainage,
manufactures, mining, and distribution#
Statistics of agriculture, manufactures and mining have been
collected In every ten year period since 1840, Un««nployment and
distribution statistics are new#
D# m k T  AHii‘ THii 3i ùClÂl CEMSnSZST1, Census of manufacture taken every two years*2, Census of agriculture taken every five yeirs,
3, Census of unemployment tf̂ sken 1930#
4# Censua of distribution appearing first In 1930 was for the 
purpose of showing the points of atrencth and weakness in our system of distributing and marketing goods,
£# H0% DOES THE 1930 C/.KSUS CLAU'MFY 1# \s to training;a# Professionalb. Clericalc, Skilled
d# semiskilled
e. Unskilled
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2* *l8 to number of occupations.
a. There were 6̂ ?̂ .ma j or occupations and over 25,000 single AS to groups of occupations. ( occupational designation^a. Agriculture, fishing and forestry,
b. Srtractlon of ralnertils,c* .Manufacturing and mechanical Industries, d* Transportation and commun1 cation.e. Trade,
f. Tublic service,
g. I'rofesslonal service.h. Domestic and personal service.1. Clerical occupations,
1*. IHIT in MMIKT BÎ
There are several groups Into which these workers fall* They are:1. teamed
Under this classification comes law and teaching,2, Technical 
Engineering35, Sml-prof ess ions.
Assistants to dentists and doctors,Kadlo announcers.The people In this group nwaber less than in any of the other groups. To prepare for work In this group takes a much longer training period. In some professions such as medicln©, law, and scaae forms of teaching It tm.kes eight years of college work,
0, %H1T IS .%ï£;'uNT ®T CLERICAL rgaK.vRSf
These workers include account «ant a, stenogra. hers and thoae who 
do secretarial work* They are found in banks, stores, government 
and railroad offices. They usually have a high school education. 
However, lately college trained people are seeking this kind of job,
H. m X T  lu UEAKT BÏ 3KILLDD TOBKERflf
These workers are mad© up largely of two classes:
1, Men and women who have finished high school end prepared th^selves for a trade,
2. Mon and women who have been unskilled or aemlskilled workers and through their own efforts hiv© trained them­selves to be skilled workers,
1, ÏÏHAT 13 i£K\KT BY 3i:JlI5ZIDI*ÙD ICRiliHJ?
These workers h-̂ ve usually first been unskilled workers. They 
are able to do a little different type of work, a little more com-
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plicated# In the ahop fee run$ snachln^ryj on tha farm ha can handle 
tho mchtnory and tool® %hlofe are more cosa*,-.lîcatî2d and he ao::«tln@a 
aaslsta In the fans mannge'ient* If he la aorklna on the hi:hway 
fee can read aome of the blue prtntfe# l̂ any people working in factor» 
lea come in this claaa#
J# m v T  in MxiMT 9Y C(":TiLL:D
Thla la the Inrgoat f,roop of all. They ere found in nearly 
all occ'^patIona. They fe%V3, me a cl%s$, leae educ tlon than any 
other ^.ro»p* They nr«* found o n hîvhwsy coAstrnetion v̂ 'orh; r-ill» 
ro«d constructlonj working oa atreet clts'̂ nors aid h-illdlo;' assist­
ant a. They nre t W  e ornera on the ;3.
K* TO. ICI y-ri f''\L 'iTT:r: m1* The Industrial Révolution#
2# :*p«atalisatton and Ita Tes,t]ta,3# I-iffer«oc0 feotw^en ivoo^it?on, Mveraîon «nd 'ecrmotion,
4. flfferonco between sn Id^al, « Goal, and a oOtlve.5# Child Labor*6, %'omen In Industry#
7« Uneroployaent,
L. T'%TC3 y:'.R LirCVTOirR TRI/ 'X t-' L:.1# Collect all the pictures you cxn fin: liluatr-^tlnr differ­ent occupations# Appoint aoMeon»'» to represent escfe rroup of occupations and fenve them t'̂ he oharf.e of thw plcturos and a poster for the occuputloni’il group which they
represent,2# Collect ""Wlp-wintcd** adv<;rtlat:n̂ :nt% from nowspnpwrs, **ort the*® Into occup'itlonriX frou^s# ^aate ellptln/.s into your 
notebook taking; a page for e ̂ ch croup, Too th-at each rU( e la I'̂ .bttled at the top rlth the- rr:mo of the occu,'̂ t lonol 
group whooïî cl lp;jln£» .oro found th ;r«î#0* That is moant when on*' cry? that peo la hove Tulvéd 
rotiv€ a" for ror.^lngî 4# Thy do rr.ony women hsve to rork out si do th;: home to corn money to raise th.e stond *rd of living In the home 5# Is some- work neccosnry to everyone's feappiricss? 7h'\t reos-mn do you give for your aoswor#
6# DTOTOtlsc A story rhich sho^s th@ joy of work#
7, ofent would happen In your corxnurJ *; y I f the food ftu/.r.ly were 
cut off for fifteen d-iys?8# Give «11 tha rcas*».:̂  yo« con why peoj.l'' d-gsvod u. on one ar.wthcr and work togethnr*
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9* Make a list of as many things as you can that people can 
secure Tvlthout work bel% done*
10, Marne all the reasons you can why people's needs and wonts change,
11, Bring In a story or a poem Illustrating the dignity of 
work*IE, There is a desk In front of you* How different per­sons worked on that desk from the time It started as wood 
in a tree and iron in the earth until it was placed in 
this room?
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UNIT VII
HOI? TO STUDY AN OCCUPATION
"So matter a man’s work* he can do It better If heIs well Informed*"— Dr» Prank Crane.
"Man la like a tack-useful if he has a good he&d and is pointed in the rifht direction. 3ut even though he Is driven, he can go only as far aa his head will let him."
"Reading furnishes the mind only with the materials of knowledge; it is thinking that what we read ours."--
— 1,0 eke#
iSTZRENCES;
Bate and Filaon. in Vocationsl Information, pp. 106*116•Gallagh-er. Course^ and rs% 'pp^
Gowin, Wheatley and one, pp. 68*110.Myers, Little and Robinson. i'lp*nninf̂''' tour yutur®. pp. 59*42.Proctor, Vacations, pp. 1*16.Smith and 'Moun-'h. Plannln/t a Career, pp. 23*41.
Teeter. 1 Syllb»s""on' "Vocatio'nal butdsnce. pp. 67*72.
Zeifler an'8i J'aouetie. Chooa 1 n g ~ ' O c c ür»!ition. pp. 16*24. 
see Appendlr for Chief" J gSnc I es ,5̂'Icihs/ ''tuul'es On Occupation.
&. m*iT ARX TKi CIIIL’? 30CRC21 0? VOCATIO/.IL IkFCHMATIONT1. Books, pamphlets, and magasine».2. Educational moving pictures and slides.3. Observations of vocations in the comm/unlty.one can learn a great deal about any occ'a,:atl' n in which he is Interested if he hao the opportunity to observe how 
it is carried on*4. Visits to observe activities In various occupations*6. Personal interviews.These are with workers and employers and sho Id b@ arranged 
by the teacher who will instruct the pupils as to the best questions to ask and tell them what to loo> for In the 
shop, the office, or the jlace of buylnecs. Ihe inter­view should be reported to the clsss or In a conference 
with the teacher or couîr^elor.
5. Talî?s on voc^^tlons*It is beat that these talks be made according to an outline made or suggested to the speaker by the teacher or coun­
selor. In this way the pointsin which the bays and girls 
ere interested will be stressed as will the .oints on which they need information.7. Actual working experiences.
These may come as a means of vacation employment or during 
the school year under school supervloion.^^
IQ. \daoted from Èate and 7,11 son, studies in Voc^iTnr,al inPormaifon.
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B. m i T  13 k GOOD If^THOD FOR STUDYING AND RrU^ORTI.NO CS IN OCv'Ux\TION?There are fire important steps to follow If you would have a cood pleee of work* They ore as followsj
1, select list of occupations to he studied,S, Decide on a plan or outline of study,S, List source» of materials and inform-itlon,a. Library— .title of book, author, subject, pare*b. Interview,
4# Organize material.
How you do this will depend upon whether you are to make an oral report or write a theme. If you are to 
write a theme you will be given directions by your 
teacher as to title hesdlng.s, margins, rritlng on one aide of the paper, etc* Follô 'ring are suggestions for making an oral report, many of which will apply equally well to o written report or theme;a. Have sa Aim,
b, follow a definite plan in reaching that aim, 
c# organize your notes in good order,<3, Be careful to report all the important things but do not waste time by repeating,
e. After arranging your facts study them so that you will be able to present them in good fnglish and make their meaning clear to other people,f. Be brief. good report Is always brief and to 
the colnt,
g. Talk only about the things that are Important and interesting,6# Be prepared to answer oueatlons from other members of 
the class,
C, A. SLAzTLZ OUTLINE FOR THJ: STUDY 0? AN OCCUl ITION,I, Importance of the vocation. Of what use is this work to the world?II* The activities of the vocation,Vhat would be one*» duties of engaged In this vocation?
Ill, Conditions of work,What are the hours of work, the health and safety con­
ditions?IF. preparation and qualifications required.
1, What education %nd opeolal training are necessary in preparation for tuio occupytion?S, Besides education and special training, whatphysical, mental and noral or character qualltie» 
are needed?
V, Steadiness of employment.Is the work seasonal? Zany carpenters and painters, all harvesters and fruit pickers find their work seasonal,VI, Remuneration,That payment may be expected? will it be money alone or 
will there be satisfaction and joy In the work?VII, Opportunities for advancement,VThat are the opportunities or chi sees for promotion? Is this a blind-alley Job?
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VllX.Cpportunltles for addltllnsl education*
Loes the company m«intr-.in schools for its employees? If not. irould there b® opportunities fnr a i m p r o v e m e n t . 
such as nlf.ht school, libraries, etc.?IX* General advantages and disadvant-n̂ '̂ eg,
Do the adTontagee seem more important than the diaad-
D. k V-2RY COm'LZTI: GbTLIhG FOÎÎ 3TUIYING \'A CCCmWTIll'I.I. Katura, iascription and History of Occupation
k» Marne of the occupation,
B, What Is the nature of the worklC. Fhst are the main tranches of the occupation?
Dm Is there a tendency toward further special!nation?E. ^hat tasks does one actually perform in a typical day? 
?# Is It Increaslnj:; or dccrt'aslng In importance?G# That are the social alms of the occupâtlon-»its importance to society?H, Is It localised, national, or universal?
I. I3 It gessonal, offering work only a few months in
the yesrtJ, That is the degree of labor turnover? Do workers change often?K. Whmt Is Its slae?1. huifoer enf.'fod as Ty-nr'ae-̂r.,,
£. Value of product mad capital Invested,S, Henand for 1 borers•not enough to fill all 
openings?4. Oversupply of labrrerg?1, Marne ten outstanding; perflonulitleo In this occupation. Has It kept up with the times? Has It rrovn or changed?K. Does It lead to something better?
0. Is the îïork Interest lag and stimulating? 
ir'm Is there opportunity for initiative, pioneer work, leadership, originality, and research In It?II. qualifications and Training Needed,
km Physical requirements.
1. Weight2. Height3. 3ex4. Entrance age5. Special senses
6. Health7. Strength 
6, AppearanceS. psychological requirements,I General intelligence.
11, Adapted from HcKown, Kora® Room Guidance, p. £53, (lie3raw-Hlll, 
1934.)
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2. Special aptltuâé*
3* \blllty of adaptatlon— rsoclal, mental, and physical•4. Character traita.
a. What eoclal and economic Dack^round is needed? h* What moral and ethical traits are needed?1 reparation*1. Elementary achool education2. îiii’h school education,3. College education.4. Technical education*
6. Does it require full-time schooling?6* Can the years of preparation be decreased by apprenticeship?7* Can the required education or additional education be secured in evenings school? correspondence school?6* Are there opportunities for training on the job?©• Is esperlenca nece33'*.ry?lO.Does it require manipulâtIvo skill?
11 .Does the worker have to furnish his ovi*n tools?12.Does the worker have to wear special clothing?
III.
D, What qualifications do cu.stom« (3e:iî‘î.1. Religion2. Nationality
nd?
Remuneration
A* Initial pay.
3. iisdlan wage scale
C, Maximum wage scaleD. Discount and special prices3onu,ses
F* Group insurance
Q. pensionsK. Service department, such as a local resting rooms, etc.
doctor. nurse.
I. %y hour. day. month
3» Discs workK* Accident compensation
L. DockageM, fhen the work is well done, does It moke the workerfeel that he is contributing to t W progress of
society?IV* Advantages,A. Opportunities for promotion,1* Is promot ion dependent upon further study end 
hard work?2# !That Is the next higher job?3# !Then is one promoted?
B. Opportunity for physical and mental growth,
C. Try-out opportunities*
D. Social prestige,
D, Does it care for old age and health?V. Disadvantages,
A. Accidents connected with this OGCupatlon.
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B* Dlaeamea acocwnpanjlriiî  this occupation,
C, Restriction of (rowth (educational son social.)
VI, Ihyslcsl and 'Torkln^ Conditions,A, Inside work B* Outalde rork
0# Temper'ture— hot. cold, variable, moist ïir,
D. Ventllation— furaes, odors, dust,E* liolse— disturbing;, steady, vibrating*
F, tljcbt**«natural, artificial, flood, dim, bright,G, Sanitary conaItions— good, poor, variable,H, 14achinery,— high-speed, automatic, jigs.
I# Tools— hand, light, heavy, standard,J, la the work varied or routine?K, If monotonous, are there adequate compensations?L, Motions— rhythmic, horizontal, perpendicular, 
circular,
M, Posture— stending, sitting, bending, moving about,R, Hours— day, night, rest period, overtime, vacations lay-offs, slack period-?, steady rcork,0, Does ona work close to others ?P, Do other workers coopéra to?
Q., Is it cloaely supervised?R, Is there nerve or eys-strain?VII, social conditions*A, Unions and associations t'or the î or̂ cr; for the ersployer,B, 'Welfare workers,C, Is there opportunity for wholesome family Ilfel (Does it keep the worker away from home, as In the cose of the traveling- so le sms n? )VIII, Ethical standards,A, What ore the ethical standards and what arc Its influences upon those engaged In It?3, Does It help the Indlvldiml to lead a good life?
C. Is it conducive to good citlx*n?ihln?
C, OUTLIÎÎE FOR kti OCCUPATIONAL TILK,1, Importance to society,
£, The actual work done,
3, Idvantages,4, Disadvantages, and problems,5, Preparation necessary or leaIratie to enter the occupation,6, Other quallflcmt.lons or req-alr-manta necensary for success, 
?, Initial Incora© and chance for advancement,
6, Effect of the occupation on the life of the worker,^'®
1%. '^euberg,1'rlHcTptes" a tliods"'of "Voĉ '̂t 1 onf«l ''choice, ' ' " 
Prcntice-îiâliV t>p'713, Hatcher, Guiding Rural Boys and Girls, MeGraw-Hill, 1930, p,173, 
Suggested"~5F"TTT7 ôlin~%r"Brewer of~ITarvard University and Miss 
Leona C, Suchwald, Director of z.ducatlonal and Vocational 
Guidance In the Baltimore Public 'chools.
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f. TOi''ICS PO A P'^ORTa mntlR CRAL CA fRlTT-.'S,1. Occupational ("Iseaacs.2* Hazarâou? oocupAtlon».
3« ^orklng^en*3 coïrpen?rntlon lawa.
4# Seasonal occupations»0» New occupations»
6» Occupations which are decreasing In aocol Ynlue,
7» pension laws,
6» Joclal and moral hasards df an occupation.
©* Sisith-Üushes vocational courses»10.Group insurance,
G, D&BITE SUBJdCTG,
1. Resolved, That the hoy and girl who work tholr wsy through 
high school and college get mort- out of it than do those 
whose ex"ocns3s «re paid for them,
2» Resolved, That a fair w a scale for all ertploja-.̂ a ̂ nd a
share in the profita of a business la .better for workers
than old age pensions,
K. îiUîiJTICivS TO AKS-rJn IKD TKIRGJ TO TO,
1, Why Is it more difficult for young people to secure first­
hand experience in vocatlona thnn It was for their fathers?
2» alake a list of vocation-': employtho u s f ; n d s  of mun that 
were not in existence fifty years ago,
3, Is it possible to Itiarn all tlf.t cne «should kro% about an 
occupa tion from books or magasires ?
4* List five voc'utlons that are ct^prclully d-ugcroue; five 
which are unusually s;ifa.
6 * "hy chould one obtain a broad krnwleûge of the field of 
occupations T.hlle lu school?
6» V<a get our ideao abcut vocmtlons from many courues,
Following arc* som© of the sources:
a, from friends
b, From re 1'Stives
C» From school gubjecls
d, From school p-^per
e, From reading booksf, From school clubs
g, ^rom 1er charsh, iTom personal erperlenco 
1, from auditorium programs
j. From nencpapers and !*"■*'5
k# From guidance classes 
Where did you get your ideas about the following things 
that concern the voc-ntlnns you are er^ eclaiiy Interested in?a. affect on heolth
b. Length of hours 
C, Income
d. A:ethod of preparatione. Lature of work
f. Chance for advnnce.nent
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14g# Opportunity for S'srvtc^*
V* eOucnttlon Is neeess'iry for a busine&s vocation? a
professional vocation?8# HEhat scholarships ore avall^slle to deserving: pupils In 
your schools?9# %hat loan funds are avaUntie In your cownunity? sonetlaes the iastexn itar* b* 0*, bu:.»luess -wonen’s organisations, business men's orgonlnations, and lo.'aen'g Clubs have educa­tional funds. iir& there any such funds nvall'ble in your 
co,ra.ianlty'f10.Kama some occupations vhlch huvo out of the Invention
o f  electric lle^ntlng and the znotlnn picture.ll*3hould you avoid an over-cro-rcded occupation Moaume It la 
cro?i'd0d? Give reasons for your cns-ror*12,Would you rather be an automobile racer nt ]*1.5 p»̂ r doy or a achool teacher at .>5 per day?13,Whan selecting an occupation ther?-: or ft certila tnlngs to consider. Belov are given eight things one nhoulci consider in rating an occupation as to Its dos irs'al I Ity, '.'slect ten occupations. Including those In fhlch you ^re »wst interest* ©d, and r.Ç'ts thorn from 0 to 10 on thrnc characteristics*
For lR«t''̂ nce a oler^ym-sri -/.ould run& IG on the first charac­
teristic and a racketeer ^onld run'k. 0.
a, Hespact for the occupationb. Op.ortunity f o r  sei viceC. Remuneration
<3, Regularity of employn3.it
e, Qualification necesa ryf. Opportunity for advinoementg. Health and safety .gh, Desirable associations.
 Adapted from ualVagber»^Wâes''*Vn̂  C.•VroersV' Harpers, p,149,16, adapted from ifcJown, /Tome Room Guidance. .ZcGrav-Hlll, 1934,
D. 266»
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UNIT VIII
3.GaiCüLTUR£ AKU IT3 AIXI-iiD OCCUPATIONS
"Whether thy 1*0rk h® fine or coarse, planting corn or 
writing epics, ao only it t>© honest i?ork, dona to thine own approbation. It ahall earn a reward to the senses as well as to the thought; no matter how often defeated you are born to victory. The reward of a thing well done is to have done it,"
— nalph '̂ aldo ..iserson*
R'i?KH;:;îCiSîBate and Wilson, 9tudles in Vocational Tnfomatlon, pp. 51-56. Edmonson and iondïnea'u.'"'dccup>'̂ t ions'' TErouf',h' prohlmma, pp. S7-5S.
Gallagher, Courses snd çgr'Ôerâ'I""pp"7‘" S ô S - ^ l     ' " " ™
Gowin, ïïhenliey~ and Brewa'r, ' 'p'ccupatloris. pp. 127-148.Lyon, Xsking a Ilvtng, pp. lYè-SuS,
iÆye r s , 1 it le' 'an Tt aS in so n , Planning Your suture, pp. 43-45,Proctor, Vocations, pp. 48-?V,3*nlth and 'ialough. Planning a Career, pp. 53-04.Teeters, A Syl 1 a b u s'" o n"'' yp'c 4 "1Ï o'"nâ I" '"̂ ui d a nee, pp. 73-78.Zaigler anc[ ' J s q u e v'Eoo n' 6cr/;'y.--âlI n» p. 57-106,
A. THAT 13 THE CLASlITTClTinN Of AGP: I CULTURAL QCCUPATIrU 3 CCOiLLKG 
TO THE ÜNITU5 STATE1 CENSUS?1# General f̂ irrrts
Bala® grain, stock and produce d-^lry products,
£, PlantationsRaise cotton, rice, sugar and tobacco.3. Cardens and greenhouses
Raise fruits, vegetables, seeds and florers*
4, Orchards and nurseriesRaise fruits, trees, plants and shrubs.
6. Dairy formsfreduce milk, cream, butter and cheese,
6. Stock fsrmsRaise cattle, horses, hogs and sheep,
7. 1ouitry farmsProduce eggs, chickens and baby chicks.
B* LIffEHENT KIKD3 0^ 0CCU1ATIGH3 IN AGHICULTÜBE,1. Instructional
a. Teaching1. High school end Colleg©
b, GoverrEnent Extension1. United states Department P., Etate Department3, County agent4, Director of clubs 6, Journalist
6. Lecturer
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E. Experimental
a. Directorb# Assistant directorc. Research expertd. Demonstrator
e. Assistant demonstrator3. Practical
a• Ownerb, General manager 
0* Farmerd. Helper e* Apprentice
C. REQUIREMENTS FOR A FARMER?1. Must be physically strong*
E* Must know;a. Machineryb. Animals and the best ways of producing the best breeds of stock*3# Must have a knowledge of; 
a* Botany 
b* Biology c* Soil chemistry d* Grains and other farm crops 
e* Drainage4* Must like to work out of doors with animals, machinery and 
crops*5, Must have money enough to buy machinery, stock, seeds, and 
pay rent for or buy a farm*
D. WHAT ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES IN FORESTRY?1, United States Forest Service, a* TechnicalThese men do supervisory work, solve problems in wood 
utilization, and make plans for planting and conserva­
tion of trees*
b. Semltechnlcal 1, RangersE, Managers of lumbering 
3* Managers of scaling 
c* Nontechnical 1, Guards2* Assistants in planting and conserving trees.
2* Jobs with private enterprises such as:
a. Lumbering companies b* Railroad companiesG. Mining companies
d. Educational institutions
e* Organizations conducting research In forestry,
E* requi r e m en t s of a f o r e s t e r.1, Must be physically strong.2, Must love adventure and travel,
1A tn and Alough. Manning a Career, p, 55% ~
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3. not be afraid of hard work and r*any discomfort a#4̂  ̂Ifuat h® trained in;
a. 2Sathematics ■b. Purveying c* Chemistryd. Geology
e. Highly technical and specialised courses in forestry. 6* :4uat know;
a. Trees and possible uaes of different varieties and 
conditions under which each grows best, b# Diseases that threaten trees and how to combat them.C. ^̂ hen timber la ready for the rrr-̂ rket.d. How to educate the public as to the Importance of conservation of the natural resources.
y, THAT Afhi TH1Ù DITFîHDîîT C?I. For sport.The It a te and i^atlonal Governments saint-i In fish hatcheries to propagate fish for stocking the streams for this typo of fishing which is done with rod and line.
£• Commercial fishing*This Is done in power boats with seines, nets, flshwheela and traps of various sorts.3. Shellfish.This deals with the propagation and marketing of oysters, clams, lobsters and crabs*4. Other types of fishing**rhales and seals.
G. T0TÏC3 FOR rniTTZH \K T j ORDL RcPORTO.1* Ba© culture 8* Flower culture 3, Landscape gardening 
4* iTSUltry raising
5. Animal husbandry fi* Truck gardening7. •’Farm relief".Ô* The county agent.
9. dairying10.Specialised farming
II.CanneriesIS.Horticulture
H. ÜHE3TI0N3 TO DXD THIDCO TC DO.
{iJîany of the facts asked for In the next 6 questions may be found in the t;orld Almanac.)
1. y:hat are the principal crops in your state?
2* fhat 1? the total annual value of the agricultural products of your state?3. Dhat ia the total annual value ot the forest products of your state?
4, la fishing en Important industry in your state? ''hat is its total annual value?
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6« Are there any other industries In your stmto whose totel annual value exceeds that of agriculture?6. %%at are the different kinds of vork open to graduates rho have specialised in forestry?
?♦ ‘Chat financial returns are likely to he earned by special­ists in forestry?
6« klake a list of the principal crops rained by the f«rsiers in your community.9. find out the average yield per acre for each of these 
crops, llow does it compare m 1th the heat yield per acre that you have ever heard of?10,,%'ake a 11st of insect pests that destroy the crops of your neighborhood. How do the farmers fight them? \ro they successful in their fight?
11.Find out which breeds of chickens are best for br-^ilers} which are best for eggs. Is there a ready market for poultry in your town?12.'That kinds of fish can be caught in your nearest lake or stream? "̂ hat kinds are good to eat?
15.Has your state a fish hatchery? Has the state ever stocked the streams near you? %'itb what kinds of fish?14. If there Is anyone near your town rho raises flowers for the market, select some variety such as the rone, peony or carnation, and find out something about the planting, 
cultivating and marketing.IC.fhet are the advantages or disacvantr^ges of co-operative selling or buying organisât Iona such as the Apple Growers?16.KOW are swordfish, tuna, and sturgeon caught?1?.Certified, pasteurized ond accredited are terms used to 
classify milk# ’.'hat is the meaning of each?18.1’hy are the weather reports as well as a general knowli^dge 
of weother and clim-ite conditions of grcnt importance to 
the farmer?15.frhot is Intensive fanning? extensive farming? diversified 
farming?fO.f-'hat are the advantages and disadvantages of farm life?
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mit IX.
EXTRACTION 0? KIRaRlLO AMD OIL RJ?INirX).
"Blessed be the man whose work drives him. 3omethlng must drive men; and If It is wholesome Industry, they have no time for a thousand torments of temptation."
•-Henry ?ard Beecher*
State Bureau of 4lnes and the United itatesBulletins from the Bureau of _.!ines, ' '
Edmonson and Dondlneau, Occupations Thnau^h Problems, pp. 56-67.Gallagher. Courses and Careerg"%"" " ..." ' '
Gowin. ^healleÿ~'ân<r~’̂rëwêr.~"'15c‘cu-~̂ at tons * pp. 14S-150*Lyon. ; 'Sklnf? a living* pp. 1A1-Ê36-2Ù6." 510-511.Myers." tit tie and nooln%)n. ilanniofy Your future, pp. 56-71.
Proctor, Vocstlona, pp. lll-&ku.Smith and'^bl^uth. flannln^ a Career, pp. 85-94.Statistical Abstract of tne Unites! itates. 19ii4, (For sale by the Supt. of Dociments. ’Washington. D, C.. Buckram binding. ùl#SÔ. publ, each year).2ciglcr and Jaquette. Choosing an Occupation, pp. 107-121.
rrr
4.
B.
fHAT ABZ 30:iE Cf THE PRODUCTS OF jglNlHG?1. Coal— provides employment for largest number In this group.
2. Natural gas and oil— *®econd in number of people employed.
5. CopperIron 10.Gold 11*
21nc 12.Silver 15*lead 14.
Cement materials 16. Sulphur
4.
5.
6. 7* 
8. 
9.
Uranlteprecious stones Limestone
Clay for making bricks and tile,
Salt
OF FEAT TXPU'3 ABZ TEH ;=niL33?
1. "Open workings"a. Clay pitsb. stone quarriese. 1lacer gold mines2. Beneath the ground
a. Pitsb. Tunnels3. T.ellBa. OaSb. ietrolevsm 
C• Saltd* Sulphur
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C. WHAT ARE THE METHODS OF MIEIEG COAL?1. Stripping
This consists in removing all the earth ahove the coal by means of electric or steam shovels and then removing the coal by the same means.
5. Digging a tunnel straight into the side of the hill orsloping it into the side of the hill,
3. Sinking a vertical or inclined shaft.
D. WHAT AHd 30\£E OF THE GR£\T niPROVEMEKTS THAT HATE BEEN MADE IN MINING IN THE LAST THIRTY TEARS?1. Machinery has replaced pick and shovel*2. Electric drills for boring,3. Electric current is used instead of fuse for setting offexplosions,4. Electric light is used instead of candles of fifty years 
ago.6. Forced air ventilation,
E. UNDER WHAT CLASSIFICATION A3 TO TRAINING DO A LARGE PART OF THE WORKERS COME?1, Unskilled5. SemiskilledHowever, there are all degrees of skill represented in the 
industry.
Ï, WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ^QUALIFICATIONS THAT A MINER MUST HAVE?1, Must be physically strong and able to do hard work.2. Must be courageous, for the work is dangerous*2, Must be able to be happy when working alone,
G, WHAT ARE SOME OF THE DISADVANTAGES OF MINING?1. Very hazardous*a. Handling high explosives,
b. Bad air and gases,
c. Cave-lns and rock slides,d. Defective machinery,e. Careless fellow workers,2, Work is seasonal,3, A miner's family must live in an isolated community,
4. Educational advantages for the children are few,6. The number of miners far exceeds the need,6, A miner has very little opportunity to continue his 
education,
H. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES?1, No general education is required of a majority of the workers•
2, Wages are high; however, most Miners do not work steadily,3, Free hospital care,4, Compensation to miner's family in case of death.
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I. ?HAT AR3 30.7JS Of TH,: TYPS3 Of FO^ITIOm Of EM %N ^ÎIMIKG?1. The proepcotor
He la usually a roan «ho packs his tools and supplies on a
horse or burro and explores the re£ions in which he thinks 
minerals may be found, fie must be a practical miner and 
. geologist, Even If he locates a mine he usually sells out, 
for he Is an explorer and not a developer.
2. The miner
3. The mucker or miner's helper4. Shift bosses6. iEine foremen
6. Superintendents7, General manager
3. Blacksmiths, to sharpen drills and look after other tools,9. Machinists to keep machinery in good condition and see that various power drills are In order.10.Tlmbertacn, to secure and put In ploce the timbers necesoary 
to keep tunnel walls from caving in.11.Surveyors, to plan the drifts, establish levels for sluice ways, and lay out roads and tramways.IS.Aaaayera, to take samples of ore and find Its mineral 
content.13. iîlnlne engineers, to study the geological formatlana to determine the extent of the mineral deposits end the direction which the shafts and tunnels shnuld take in order to get the ore out to the best advnnt'̂  ̂e,
J.
Workers in .tines, carries and
Vocations f.emale _. __..mie___ TOt^l5̂ 0remen,overseers ani Inspectors 
Operators, Officials and 12 34,274 34,286stagers 141 30,756 30,896Coal Mine Operatives Copper, Gold, Iron, Lead,zinc. 116 621,546 621,661
and Silver Mine operatives 16 69,428 89,489Quarry Operatives 26 65,263 65,268Gas, Oil and 3alt ?̂ oll Operatives 419 108.929 109,348 17Totals " 729 §50,243' ' '"■■9oI,577“
l7, statistical Abstract or tne united it•-te.s, lfc34*
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K. CKOGRUHICA.L LCCA.T1CX 0? QVH ZCK A.n':u5C..] TH. LHIT.D 3T4T;:r3t
. New England 0,6%« Pacific 5,7%, Mount aIn 10,2%:, West South Central 15,5% • East South Central 5,8%
6, South Atlantic 11,1%7, Northwest central 8,9%8, East North central 15,2%9, Middle Atlantic 27% 18
L, Qf m i t  1 0 . s THl TO'-I'C e? THC 9 C5 ' tu 0 .? CONIIOT:1, i'Toasotlon of saf^^ty and health In the mining and metallurg­
ical Industriea#
S* Investigation of mine accidents*0. Lie the da of prevt nt log them are studied and ex;K:ri:iianted 
vlth*4# Mina rescue ears are sent to places whcrn fires and ex^ 
ploalona h'fvc occurred*
5* first aid la glvttn to the injured*Mining engineers and ch^'^ists alth Si.-eclal kno’̂ledre of
gas, cosl* petroleum and e3r:loslT»s are employed In this
tureau. Pud enrineers study the raost econonical of
carrying on nining and of burning coal and oil* .11 are
choaan ty civil S‘'irvlee nation •n’tth tho exec; tIon of
the director*
Ji* T:: ic ; ?ra t'^îtT’\ a\d o ’, i h p :hT';,1, united 'inA "^orkAT" of ‘.i'-crlca*
______ -'late I'ickcrs#IS- "Acî'̂ ûtûü'fro;4 .-CmnRon "and 1 .-ecu', sî h'
i rod'ms. iVhCflllan ltd, p, 59. ^
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55. Oil refining#4* Sulphur well8.8. Salt wells#
6# 'Smelting of iron.7. lining precious stones#6. Gold and silver mining.
9. Oil and gas fields— location, value of products, tynca of workers.
». QU>;STI0N3 TO AND THINGS TO DO.1* Kamo five uses of coal
2. What are the chief mineral products of this statef3. Report on the process of raining, refining and us® of the following metals;
a. Aluminum f* Leadb. Brick g. ilnce. C<»ment h# Granite
4. Copper 1. .îslte. Tin j. Stone4# Are mining and metallurgy the saaje?
6. What la f’white coal*’?6. Using an outline map of the United states, color in red the states leading in coal production; in blue those lead­ing In copper; and In yellow those leading In gas and oil 
production#7. When the world's supply of petroleim Is exhausted what 
will replace It?8# If there is a State Bureau of Mines In your atite, write for a pamphlet describing the kinds of safety devices which mine owners are retjulred to install In their mines#
9. Make a list of the products manufactured from crude oil.
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xmiT X.
M^KUfACTUHIKO AND OCCUPATIONS*
"The ûî nity of labor depends not on whst you do, but on how you do lt,"«*-i:dwln Osgood Grover*
Rî l'SRJNCuSîSat® and %11son, Studies In Voeetlonel information, pp* 61-64, Compton*8 iSnsyciopeditt," Vol, 6, p, t W  /letare story ofiiouses,Compton*» Encyclopedia, 7ol,6, pp, 40SI and 4322, Pictures of Industries and Inventions,
Cooley, Badgers and Belman, »?y life "^ork,A* Representative Industriess1, The Hosiery Industry2, The Baking Industry3, The Candy Industry4, The Shoe Industry
6, The Llectrlcal Industry 6* The Automobile Industry7, The Telephone Industry
B, Buildings and iietal Trades;1, The Carpenter2, The Bricklayer
3, The clumber4, The Electtician6, The fainter and Decorator 6* The Sheet-metsi Torker7, The ilasterer
8, The steaiTJfliter0. The Structural Iron 'Worker10,The Draftsman11,The Pattern-maker12*The Molder and the Coremaker
13,The Aiachlnist14,The Tool and Dyerrakcr16.The Porgeman16, The Welder17, The Boilermaker
iidinonson and Dondineau, Occupations  ̂ PP* 68-63,Gallagher, Courses and Careers, pp, 177-fZü^Gowin* ïïheatley and Brewer, Occu pât tons, pp, 160-204,Lyon, f\akln^ a Living, pp, lB'2-I'5'Sr7"'20‘4-226, 320-335, 497-498, Slyer», Lit tie and Robinson, planning Your future, pp, 72-95, 
iToctor, Vocation», pp. 121-T9JZ Statistical AUstract of the United states.Smith and Blohgh, Planning a Career, pp. 95-146,Toeter, A 57yll^bus on Vocitlonai Guidance, pp, 103-111,Selfler and ia que tie, choo aing an occ u potIon, pp, 122-168,
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Additional References for UMIT X,
Cooley, Bodgers and Belman, My life ?ork.
C. Printing and Servicing Tirades:
1# ir'rlnting Trades
a* The Compositor 
b* The jereasman
c. Lithographie irlntlng
d. The engraving Trades
e. The Bindery
2. The Automobile Trades
a* The Automobile Trades
S. The 3tation&ry Engineer
a. The stationary Engineer
A. THAT DO TH^ llANU^ACTUHIKG AKD OCCai'\TIO fr; TMCLUDIif1* Factory workers.2. Metal working and printing trades*S. The building trades,
B. HOI LOiiG THX OlilTi.D 3TATZ3 CzXCLl 0? 1950 C L M U f Y  TH-: XVNU- TACTURIHG %LCH1%ICA1 OCCU?\TIC.K3?1* Building and Construction £, Chemical and Allied Industries
3. Cigar and Tobacco '.'̂ 'actories4. Clay, Glass and stone Industries5. Clothing Industries6. Food and Allied Industries
7. Iron and :teel Industries8. Machinery and Vehicle Industries 9* ISetal Industries10.Lumber and Furniture Industries11.Paper, Printing and Allied Industries
12.Text 11© Industries
13.Miscellaneous
C. THAT 19 TIL: 07 THX TORD »*M\iCTA(TURi-«7
It comes from the Latin and literally me-^ns to Make by hand.
In the early tlsys that Is how things wore made, but vlth the coming
of the machine age very little la now rande by hand In comparison 
to vhat is made by machinery, for working by hand Is too slow and 
too expensive, Fork that Is do no by hand coies under the class­
ification of ’"handicrafts",
D. THAT CAH BD SAID ABOUT TH:: n:F:: IA 4 FACTORY?1. There are all levels of skill but there are more unskilled
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or aemlskillcd laborers than any other classes.2. ;:ach operation Is perfomied in the shortest possible time and with the least cost*5. The finished products are the results of ti*o efforts of many people so there la little chance for pride In work­manship.
4. There are many varieties of jobs or tasks. ?or eTo:sple, there are seven or eight depsrtir*ents mnd 1)5 different operations performed In making a shoe*
6. The work Is seasonal and monotonous. Yet the modern factory 
l3 a much pleasanter place to work than the dingy factoryof twenty-five years ago*
ÏÎ. fHAT ,1H3 Of THK THIHGl THAT rniTimi F AH ’ DOINGFOR TH;;in
1# Providing educational service to train their workers,2. •’̂elfarc serviceta* Insurance for worker®,b. "'res dental service.
0. Free medical service*d. Libraries.e* Club rooms, 
f. ^tliletlc facilities,
Em Lunch rooms*h. Lnterta.lament at noon hour,1. Banks to encourage thrift.j * Sharing, of profits by the employer with the employees.
F, THk CH.UICIL \LD ILLILDThey include the following;
1. Drugs and medicines*2* Fertilizer factories,2* Dyes and paints*4. Cosmetics— one of the moet profIt'v.ble,
5. faint and varnish,6. Lighting gas and coke manufacturles,7# petroleum refineries,
0., Soap factcrlcs.9# Sprays and insecticides.lO.Powder, dynamite, fuse and other explosives.
G, TLrriLL IHD CLOTHING
This division ranked second In the value of products and first 
in the number® employed according to the IPDD census. There are 
the following classifications;
1, >,!anufacture of fabrics.There ba® been much child labor in th??o factories? In the 
past.2. i:anuf cture of we »rlne apparel.
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Tb^re are two ®Alii dlTtslons of thia Indastryî
a. Hand or cuetom-made clothes employing:1. TalloraÊ. Dressmakers 55* Hatmakers 
Theee ore mode-to-mea^ure articles of we ring apport 1 an4 because tîiey ere expensive they are not 30 much used as rcody-to-wear. to# Factory or rer-dy-to-wear Includes:1* Shirt factories 
2# Overall f^ictorlea2. homen*8 cloak, suit and skirt factories4. iîe»*s ready-to-wear#Conditions In these f"ictorlos are very often un- 
satlaf'ictory toecaa^e of poor llrhtlnt'C* poor ventilation, ion.n h-'-urs, and poor pay. home of the workers trade or technical school train­ing, The managers must toe well-trained,
K, FOOD IKDU'TniC3.These include:1, Bakorlas— bread, pastry and cakes,E# Canneries— vegetables, fish, meat, butter, cheese, and milk.
3, Candy factories,4, Cooky factories*5, Cracker faotories,6, i-ackirs'i: houses— prepare n.ê ts for preservation in refrigerotl'^n plants,7, Tillers— prepare- flours and cereals.The work in these industries la great, for people mu3t cat, forking condltlor.a are usu>-.lly better than in other types of factories toco juse they are required toy law to be clean,Except for unskilled labor a high school educ-;tl'>n Is very helpful and often neceasery
I, Ihcr; STffL, ;ivC7iIf-RY &&0 VfHlCLf iNDDPTai&l#
1# Automobile
a# Factoriesto# Repair shops and garages, rork In this industry has tended, in the past, to be seasonal tout with better roads this has been portly elim­
inated,
S# Iron and steel plants*a. The work In blast furnaces and rolling mills is 
dangerous# to. The hours are long#
c. The pay Is not as good as In the nutonoblle Industry, 3# 3hlp building and too'̂ t building#a, A large part of the work is that of keeping ships In
repair. The American apparatus und equipment forrepair work Is second to none,4. Aircraft construction#
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6« LocomotlTO construction.6. Other equlpaaent used In transportation.
J. TEE KETU, IKi)C3TRI.;3.Some of the Industries are;X* Srass mills 2# Clock and watch factories 3» Jewelry factories 4, Copper factories
Agen are employed almost exclusively in the metal and machine
trades. %omen are @n|ployed as fliers, polishers, and grinders.
They also work in the goldsmith, silversmith and jeweler shops.
Much of the work la learned by apprenticeship. These appren-*
tioes attend continuation school for two years where they are 
>
taught the technical aspects of th»lr tr-îde, social studies, shop
mathematics and mechanical drawing.
THE 3TCNZ, CLAY AI‘>D GLA33 I:DUSTriI::3.Some of the products of these industries are;
1. lottery2. ilate glass3. Dishea4. Laboratory supplies
6. Electric light bulbs6. Tlcdow glass7. Foundation stone8. Stone for monuments9. Building atoneThe majority of the workers in these industries are unskilled 
or semiskilled.
L. BHILDIHO A m  COmT^'l^TlON XimJSTRUS,These ar© highly skilled trades and include the following
workers;1. Architect2. General contractors and subcontractors.
3. Excavators4# structural iron workers
6. Brlckloyera and masons 
6# Carpenters
7. Cabinet makers8. Electricians9. numbers and pipe fitters
10.-lasterers and cement finishers11.Lathers, shinglcrs and floor layers
12.fsinters and decorators
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?omerXy these skills were learned by apprenticeship. There 
still la some apprenticeship but they are also taught in trade 
schools. Young workmen are then with master workmen before they 
become Independent skilled craftsmen.
Some of the workers in these Industries are:
I, Compositors or typesettersa. Handb. Machine
1. Linotype 
2m Monotype5. Make-up men3. Pressmen
4. Bookbinders6. Proofreaders6* Lithographers?# £ngrayers6. Type designers9. laper makers10.Press manufacturing
II.%rt work12.advertising13.Rotogravure printers
Id.Type founders
Among compositors and linotypers there are many more men 
than women. In the binding work women are almost as numerous as 
men. About one-fourth of the workers in the printing trades are 
women*
Elgh school graduation is usually required to le rn hand 
composition or linotyping. The best opportunities for lithograph­
ers and. engravers are to be found in the large publishing houses. 
Job printers and hand composition will be found In the smaller 
printing and newspaper offices.
M. WHAT S0:5- 0? THi HIGH 3iLARI.:D JlR ' IN THIS G3''U: 01 iPDUGTRir/'! AivL TRÂI/S3?
1. peslgaerIn potteries, textile factories, wall paper f ctorles or linoleum factories, designers are import'^nt people,
2. Foremana. Must be skilled woikman.
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b* Must have some ability as a teacher*
0* Must be able to handle men without arousing Ill-feeling and resentment*3* Production «3R)ert8*a* Efficiency— has to do with economical handling of the processes of manufacture. The best training Is a thorough engineering course at some university, followed by apprenticeship under a production eaqjert* b# personnel worker1 * qualifications;
a, Must have a knowledge of sociology and psychology* b* A keen sense of social Justice,C« Interest in people*d* Judgment and common sense*e* Courage,
f* Bales ability#g* Unselfish viewpoint#h# Tact and diplomacy;,1# Power of analysis*-*-^
4. The cost eacpert*Must have a great deal of mathematical ability and training# 6* The experimental or research worker#Tries to discover new products or attempts to improve 
present output*Good fields are found in; 
a* Chemical Industriesb. i’alnt shopse# Manufacturing of rubber goods d* Electrical Industry*
K# HO? WILL YOU MAItS YOUR CHOICE ?RU?Z SUCH k flD? TI^LD?1* First of all you must decide on what sort of an industry you are Interested in,S« Then consider your qualifications#3# Kext the requirements of the occupation in which you are 
Interested*
4, Education required#6# Physical condition,
6, Degree of manual skill— all of these occupations require 
manual dexterity#
0* T0IIC3 FOR CHiL %MD TRITTEM R-l'ORTU.1* Glass blowing 
2* Confectioner 3* Engraver 4# Goldsmith
5, Jeweler
6# Linotype operator 
7# Elumber 
8* Bookmaklng 
G. Tailor 
10,Upholsterer
Emitted from Lyon. a I i v l r L:ac,'iillan. p. DE4,
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11. Watchmaker 21. publisher12. Laundry worker 22* Harness worker13* Clothing designer 23. Shoemaker14. Baker 24. Carpenter15. Furniture maker 25, Electrician16. milliner 26. Tobacco worker17. 1attern maker 27. 2ÏC Che Flic18. Printer 28. Canner19. Shipyard worker 29* Hatmaker20. Structural Iron worker SO. Machinist
F. QU33TI0N3 TO THIi;C3 TQ DO.
1. 1̂ hat flohoolâ In your state teach manufacturing processes? 
T.hfit are some of the trades taught in these schools??*hat part of the automobile gives the most trouble? Could you design a remedy?
Why T?ouldn*t a pattern maker take up cabinet making or carpentry instead?5. Visit a factory If possible and report to the class the occupations found there*In 1789 only a small percent of wage earners In the United 
States were engaged In raanufacturun^u In 1C£9 this per­cent had grown to thirty. How do you account for the change?If all manufacturing should be stopped for a year which 
would be affected more, the people who live in the cities or the ones living on the farms?
Is a small shop a factory? Is a kitchen a faciory? -hat are the poldts of difference and resemblance between them and a large factory?Why Is the building of machines and their care Important 
to society?If there Is a blacksmith shop near you. vlalt it and re­port to the class about the work*If possible investigate the work of a steam engineer or 
janitor engineer in charge of a big building*
Is the number of carpenters Increasing or decrea-'-inct What substitutes for carpentry work are being used?What is the nature of the work of the structural Iron worker? What are the special qualifications for the work?
14. Compare the occupations of the plwmber and the electrician*
15, What are the advantages or disadvantages of having a house built by contract? How does a contractor recclvs his pay? Try to give all the reasons for the loction of s^me factory with which you are familiar,What effect has the development of manufacturing In the United states had upon* (a)manner and cost of living;(b) development of cities* (c) conditions under which 
work la done; (d) seasonal occupations,
18* Kow do try-out practical arts subjects show one's liking or ability for crafts and trades?19, .',!ost of the building trades are orginloed In the l^rrecities and strongly unionised throughout the United States* Why should one consider this when planning to enter upon
S*
S.
4*
6.
7.
S*
9*
10.
11.
12.
1®.
15*
17.
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20.
21.
£2.
23.24.
PS,
26.27,
28.
29.SO.31.32.
any of these trades?'"hat Is the difference between an architect and a cantract- or?
Is there enough deaand for cabinet makers these days to justify a person In learning: the trmde?
If possible arronge to g:o through the job printing and
composition rooms of a news^ja er office and watch the lino-typera and hand compositors at work. Make notes and re­port to tho clses what you discover.
In what Industries are glass blowers employed?If you have an opportunity to w:tch a hou&o In the first stages of construction, do so. ‘atch the different work­men, ‘îeu If you can tell what each one is by what he is 
doing, Also think whether you would like to do that kind 
of work to earn your living.How many people would be thrown out of work if all womenrefused to use cosmetics for a year?ïÆske a list of places where steam boilers are used.In what vocations are blue-prints or design necessary as guides to the workers?find the largest and best equipped service garage in your community and observe the number of different ty^es of work carried on th re. :/jkKfs a list of them, describe 
some of them in detill*fhy is painting often called an unhe Ithy vocation?
What Is interior dedorstlon?’î-hat is meant by period furniture?Go to a shoe or leather goods store and find out the useskinds of leather, some of which are* h. rangaroo 
1. 
j.k.1. m.
made 
E #
b.c. 6.
e.
f.
€*Define
of various Alligator 
Calf 
CattleElephantGoatHippopotamus 
Horse the following;
a, iviorocco
b, Russian
c, ratent
Kid
I igp.hinocerrtussharksheep
d.
e.
f.
Cordovan
Danish
Chamois
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xmiT ZI,
TfiO3P0HTATIC?î AND CG,Z.:UM10»TI0M
"The tdea that men merely tall for the sake of preserv­ing their bodies and procuring for themselves bread, houses, and. clothes Is degrading* The true origin of man’s activity 
and creativeness lies in his unceoslng Impulse to embody out­side of himsolf the divine and spiritual element within him#"
•Froebel#
mP&RCNCES:Edmonson and londlnesu. Occupations Throurh iroblems, pp# 84-103#Gallagher, Courses «nd Caretsr9%' pp,
Go win, Wheatley" an'̂  " '-rfeWer"̂'''‘'ÿ€Cun^ tlons# pp# 205-^31,Lyon# fZaklng a living, pp# 491’#Myers, Little and Robinson, ilannlng Your Puture, pp# 96-108# Proctor, Vocations, pp. 78-1ÏÜ. " " 'Statistical Xtstract of the United Rtmtes#&tltk'"" anil "Ir'.lou: H". i ian'n l M'" 1: nreer# '"pp. ' 147-169#
Teeter, A Syllab u V o c t  'lona 1 " Cutd•■>nee# pp# 147-152#pie ^orl3"'Âlman0c'Z"" 1 m,,r,
ïelglér anJ jaquette, Choo’̂.tng an Occupation, pp# 147 217#
A* VBY ARE TR.\K5i GRTATlcZi Aj40 COhlSUNIC ITlO» I -/i O.lTl&T TO ART RATIORŸ
1# They tend to make a country civilized#S# They are the tie that binds people together#3# The amount of business transacted depends upon the ease 
and rapidity of communication and transportation#4# Large scale industry has been made possible an a result of Improved transportât Ion and communication#
B , wiLiT AR3 T::E KAiM B iiiA c ra e  0? TRi;n_ORTATi:i%?
1 *  Pater2# Steam and electric railways 
3# Automotive or highway 
4# Air
c# rn .1T ARi: TH': c . to  a i l  mi.s'CHSs?
1# Safety and r e s p o n i l b l l l t y #Safety-first campaigns together î ith safety devices have done much to make tra'isportotion safe# 1 r so ont step to­
ward highway safety la tho legalizing; and training by 
states of State Hlghray iatrol scu-̂ cjî#
E. O U T  ARE TÎÎ..*: F0-;H ir-aiRCILAL 3RA: CHS.) 0? C?;jrjrvICITICRf 
1# T e le p h o n e  
2# T e le g ra p h3 .  Hadlo 
4# Mail s e r v ic e
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E* EaJi'LOTSTLKT lîv TR/,A.Si'CRT,lTICZv ,%.m CO:U::HîCh.TÎC'Ĥ
million» of raen and T*cm®n are employed in these two fields*
For tho first tlato, the census of 19Z0 considered communication
with transportation* Previously It had not bê en reccenlEsd in
the census* Tho growth of communication has opened up a new and
large field of employaient*
F* HI3T0HY OF WATER THAH3rOfiTATXO|^*®®
HIGHWAY VEHICLEStreaias and Lakes RaftsOceans '̂ oata driven by oarsCanals Sosts driven by anils
Lakes Tow-boats%at@ driven by steamor oil
O* m x T  AÜE Tnz  TYPZ3 0? VOC\TÎCî;S I \ \̂T.':R TĤ TU-TR-iTIRRt !♦ Able seaman E* Boatswain 
8* Watch officers 
4# Chief engineera* Junior engineerb. Deck engineers 
C* Firemen d* Oilers e« electricians 
6$ Ship * 8 carpenter 
8* Chief sterard
8* Supervices sleeping accommodations,b. Superintendent of work of chefs, cooks, stewardesses 
and porters*c* Gees that proper supplies are bought when ship is in 
port*7. lursera* Collects tickets*b* Acts as cashier for passengers5 takes oir»? of vnlusbles 
and cashes ch«îcks*C* Acts as bookkeeper and accountant and has charge of manifests, end clearance papers of ship,d. Often furnishes ertertaltr :ont for ship's guests, e* Supervises freight clerxs*
8, Chief mat©a* Next to captain In authority and responsibility, b* Has charge of loading, stowing and unload!ng of cargo#
£(5'7"'""'-e'i/''l»'** jaquette , " $:hoosing an o'ccupoi 1 oh/" john C* ' inston Co,, 1C24, p* IC'l,  ---- - ---
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o* Zs held reaponeible for the diaclpllne of the ship* d« Has choree of the life boats and fire fighting 
apparatus*e* Must have practically the same training and experience as the captain*Q« Ship's captain*
a* Has complete charge of the vessel, h* During stoims he Is constantly on duty,
O* In case of shipwreck he la the last to leave the ship*d* He must have a thorough knowledge of navigation,
e. He usually comes up through most stages of employment to hla place as captain,
f. He must know the laws of the sea and Internationaltrade*
g* Ha must be a man of courage, svlft decision and prompt action* lO.Steam boat Inspectors 11,Life-saving crews12*Ll£hthouse and hydrographic service employees,13,Pilots 
14*Harbor masters 
16,port captains 16* larehouse men 17,Stevedores 
18, Longshoremen
H, îfKiT A,RE THE REQ.ÜIHEM2KT3 FOB JOBS?1* executive positions such as mates, engineers and captains; a* rower of quick decision, 
b, sound Judgment*c* High ability to work with end direct men.2* Deck hands and longshoremen:a. Have very little education*3* ill workers must be courageous, courteous and dependable, 
billing to endure hardships*
I, mit' ARE THiî IDVANTACES AND DI3AD?.%:T1G:.171* Life is pleasant on shipboard most of the time,
£* Far from home and friends much of the year,3* Seasonal employment* During the winter many of the sailors 
are Idle*4* Great danger during the stormy season,6* Ko chance for forwtal education while on the job.
6* However, there Is a liberal educ^’tlon acquired through travel and instruction given by the officers as to the care and repair of the ship*
J, HI3T0RÏ 07 LAND THAN li-CDTATIHÎ.HICirAY V.ùlICL:Footpath Human porterTrail rack animalsDirt road Carts and wagonsTurnpike Steam locomotive
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HICîr.:?ATJPaved hif,hway» l&ctrlo carsRailroads lutonoklle^l
£. RAILROAD TRm.3?0RTATIGN.Tb« United 3tstea bas leso than el^ht per o^ot of the area of 
the world and it has thlrty-t*^ per eent o f  Its railway mll#ac«*
U  tîUT DIVISION 9 AR:: cc-̂'.ro:̂ to tXL a\TLC0AL:t 1* Cperatlng department £* Traffic <..«partm«nt
Audltln-t̂  or ''.ceountlnff department
SON'K Of TH% oGCUi \Tirw : H.uTi  ̂ d .i a-'t :..hTO*I# /Kcoutlve or administrâtIro*
1# £s#cutlv®3 2* Clerk*3# .îtenorraphers
4. oecrc-taries
II. Law Department#1. Attorneys 
£. Claim agents 3# Tax agents 4# Freltiht supervisors 3#  ̂re it'ht clal.s agents
III* Operating Lepartnent 1# General monse^erE* General superintendent of trsn,sport"tion 
3* Car oocount-̂ r.t4. Car service agents3. Inspector of Icin̂ r facilities4« W'ansger of rŝ il* hagf jge and ®r;.re??s7* superintendent of t«'legr^ h
0* Division accountant, telegrsph depnrt%ent6, 'd.’perlntendent of mfttÿ
10, superintendent oC dining cars
11#"uperlntfndent of employment bureau
IE, Travail eg t lme|geepc rIS.Oenoral mechanical superintendent Î4 General meenanloal Inspectorlorcbief electrician16, Engineer of tests;a. Tests en-fines to see wh^t is beot fuel to use and how 
much they con pull undt-L-r oertnin co^.dltions,
17,Air brake Inspector16, General boiler Inppvctor lP,:,!s3ter welder EO,^aster c^r builder
SÎ*''"iel̂ isr ''■‘ir.u Jnquelte,"'V'-o">'̂ t*.!- '4r.' ecu 'it!6n'̂" j'ohn 'C# T.:ston
Co,,lfR4, p, 100,
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El# Valuation engineer, mechanical branch22# General car Inspector23# Kir conditioning24. Tuel superylsor
25# Combustion enf.lneer26# Fuel inspector
27# aüotor car supervisor
28# Ghop superintendent29# Chief special agent;
a# Head of railroad policing and secret service depart­ment#
IT# Engineering Department 1# Chief engineer 2# Valuation engineer 0# Bridge engineer 
4# Office engineer 6» Architect6# Engineer of water service 7* Signal engineer 6# Supervisor of signals 9, Engineer of track lO.Scale inspector
V* Traffic Department1* General Traffic manager 2# General freight agent 3# Foreign freight agent 4# General perishable freight agent 
5# Live stock agent 6# raaaengcr traffic manager7# nager of mall, baggage and express traffic
VI# Accounting or Auditing Department 
1# Comptroller £« General auditor 3* Auditor of agencies 
4# Auditor of disbursements 6# Auditor of freight overcharge claims 
6# Auditor of freight receipts 
7# Auditor of passenger receipts 
6# S4atlst4.anS'h»t-'« i-f-i c « an 9# General accountant
VII. purchasing and store Department1# Purehasing agent
2. Timber agent 3# iBtatloner 4, General storekeeper
K# ÏÎHAT 3U0r VCCATICh.l ON RULHQ.lDî?1# icachlnlsts 2# Boilermakers 
S# Blacksmiths
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4# Carpenters 
e, ialrrters6. Upholsterers 7* Air hrake n:en 
8, Car Inspectors 
9* Car repair men10.General foremen11.Gang foremen 12.i£aster mechanic
13.Superintendent of car department or miater carpenter 
The maintenance of %my men keep the tracks In repair, and tele­graph and telephone lines In service. They mre divided as follovs;
1. Bridge csrpentors2. Fence repair men
3. Linemen4# Concrete men6. Structural Iron workers6. Track foremen
7. Foremen
M. waiT AH'S 7HJ J03.S 0^ TRS TRAIRÆUN?1. Locomotive engineer»--most highly skilled tvf this group.2, Firemen
3. Brakemen4. Conductora. Switchmen6. Baggage men
0. THAT ARC SOM* OF THC 0TH7R JOB 3 AM0C\0 A RAn.ROAL?
1. Clark» 11. station m-îitteT»2. Stenog rap her» 12. Claim agents3. Auditors 13. Lining car conductors or stew­4. purchasing agent» ard»
5, Statistician» 14. Chefs6. Lawyers 15, Cook»7. Nurses 16, Plshwaahera8. Doctors 17, Lunch room manager»
9* Ticket sellers 18. r,-.altre3se»10. Train caller» 19. Storekeepers20, Crossing watchrien
P. ÎTH1T EZZf ARE IN CHARC1 0? T.ÏÎ4IN MO?. A:..NT?1, Trainmaster In general charge,a. Chief dispatcher in charge of all train mov^^ment on
the division. The dispatcher reports anything unusual
on the division such as a car derailment to the chief
who reports the matter to the Tralnraster and Road-
master and also the Superintendent. If the wrecker
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Is needed the chief orders it out and takes charge 
of directing all train movement until the main line 
is cleared for regular train movement. The Trainmaster 
and P.oGdmaster go to the scene of the derailment and 
together with other officials direct the replacement 
of the car.
2. Trick dispatcher or train dispatchera. Must be an expert telegrapherb. Must have correct knowledge of all sidings, switches, 
way stations and telegraph offices along the line,c. Must be able to calculate the traveling rates of trains, making allowance for grades, track conditions, type of engine used and load hauled,
d. Must keep Informed as td the movement of every train 
under his jurisdiction.e. Must give orders to telegraph operator es to train movement•f. It is a position of great responsibility,g. Requires clear thinking, quick decision, and speedy action,h. Line of promotions1, Expert telegrapher to division dispatcher, to chief dispatcher in charge of all trains on the 
division,
3. Station operator4. Telegraph men5. Signal men6. Yard master— responsible for making up trains and for the
movement of trains while in the yards.
7. Switchmen
8. Trainmen
Q. THAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES AND DI9iD7«NT.AGES Of RAILROAD E.LPLOY- 
MENT?1, Very hazardous.2, It is difficult to secure life insurance in old line 
companies,3, The men must be away from home much of the time. This is 
particularly true of all trainmen,4, Railroads have their own system of disability Insurance insome cases.
5, They have retirement pensions on some rends,6, Though promotions are slow they are fairly certain.7, The wsges are very good.8, safety devices and safety campaigns have made the work less hazardous.
9, Generally the trorking conditions are good.
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R, 3m^:^T .iTîD iNT):nuR3\N miuiciD %.
1« Kany of the joî)« are similar to those of th»? ateara roads* B* The wor!rero are of all types*3* Work not so varied as on the atemn railroad.4* Requirements not so exacting*
3* gxr-thLSl.1# Xany thousands of employees*B. The work Is divided between two groups;
a* iersons employed In handling oxr.rc?;B on train and In making collections and delIvsrles. b* i arsons employed in the of the business*3* The office work Is similar to the business aide of rail­road work*
T* mkT THiiNiha 13 ni',;uin3ii fOB raîlboad rcRff1# There Is a great variety of work so th-îr® 1» opportunity for people of nearly every kind of shlllty and degree of training*
B* ITost jobs require high school training*3* Zlxcept for comnon laborers no on-? c^n be employed who does not have a high school education*4. Railroad work, however. Is very highly crganli^ed and men
are promoted by their "seniority'*— which means length of 
service rather than because of their ability. Of course, 
if any mon Is decidedly unfit for the rextjpromotlon he 
does not as a rule receive it* :>o a young mon, no matter 
what his ability or education, might hsve to wait a long 
time for any recognition of hla r.̂ erit, However, when pro­
motions are m«de to executive positions "seniority" no 
longer matters and the promotions are supposed to be made 
on merit alone*
?• ilR TRiNlf 0RTATIC2:.1# There are four types of llc:noed pilot: 
a* Transport b# Limited comnerclnl C* Industrial d* 1rivate 
2* Home of the services performed are» a* Landling air mall* 
b* Express,c. raasenrers* d* Sky advertisinge. Lusting and treating crops.
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f. ir ho to graphing
g* P.e3plriG make movies h* A.rwiy work
1 , Kavy work
S. Kequlremep.ts for a pilot’s license fron the Department of 
Commerce Aeronautics Branch are:
a* Age limits: 16 years for private pilot.
18 years for other types of pilots,
b. A rlfld physical examination must be passed.
O. iractle^ïl and theoretical understanding of engine 
and plane mechanics,
d. Theoretical knowledge of meteorology and air navigation,
e, full knowledge of slr-trsrflc rules,
f. i*radical flight test, maneuvering, t^iklng off, 
landing,
g, fOO hours solo flight rocfulred for transport pilots,
60 hours for commeicla1 andgindustrlal pilots, £S 
hours for private license,4* The opportunities for jobs ere for mechanics and pilots. 
Unusual skill la needed to fill the positions,
W, TfL;% iiOlvS.
1 , l'hlô is the most widely usdd moans of direct communication,
S, It provides employment for many workers, the largest nisjiber 
of which are operators and linemen,
3, A. majority of the workers are unskilled or semiskilled,
4, Telephone companies train most of their workers on the job.
5, The requirements for telephone workers are :
a, Eighth grade education— often high school education 
la the requirement,
b, .iust have good hearing and a pleasant voice.6, vial telephones have put a good many telephone operators 
out of That is one development that should be in—
vestlrated before deciding on that as your work,
X. T'.LnGHA/.H,1, The types of jobs are:
a, p.-mager
b, Operators
c, Lineman
d, Keening records
e, 4 ilea serge ra
1. This is very import«snt, for the boys have a
chance for promotion to clerical jobs, operators, 
cashiers or managers,
y, RADIO,1, Uses of:
a, >hlps at sea
b, .ducation of the public,
c, Advertising
d, . ntertalïTsent
.ri th gjnd' Elough. i lannlng Q Career, ■vraeric-in look Co,, lGc§, 
p. 164,
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8. Trp®* of positionss &# tnnounoer t. Technician
e. Repair m d  Installation of radios
4. Sellingo. Entertainer
f # 1ütllclty expert
6* iroeram expert
Anyone undert^iklng this rork shDwld is'sk® thorough preparation
and not ba nlsled by false adrertlslr.g e-hlch promîmes blfb silsrles
and speedy training for position both In radio and arlotion*
s.i'OSTM ? - 'i'VicJ:,
1. Types of jobs*
a. Kallwsy fisall clerks, 
b* Ê all carriers
c. Clarks In postoffleas#
S* Civ 1.1 service examinations arc required for this work*
3* There Is much s a t tors In the work#
4* s»l.ftries are relatively low*
D* opportunities for promotion are few,
6* ïiours of work are carefully rc^?ul"*ted,
7, .oftltlons are secure*
TOPICS FOB OHAI. AND WRITTEN REPORTS*
1* JaHi®» J, Hill ©* hrville »rrlf:ht
S* lord '"•■trathcona 10* T* H* Harrlman
S, I.el%nd Stanford 11, Gugllelmo .vinrĉ ni
4* Amelia ;,arhmrt IE* Robert Pulton
5, Colonss Charles lindber^'h 13* lienry ’̂ord
6* The hallway :ao11 "orker 14, A ho r les Goodyear
7, The Rxpresi c.essenf-er 16# Richard 8yrd
6* ■■■leyondor Cr*^ham hell 10* "crton Ayle?w:rth
QUESTIONS TO Msmn  # 0  fUlW^ fO DO,
1. Gach member In the class should select some occu^'mtlan In
railroading and analyse It according to the simple out* 
line flV5o for the study of an occupation*
S* îïes there been much folsc sdvcrtlmln.y eg to one *s ability 
to pr^-pare for roûlo positions by corrtiSportAmce?
S, ’then the 7'edaral Government established parcel ;'Ost r:hy 
didn’t result in puttlag the roliway exiTeas C0L%r nies 
out of business as th^m predictedi 4, T.hot does It r,:c-.n to "fly blind"?
g* ■f'hy la It that telephone operators arc its poorest paid*
«S A gcn(prsl rule, of those encs.-:ed tn the voc:^tIona of 
transportât Ion or comrtunl cation?
Ô, 7hot are sone of the phy^lcil ta':»ts th'*t ovl ̂ tlon students
must pass in order to be permitted to b^ In flyir * lesoo s?
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7* In cas© one ooulci not qualify aa an aviator, what otherbranches of air transportation coula ne enter?
8« If you had your choice v,ould you rather vorrc as a clerk orateno^ranher in a railroad office or e Give yourreasons.
0* %hy Is it that trains are delayed? Does it have anything
to do with the efficiency of the e.Tiployees?10. Compare the work of section and repair men with that of similar workers In other occupations.11. Kame all the workers who help a passenger fro-j the time ha begins a railway Journey until ho reaches his destina* tlon.
1&# Compare steam and electric railways aa to service rendered, types of workers, desirability of the work.13. iJhat are some of the difficulties of drivln^ a motortruck?
14. ?rhat are some of the advantages and dlsadyant-iges of work* Ing on ship*board?
16* Which interests you most, transportation on the land, on water or in the air?16. Select some article in the classroom and tell about its transportation from the place whert; it wos produced as raw material to its prestitit plf̂ ee of u&afulnes..̂ *17. That occupational changes will be brought about by the in* 
creased use of airplanes?16. list the occupations which have been created by the in­
vention and use of the radio.19. Is rail transportation cheaper than water? Give reasons 
for your answer*20* !That 1» meant by "seniority” rights?21. %h%t is the purpos'àr of tne Interstate com-Rercc Commission?2Ê» ?hat are some of the ways you can communicat© with one of your friends that you wnnt to play tennis?23. Fhat are some of the things that you would need to con­sider if you wished to send a large shipment of goods 1500 
miles?24. Has there been an increase or a decrsasa in passenger traffic on railroads in the past twenty years?16. liow does your state get its money to build and maintalr 
roads?2d* -hy are not bus and truck drivers as extensively unionised 
as railroad workers?27. iteam railroads have the lowest 1 ibor turnover of any occupation employing large groups of workers, T:hy?
£8. List several Jobs In the automobile Irdastry that are©specially attractive to mtn and sev?ral that ere suited 
to women.29. How does the lighthouse keeper make use of electrical communication?
30. ^hy is the radio especially useful to the fiîjîer? to the business man?31. Television for the home Is as yet (1955) not realized. Does it seem to be a coming development of radio? If so, what effect mill it hnvc on the moving picture Industry?
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umT XII,
comimciM. &MD ci^rac4L occupATio:<j.
Bog©r Babaon, tb« business statistician, declares that the structure of successful business Is built on;
Integrity, Intensity,Industry, Initiative, andIntelligence, Interest,
BjCfZfUCKCZS:Cooley, Rodgers and Belman, My life -̂ ork̂ ^Offlee and Store^ccupqiTons»
1. The office iioyS, The 'Secretarial Torker3* The Clerical «orker
4, The \ccountancy Occupations5. The Office :!achin® operator6, The »etall Grocer7. The Retail ,̂ :eat Dealer6, The 1apartment ktor® Worker Edmonson and Dondlneau, Occupations troblema, pp. lCA-125.
Gallagher, Courses and Careers % ""pp"%'''T53%"î y5%"Gowln, T he a e ̂trr«~'5cc up a 11 one , pp. fDÊ-EBB,Lyon, Making a Living, pp, ë^4-640, ©4, lOS-113,àlyer s • ii le' an& " T3 c In son . Planning Tour Future, pp, 109-120.
161*173.froctor, Vocations, pp, 1C6-233,
Statlstlcal^'l'Ssir^rt of the United itates#b âiih and' 'Slo'üé:Hl'"Tl'a un I n a  ""Career. " ppT~X70-197 . £©6-333,Teeter, 1 3yllabus" on' "'voc^ticnaj " 'cTTldunce, pp, 79-9S,
The Y'or 1..................... ....... '
igier »nâ Maquette, Choosing an Qcctirv; tlon, pp. 216-248, £94-30©,
BRIL? HIDTCBT Of  COX’C'̂ CT,
Among the ancient Komnna, Mercury v-as considered to be the god
of thieves, liars,and merchunts. The word merchant is derived from
the Latin word, '̂ merc tor" meaning a follower of Mercury, 'o the
Romans did not think highly of merch'ints. The ponan law allowed for
the dishonesty of a merchant and if a customer m s  cheated it wss
his own f*ult for being so careless, For hundreds of yesrs buying
and selling was a g''*me of skill between the merchs,nt and customer.
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Over fifty years ago, Stevart of Xew York, ^anamaker of ihlla*
ôelphla, and ifinld of Chicago did aŵ ay with •’dickering” by fixing
a price for goods* However, this method of •’dickering” la used
by many foreign merchants today,
B,30M2 MtHlLZD CĤ lMGik> IG 4E5Ca/^DI3I:{G.1* â'cthod in business has been changed from*
a, ”tet the buyer beware” to "Satisfy the customer", 
b*”JCo exchange" to "iÆoney-fcack guarantee”, 
c* from mere selfish gain to "Service first".
These changes have been brought about by the efforts 
of honast and far-sighted merchantn,
2m national Chamber of Commerce,
a. '’erves as a connecting link bel^etn the ”ederal Govern- 
ment nnâ the ^^erlcan business world, Gome of its 
funotians are*
1, It acts &A a national clearing house for business 
opinions end methods,
2, It furniahea close relationship between the pub­
lic and the national goverranent*
Æ5, Tt tests business sentiment of the country from 
time to time by a vote of the people,
0* A.11 lar^e cities and many smaller torns each have a local 
Chamber of Commerce#
4# There are also other business aasoclrtIona which are for 
the purpose of exchanging Idem^ and developing now methods 
In business*,
c, HOW ICC TÎIG co^::k:ncirx occxi. iTi.M iividj.d m:d T i r n  \f.s c.ihrisdON BY rrUT IlV'TITkTIo;, 7?
1# The divisions are : 
a* Buying
b. Selling
c. Office work
2, They are carried on by; 
a# The store
b. The ban'c
c. The office
Dm %'HXT â'..: THS ^U.VLlflClTIChg r'ûS SÜCCSHS 1 = , BO Ilk : hi?
1* Character
a, self control la an Important factor in the development 
of character*
b. Character is so essential that its vslue csnnot be 
calculated,
C, I t  cannot be bought,
2, personality
a, icrsonallty Is that quality of mind and body which
m akes one plearing to others, Some of those qualities
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are;
1 # îi'eatnees 2# Cheerfulness 3# Courtesy 4. Good posture
6. 4, pleasant msnner 3* Aptitude
a. k special liking and alaillty for the work.
a* 3H.\T kn: Tin tiihiSv rmr.DtHD :̂ ..iTKirn o? y«ii i%c?1. Retailor direct to the Individual customer.2. "Wholesaler to the retailer In job lots,3. Specialty sale m a n — deals In luxuries such as automobiles, rare goods, food products that are rare and costly, or come from a gre-̂ t distance,
?, THi£ DiàiPiATiadNT STORE.1* The main divisions of a department store;*«. The Buying llvlslon— Chief Buyer and Départirent Buyers, b* The Advertising Division— idv^rtlsing nager and iaslstnnts.
e. The .selling Division— Sales '̂ xnager and issi'rtsnts.d. The Personnel Division— 1ersonrel zcsnager and tsslst- 
ants*e« The Office— Office i/ansgcr and issistonts,
2. The Buyera. The buyer and his assistants have ch'̂ rge of buying, receiving, marking and keeping goods in stock rocMns until time to bring them oijt to be sold,
3. Lines of promotion.R. k high school graduate c-in enter the stock room and bo promoted to the position of buyer, or:b. He con begin as salamman and by proR^otlen become 
buyer.4. qualifier, tIons of a succefaful buyer;a. He must be able to judge probe tie demind and supply.
To do this he must;1. Have bad experience,2. 3e Informed on current busin^s.i conditions.
3. Watch his rivals.4. Check up his soles f o r  the same day the previous 
year*6, Be able to Interpret his findings.b. ,:ust be able to judge quality of roods,
c. . ust know when to buy.d. To fill the qualifications mentioned ha must add;
1. xatlence2. Adaptability
3. Industry4. Leadership 6, Initiative Ô. Enthusiasm
23. gin'rth find "'5loug:h, i lannln/ a 'areer, merIran "ook Co., 1SRÙ, 
p. 173.
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6* The IdTortlalnc /Manager#
a« He triea to crett* a hemend for tho goods his store carries, h* To be successful;
1. lie must be keen and oricinal both in method and in msnner of expression*
B. i'i© must be able to %rite î̂ ngllsh effectively*3* Ke must understand people*
4, Be must be sympsthetlc #lth their likes and dis­likes*
c* The principal advertising mediums are:
1. i?cxspaper®2. ;/agoalr,ea3* Direct advertising literature 
4* Billboards and electric signs#6* Street car cards
6, Radio?* Trade journals e# iTe’.'ElimS 
Ç. I'rorrams 
10* Directories 11* flsalonary s'^lesmen 12, vindow dlsrl'iya 6# r’alemnen*a# There are four general types;
1, 'eta'l5, "holesale 3* Traveling4* 'ales aenager b* If you go Into a store and do not knoi? whet brand of
clothes you want to tê y or how much a good suit o w ht
to cost or what color looks best on you* then you
need a salesman* If, however, you go in knowing the
brund, sise, color, material, etc*, you do not need a
oalen'ian* ^ny clerk that knows the stock could w^lt
on you.
c* 1 successful salesisan has the following qualities;
1* faith in wtiat he sells,2, % desire to render acrvlce to his customers,
3, Industry4, Efficiency
5, Bono sty and sincerity i C ho la to gain the con­
fidence of hla customers*Ô, A good mixer7, Tactfulness8, Courtesy 9* Pationee
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10* Tlllinrneea to show hl% r,oods.11* ’tnô 'lrdf.o of his a took, d# Opportunities «nd rewards.1. iromotlort
S. CorijnlMRlon t.nU s .l iryZ. rlv<ifrfi of porc^iflr.f r̂ od:-: at reduced coat.
4, 0an rfc'.;:VK further training In the store's oducs- 
tlornl department *7. I'eTrnonr-cl 'nnr (.̂er
a. The peraonrî n. la in chnr̂ re ofî1, "nu)Iny'aent 
fr̂ Vralnln^ 
fi, servie® h. The Enipl ̂ yîûnnt 3nremu.
1* Juperviann plndnf% new wt'̂ rkero #,nro they ore îieedacî*
f. :xonottf3 old ernplojee.e nr rather recofg/enda that t ho j 1)3 urorfjo i eô *
recpg a file record of each emnioyee am to train- 
inm, e x  CT-itï;-ce, cooperatiaa, " ill in^'noMs. Indus­
try, loyalty, %nd appearance, this recordhe recoTzzneada, yr-moil^n, d.v'r«tlon or Ulsmlasal#c. Trn I n ! r^ '^urcsu*
1, The gersonrcl Kenererja. Trains nev employees In gtore system, poli­
cies, arid Ideals, h. Trains for specific jobs.Q. Ire Ins employees a Ire--'d y at »ork for tho pur­
pose of Tslsir/r stmrdardg of efficiency and arousing airbltion, d# Conducts claoces In regpUar school subjects There continuation school? arcs maint?ined 
for junior eniplo:,-‘“os.
d. Ihe oorvlca Tureau,1. :''airito.lrs and renders medical and dental service.f* r,per-:t«fi! îïïutual h'^nefit )nsur-'-noc pions.
rh, ] rovldes rust and recr^-^tlon rooms, library.
fYrmznom 1 mi and lunch rooms #4, , uMîahes houoo orpan,8. Spec* tl ervtcea ' red ere d by repartaient ptores.
a. Theaa ■̂ -^rvlcoo mre ylV' n to ;'?-:5n the c-r.fldonce and 
good A'll’l of the public, orj® of tn‘su arc;1. i rompt attei'ition on the pirt of the s^lea people,B. I ro.up; diifliv:sry of ;v3:*'oha zdloe purch ased,J* pe-i roojiB iprhore people may ourchaae tl)»-'ir lunches or breakf13ta.
4. l.in foreign trips,5, TlV'i l',rorm )tlou as to triln connections if 
cuctoner is planning a trip,3, i ullmn.n r'S’̂orv?lions.7. "end teleframa,
8. 3@11 theatre tickets.£** "Tap p' ck'tges for zanlling (free of chnrpe).
10, irovld© ('laces rhere people may xrite letters
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and furnish stationary, ; era ar.d Ink,
1 1 , irovldft ca.'ofortaM c* 1 ^ 3 -̂ «ir/d louiw iw; roor-.s,
12, TaX^ chorgc- of patron*îî «-.Lt:rob 11 es and park 
thfîT* In a {̂ arOf*e; f:o rot thti! ■-b'n t,he customers T?,nt th-rni,12. .7x11 local J 5 l I r r  tickets*
14* frovld® 8 Rhopplnc norvlcc export vho rill buy 
ritb the c-v,ot:T'ar or for too cuatoiior.
IS, rrovldo v/h€€l chciro £r,y Invalid customers and rlao ott<.'r.donts,ÎÊ* fun £,t.'n«ral Info rmotlcr. Ct 0^0,
0, Ho^ V0U12 Ycu mjîiù Vf A 2T:f i-î̂ cc;..-. .% h, 0. ri 7to« aivDESTABLISH CHLLIT?
1 . i^ulldln^ up a business*A# ;Je.y buy stock In the corporation for J ch you are 
working*b * buy & swf̂ ll buRir.ea 2 s .ch a:- ne vs st^md, ashoe shîhlïlg parlor, or a smnll x'-arr-u
E* Hot? to pc'oome a proprietor.a, î̂uat eccuir/ulate enough o.? pit al to buy stock or net up indepercent business,■fc* The clfrervnce betr'.̂ en tr.s money you receive as wares and the cnonry yju s .end Is your profit on the work 
you do*0# Your s.olary ahould always constat of two fi pures:1, The i'*.moun̂  you can nfforc to 8'>cnd on yourself*
2, Tho sorount yr,u are settin'z oaide for future uoe, 2* At lor.at t-on per cent^of all you recette should
go into 0 nuv'inca hunk and st'\V th<*»re until
rl.fely Invented*
d. rc' tt'*3 mm y he .-̂ -ecr,'d tn : h iLrirt*
e. TL ri.ft z'cano c.ovtious ape ndlr 0f .ont y a .s Tĉ ll ma
ri c n'-vine.
f. It S" not ho%' ouch you sov<.-. but how r«?gul ■rly thatCOunto.
S, iTatabli&'binr crcd.it,
a, Lsto.tll?h.^r-;,-. c r e d i t  m&or- t h o t  p- ool% ^111 t r u s t  ;you,
b. icoplo n a y  lack credit throufh:
1 , Lishnnosty2* Lack of copMcitj to raka %,\oof y.
H. THE ,B1KK.1, A Brief ülstcry*
In mediaeval daya there ; only 0 f--« n. r. - ho > well pro­
vided with safety and strong: boxes and dwellings which were strong 
enough to protect the things thvy o'?n:'d. hey ' . 1 » ir<̂; the gold-
SPilths who used gold and other preclou's met'Is to je-r . lry and
oth'^r valuable foods for sale* ATony people rho had Itrge s’æîs of
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money took to th® f;ol̂ aralth to be %'ut into hi*? otrone box for
aafe-keeping* they left tt there for o lone tlire and
paid him A 1 ittl T-'r y or. \r,{̂ it f : r t'ror.. In thla *rmy he often
had a s'ji'. o r noncj or. h:nd, He found nut in tine that all
of it n ’̂r.-r c;lled f:rr nt one ilnif?, so he le«îred serra cf it out
and chor0 =d int-rt.ot for it. If he never let moro than three-fourtha
of It £0 he fo?Ard th\l he nlsays had enonrh to p^y the "'nea who
wanted their mon ̂ y, ind so b'?tfinr ate?y*ted.
542 # %,iff0%'ent kiiiCs of b'-nPsî 
Public or Charte rod 2e.nÂS 
federal Roeerva liika (12 in waited itateai
Katloavl b'/jks chnrt'^rv=d by 
fdor±l c‘3"fL rnm- nt
¥unctiona
t h c o m  only.
1.
f.
b..'ah3 Ci.artered by 
stete rnrtcnt
trust cojîprniea cb̂ srt'srcd un4cr 
St’S te ls%?
.'ale 10 ns .end discount 
rotes.-o.orly credit,5, ''■■inry cheerlnr accounts. 4, Fondle collections.
6 , ?.uy and sell forclfn ex- 
chnn̂ .e,Û, C'lrry snviopa accounts.7, n-avili? safety deposits.
;?r.'i0 '"O tt ': ?e of n .itl.onal
boe’ro*
1. r ̂ *£f »
) o re 1 t z at- •-■ c r £ : r I z* d unir. r
fedsrr.I c''crtcrs
Cavines t.'Ohc* chartered by 
atotec 0# Career.s in r&r.hirea. tl 3 chl'- f occi petlcns are*
1. C3flrîera2, Otll'-TS
3, vlerks4. 2oo If keepers
.'idmlrilt-'ter estates.
A-d-T.lnlstar other trust funds. 
Same as those of notional 
and stot® bonks %lth cer- 
to3u rsetrictlons,
:oreÎ£.n business 
ù-mphuslze "sovirus'*
-a'ith nnJ" i îanr.lo'is o I'krt ar. P. laf. h.s: rlcm too\T
Co.# 1S£9.
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2. There are no uniform standard.-! for requircrr.entr? for 
entering banking. The requirements viry in different 
communltlea, Tome b nks require some college training, 
However, this Is not a requirement in many localities. 
The best way to learn what the requlrem«nt3 art. la to 
Interview some banker or get from one of the large 
b nks a pamphlet which describes the positions which 
may be secured In a large banking Institution,
N, TH.: Of?ICS.1. The Accountant,a. ??ales accountantsb* Cost account'mtsc. Certified public accountants1* Is Independent and works for himself,2, Gets good pay— some time .a as high as J36 a day,
3, Nature of his work*a. To detect and prevent fraud and errors,b* To ascertain tho actual financial condition and earnings of an enterprise,
c. To verify the balance sheet,4, Training necessary,a. Must have at least high school training,
b. Training in n school of accountancy,
C* ‘fust pa sa an er.smlnstlon given by the itote Board of f?ramlncrs,d, Must have hod three years ejtperlence in 
accounting, one of them in the office of a 
certified public aeoountint,
2, The Office Clerk,a. Kinds of work*X, Tiling 2, shipping
а. Billing4, Receiving
5, Stockб, order7, Requisition
6, Time9, layrollb, rjacMnea operated,
1, Computing2, Tabulating
3, \ddres30graph4, Mimeograph 6, Multigraph
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2, The Secretarya* The secretary relieves the executive of all detail*1* By keeping him Informed of important ha;,penlr s In which he may be interested,8# ?y noting his appointments and calling his atten* tlon to them at the proper time,
3* By gathering data for the preparation of papers and speeches,4, By denying requests for interviews when his time Is so taken up by other things of Importance that he cannot give them. These denials must be made 
In such a way that the person refused will notb® antagonised,5, By attending conferences and making notes on im­portant points.ë* By arranging for transportation and hotel accommo­dations when It Is necessary for the executive to travel,7, By keeping the executive's time free for the more important things he has to do.
b. Requirements;1, Skill In typing and shorthand are assets but do not amke a good private secretary,2, It Is more iiaportant for the secretary to be re­liable and trustworthy so that the affairs of the 
executive will be handled confidentially,3, Must be able to systematise hla own work and that of the office so there will be no waste of time,4, should be able to meet people well and his person­al appearance should be pleasing,
5, Loyalty la one of the prime recuisîtes,
4# The Insurance .Talesman,a, Come of the kinds of Insurance are;
1, Life and casualty2, Fire3, fidelity— a type of insurance which compsnlf^a write guaranteeing to make good to banks, trusts, and various public and private Institutions -fcheir 
losses through embesalement or other misuse of 
funds by their imployees*4, F2sployer*a liability insurance
5, Title insurance6, Marine insurance7, Growing crop Insurancee* Insurance of a singer's voice, an artist's hands, a dancer's feet, a piano player's fingers,b, qualifications or requirements;
1# Must gala the confidence of the people with whom ho works,
2» To do this he must be honest, tactful, courteous, end sympathetic,3, He must be persevering and yet not antagonize,4, He must be reliable and acc irate.
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C. This is % business that requires very little capital.
A. good course in business and insurance will be of 
ereat advantage* 
d* This is work that both men and women may do though 
there are msny more men ojing the work than women,
I. REAL E3TàTiî.
1, Classification,
a* Realtor;
i realtor is any real estate dealer who is accepted
by the local or national real estnte board. To be
accepted by the board he pledges to transact all hla
business with his clients In a filr and just manner*
b, Peol estate Proker»
1, Usually owns his office and directs the work of 
his salesmen*
C* 3ala"men.
1. Their work consists of;
a, gelling
b, planting apartments
c, Investments
They must have enthusiasm, vision and tact,
2, Insurance companies, trust companies and banks all have 
their real eotote experts,
3, Developing sub-divisions is one phase of real estate work.
4, The great danger in real estate is too much optimism 
during tlires of prosperity. Property values move over a 
wide range and while, during prosperous times, they may be 
high, they can sink very low during a depression.
J. PREPARING TOR A T3U3IKZ53 ClRSER.
1. Tew of the occupations in business have required more than 
a high school education. More schooling is advantageous 
especially if one wishes to work into executive work*
2, There are high schools of commerce in nearly every city 
which stress training for business.
3. In many other high schools a business curriculum is offered 
for training in business*
4, Colleges now hive units which offer courses in business 
administration,
6, In Euny kinds of business, the new Employee, no matter what 
his training, must statt at the bottom*
6, Tho number of people preparing for work in business is in­
creasing annually. From 1922-1928 there was a 72 per cent 
increase in the enrollment in conunercial subjects offered 
in public high schools, Approximately two-thirds of the 
________people prepgring to enter business are in these schools.
' Sdmonson and Lohilnea'u, Occupations Through" Irroblems, l^acMlilan, 
1931, p. 1?'0,
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7# Two-thirds of tho nraber enrolled In "business courses are women#*®
K# LRA.:,\TI:ATI05;
I# Dramatise the making of a sale by a capable saleswoman or salesman#
£# Dramatise the hiring of a person to work In a store#
L# TOPICS FOB ORUL AND 1ÎRITT£N R'zJPOBTS;
1. Floorwalker 13# Fidelity Insurance2. Window dresser 14. iiroployer’a Liability insurance»• Saleswoman IS# hxi^orter4, Salesmen 16# Importer6. Private secretary 17# Newsboy6# Public accountant 18. 3tock man7# Automobile salesman 19# y.eat cutter
S. Real estate saleaman 20. Buyer9# Auctioneer SI. Chain stores*10 • Deliveryman 22# Trademarks
11 # Demonstrator 23# United Btatea Chamber of
IS# Lloyd’s
: BIT33:
Commerce
1 • Resolved, That it Is better to become a sal earn,an .for s
reliable, well-established firm than to go Into business 
for one’s self#
2# Resolved, That It is botter to work at a "white coll r"
job ©Ten if the wages are low than tt is to be a mechanical 
or Industrial worker with higher wares#
K# QD2STIQN3 TO A,N:>’n :£H AND T 'TOGS TO CO.
1# What la the most outstanding character tr*»!! that one must 
possess to succeed In business?
—- 2# should a salesman coax a customer to buy something which 
they do not want?
3# /ake a list of the kinds of Insurance companies you can
learn about#
4# Think of some closet or drawer that belonga to you# How 
are things arranged? Is it nC'st and «re the things In it 
arranged aystcmatleally? Kave you the Qualities of ne'^t- 
ness and system that every office worker should hire?
6* Kake a list of the things every employer has a right to
expect from his employees,
6# %ak@ a list of the things every employee has a right to
expect from his employer#
7# %h;tt kinds of InsurancQ would be most vslusble to a fsrmer, 
a storekeeper# a lawyer# a railroad employee?
6# fhat are some of the things a llbrory c"n do to be helpful 
to the community?
9# If you live in a county sent try to interview the cnurt 
stenographer# report to the class.
^nd  ̂ondileau# 6c c u p 1 ̂ ns"T'fo*)'FK I roji ':ns# ac iTïan#ww-
19,31, p. iz:o
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10.
11.12.
12.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.20. 
21.22.
23.
r,©atl over the 
th«it Blake you pagea of a magazine* W’T̂r.t to buy* ?,hy do Mark the advertlsenenta they appeal to you?
24.
26.
of a Blenograyher 
organization. 
That depart*
the 
In mining;
Try exiting an advertia&ment.That Is an actuary?
That are bank clearing houaea?
That is the dlffermnce betreen the work and the vork of a private secretaryt Visit a department store and report on Its ■’hat department interested you most?
Visit a b'sukr and report on its org/\niaction, ment Interested you most?
Using a Torid Almanac or l Statistical \bstract of the United .‘tatss. compare the mrniber of people working: in trade group vlth those vorklng in agriculture;In manufacturing; in transportation..“itudy advertIscJEfionta and find fiva that are wanting or offering employaient in the trade group of occupations. Compare the sales people In a ten-cent store with those in a large department store, as to their age, th-sir appear- a nee, the types of work being done, and the working, con­ditions.Thy is the study of psyohology helpful to a salesman? f̂’hnt schools In the st-̂ .to give training for accountv.nts? 
Thlch make the- better stenographers, men or women?T hat ere the attrectiva Cent urea of banVrlng? \re there many women b%nke.rs?That Is meant by Old T,lne Lifo Inaurmrce and Fraternal 
Life Inaurnnee?Is insur.ancè work, good work? Give reasons for your answer, That-schools In your state give courses in insurance?Thculd anyone expecting to enter this business enter on® 
of these
26.
27.
28. 
29.
SO * 
31.
S2,
33.J4.
36.
36.
schools?
Ihtervlew a certified public uccountsnt 
talk before the vocations cl«-s-?.
ot h'»ve him
i.-.unyV’jronen sten-orr̂ 'ipber.s than men is it
either
giv© a --- . ^
If there are so 
vrorth while for n boy to study stenoer;vl\y?
.Is a mail-order house a wholesale or retail eatabi ishrnent? 
?ini out how the farmers in your co:';:.*unlty market their 
products. Do they bring them to h public market or sell 
t hem thems Ives?
?ind out how much capital It would tike to start a small 
grocery ator©; a news stand; a shoe shining parlor, 
examine the type of advertisements wîïlch real estate men 
put In the h mid a y papers, '.tee if y-"'U c *.n tell which ones 
are overstating the attractions of their property and which 
ones are corserv^tive*
"hat is the difference between a partnership and a corpora­
tion?
hat is 
That is 
List at 
How has 
to live?
a share of stock? 
a steno typ>e?
least ten co:anionly known advert is Ing 
advertising made the world a better ^
slogans, 
lace In which
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37* Th'it Is "silent salesjaanship”?
36* ^ho p'lys for the coat of aÜTertlslnir? Wouldn't it he
Wttt^r If we had less advertising^?
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IT XIII.
i'0BLIC S-ÏH7ICS OR C-0?':ni:rrî-îT -0K%
"The higher men climb, the longer their 'working day#And any mnn rith & stref̂ i’c of Idleness in hi/n ml/'ht better m^ke up hla mind that medolcrlty Is to be his lot. '.nd even though fortune or chance verc to lift him high he voulë not stay there. for to keep at the top is harder, almost, than to get there. There arc no office hours for leaders.”— Cardinal Gibbons.
REF^REKCESt
iidmofison and Dondlnaau, Occupations Through iroblems, pp. 126-139.Gallagher, courses and Car*^ers."p.p.' 'Gowln, f he.ailVy "and’ "!%f€"%e"rI" b o e 1 1 ons, pp. 2C6-263.Lyon, Peking a living, pp. 4o5-S4ü7Lyon airî" "bu^ler ’V'oca t iona 1 "ead 1 npm.iî yera. Little and '.oLinson,' ilannln^/ Your "uture, pp. 121-133.Proctor, yocfttions. pp. 288-T5^Smith and È1Ôufh'. r 1 enn 1 ng a '"srcer, pp. 108-220#
Teeter, \ Syll̂  ̂bus’' oh' t T o n n e e , pp. 93-G7.Zoigler anû iĤ aguëitû thofYsIrg"a'n '''',ccuuf, t ler, pp. 239-247, 266-290.
A. IN «THAT SERVICE iciiviTif:' Ï TH.. tâ îT Ji rrc£i..'i O07SF.H:rrr 
LNGAGiS?
I. The protection of life and property and the maintenance 
of order.
II. The upholding of justice,
III. The promotion of education,
17. The promotion of health and v.'.lf-ire.
7, tiding and regulating of commerce and trinoportation.
VI. The manufacture and construction of ccrtoln public 
necessl tiess.
VII. The maintaining of relations with foreign countries,
VIII.The conservait Ion of natural resources,
B. m \ T  A HE SOiïiu 07 THE HTHLOT’.'T? IH £\Cil C" TH ■ SinVIC. LIVI IIiNSt
1, In the protection of life and the maintenance of order the . 
employeea are ja. Sheriffs
b. Constables
c. Marshal®
d. Iolicemen
e. Firemenf. Boiler Inspectorsg. Building inspectorsh. electrical Inspectors
1, Itreet and sidewalk Inspectors 
j. Inspectors of food 
k. State militia
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1* The a m y  
m# The n'lvy 
n. The coast gusrd
0 » The p^ïtent and copyright office employees 
p* The weather bureau employees.
£« In the giving of justice the employees yre*
a. Justices of the peace
b. Attorneys0. Judges
d* Keepers of prisons and refondâtorlea.
a. iolioe msfistrttea 
f* iolice matrons
(S. Halllffa '
h* Juvenile court judges 
1# Probation officers 
j. Frison guards 
k. iaycholo£lsts
1. Fsychologlcml exaralners m. r'Sycholoeical testers ̂ 
n, Lectors
Mucation employees are; 
ai Teachers
b. Librarians
c. Girls* and 3oya* Club leaders
d. Teachers of the blind, deaf and du^\b
e. .fuseurn workers
f # Teachers In Indian schools
g, IZcmbcrs of commissions appointed to study educational 
problems#
4* for the promotion of health some of the employees are; 
a# Garbage collectors
b. treat cleaners 
0# ioctors 
d* Aurses
e, Inspectors of houses, factories, dairies, groceries, 
restaur-înts, water supplies,
f , Playtround employees
g, Lvæqlners of doctors*, nurses*, dentists*, and drug­
gists* licenses#
h, slaughter house inspectors
1# employees of special hosplt.ils such as the Tubercular 
hospltîls* 
j# Immigrant inspectors
k# Inspectors of food shipped from stat- to state*1. Child welfare workers
m. Research workers— study methods of prcv* ntlng clseases, 
n, Employees of Veterans* Hos;lt-la. 
o* Indian ervlce employees*
6# Aid and regulation of coramiinlc it Ion and transportation—  
some of the employees arc; 
a# road builders
b. Canal construction 
c# Brldre builders
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(3. JZa In tens nee of roads nnd csn-tls,
e. treet corjxniffisloner» f» Civil engineers éü* Day laborers
h. Employees of road Isborotorlrs There they test virious road nisterlsla*
1# i.nelneers of rlv«rs and harbors T?ho Imyrove rivers 
and harbors#
j# ajnployeea of the oast end Geodetic lurvey T-ho chart the cofist»,erect 1 lighthouses and place buoys# k# Cinployees of the àlasksn .oilroad Commission v;ho build end operate railroads in -\la«ka.
1# Inspectors who projriot;-" safety In transportation, such as airbrake inspectors for railroad eruiprccrt* 
m« Members of various commissions vhich regulate tele­phone rates In state, establish a standard for re1/hta and measures, the treasury employees which establishes a standard unit of money. Interstate Commerce Com­
mission and Jspartment of Commerce which regulate cable rates and codes, radio wave lenctbs and. tele- 
^rsph charges# n« The employees of the Post Office department,
6, Ul'sn ufocturing and construction activities, v.hone employees 
are:a# /imployees #no construct and operate water works systems#
b# Constructors ot public bulldlnps and their employees# 
c# ümployees in the navy yards and arsenals rhere ships 
are built and guns and shells arc made, 
d# The employees of the hnited states mints,
e. The employees of the Bureau of ngraving where bonds,
currency and postât:® stamps are printed#7# Conservation of natural resources, whose employees are : a# Employees in aisrioultural schools,
b. Came and fish wurdena 
c# Employees of the ̂orest Dervlce#d# Employees of the neelamatlon :ervice which builds
dams and Irrigation systems,e, Employees of the GeolOt ical survey who locate valuable mineral lands and water-power sites and has them with­
drawn from sale#f. The employees of the Bureau of aTnea who study methods of mining and give advice on how to pr* vent 
accidents#
g# The employees of the National  ̂ark service who super­
vise and protect the national parks# 
h# The employees of the Bureau of Plaheriea who protect 
ilaskao salmon and seals and propagate and distribute 
fish for the United ;tates streuris and lakes#
6. Conduction of relations ’̂ Ith foreign countries,wS: ose em­
ployees are:a# Consul c. Ministers e. Consular agent
b. ^tmbassidors d. Student interpreters f. Clerks
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C* HOr DIP TZ C " T Q  HIV;, CIVIL
It WTîs the cu'itoœ in the ©■srly dnys of our eovern^aent for men 
to appoint their office helpers from amor,;, their friends and nc- 
qua in ta nee 3 # This was all rit;ht as Ion p there were not so tr.eny 
positions to fill. AS time went on and each new political party 
came into power this chanf:ing of so mnny er<p3.oyees meant that no 
one had any experience in running? the office and consequently there 
•were many mistakes, delays and annoyances.
The attention of the country was called to some of the evils 
of this system at the time of i-resident JacKoon’s inr?Ufruration, 
However, nothing was don© about It until jresident Garfield wis 
shot by a disappointed office»se•«ker* 'oon after this, in January, 
1883, the civil service law was pissed*
D* HOI fOULD ONk GO ABOUT GOTTIKG \ CIVIL OZHVICZ U-i'OIKTrLUGr?
1* "rite to the United itatea Civil Oervlce Coaiisalon at 
lashinKton, D. C., for the f^cnorr-fl-lni'or^vjtion bulletin, 
to your state Civil oervlce Co:Wiisgion at the tat© Capitol 
for their "!<:anual of Pxamin-’itlcjns'*, and to the rivil Ser» 
vies Coxmnisslon in your city for a copy of their manual* 
Upon looking this m'sterlal over you rill discover the scope 
of the work and the types of positio-'S* 
g, Chen you learn through printed notices i.'osted in the post» 
office that there Is a vacztncy in the type of work you 
desire, you send to ^"ashington, D, C,, to the Civil cervlce 
Commission for an application blank which you will fill 
out and return, Thon^i card will be sent you granting you 
permission to take the eyamln ‘ tIon at tne pi ̂ .ce and on the
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date specified#
?.hile you aro Wiltln,?j for the tlxae to cor;e to t kc the exam­
ination you should turn to the bulletins you hive and see 
what type of questions will be n«̂ ked in your extiminatlon. 
There will also be Inforrritlon In the bulletin telling: 
how the paper will be marked and this may prove helf.ful 
to you*
4# You must make a grade of 70 or over, or your appllcttlon 
will not bo considered * If you receive a g,rade of 70 per 
cent or over you will bo placed on the eligible list# :io 
the grade you make as well as y^ur education, heulth, ex­
perience and special training are all consiaerod when nn 
appointment Is made,
5# Whether you are appointed pjIso depends on the n.r-'ber of
appointments made from your st'ite# ach stute has a certain 
share of appointments apportioned to it# If you live in 
the extreme west or south you stand more chance of their 
not being too miny others in your stntc sheud of you#
6* Then, too, if you are willing to go to distant sections of 
the possessions of the united '.totes, you arc much more 
likely to get an appointment# Tist-'nt sections mlfht 
The Isthr.us of ran^una or the philippine Islands#
7# If you wish to Increase your chmces of getting a. job you 
can also apply and take examinations for ot*vte rnd itunlcl- 
pal positions or you can apply for and t "ke exar.tin »tions in 
work for more than one kind of position#
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E. WHAT ARZ TIG lDT\!^TlGi3 Vhù DIS \^TXZZ3 07 CIVIL 3ZRVIC3 FOSITlurcS?
1, The work is permanent if the person is honest, reliable and efficient.
2, Salaries, howaver, arc not as hi^h as in private business,3, There is less chance for initiative in minor positions,4, One of the most attractive features of employment in 
Washington, D. C,, is the opportunity to pursue college work in evening classes,
5, The Bureau of Standards, the department of Agriculture and other government institutions giva vilaable courses in the technical and professional fields. In this way one may 'çet work which will be accepted for credit at universities,
6, Government work affords excellent training for private business,7, Thirty days* vacation with full pay is granted to some, and to others two we-iks with full pay*8* Thirty days of sick leave is granted for cases that merit 
it.9, riTiployees may retire with a pension after certain periods 
of service,10,There are benefits under the employees compensation acts In case of injury incurred In the performance of duty,
11,The emplo[panent is steady,
P, TOPICS ORAL fJAD rGi-OiîTS;1* The "spoils system",2, The "merit system",3, "Civil service Schools",4, Civil service Commission5, Customs Collector,
6, Assessor7* Judge of the Juvenile Court
8, iolicew'omen9, Bertillioa System
10, "Devll-dogs’11, Indian -ervice12, fsychologist (criminal),
13, Frison '̂ Aarden14, prison Matron
15, Coasv Guard Service16, Inspectorn (food, buildings, imiiiigrant, water supplies),
17, Jail cook18, The Reclamation Service
19, The 'feather Bureau20, The Bureau of Plant Industry
21, The Bureau of Soils
G.0U3STI0K3 TO ‘a 3 ’TBR AND THIÏJGS TO DO;1. What training do you think would be most valuable for a
political career?2, Make a list of the attractive features of a political life. 
H o w  do the salaries of goverrunent officials compare with 
those of business and professional men?
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4« Are there Civil Service workers in your coîmunity? Do they work for tho city, state or nntlonaX governrient ?6# Thst 1» the difference in ranking of an ambassador, a minister s.nd a consul?
6* «hat kind of young man should enter the \my or r.'avy and expect to make it his life work?7* What Is meant by commissioned and rion-co.TmzlS9ioned officers?0* Describe the work of a policeman; of a fireman; of a 
detective*0* Kame as many kinds of work in public service that women 
do as you can*10. Look on the bulletin board in the post office and see what Civil lervlce examinations are advertised*11 * Would it be a good thing for the members of the iresident's Cabinet to have to tnke Civil r'ervlco nut ions?12# When prices go up in inflation times, do the s-^laries of the Civil service employees go up, too?13* How did the following people get Into politics;a. Charles cvins Hup;hes f. '"Ifred imlth b« Herbert Hoover g* James parleyc. franklin Roosevelt h* Cvlght iîorrowd. iSlas i’orklns 1. Theodore M:oosevelte* Calvin Coolldge j. Too J row ’* llson14. That are the \rmy and Lavy Training Schools and where are 
they located?
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UNIT XIT 
TIES raomc3Jiox3
**H<5 proTesaloml man thinVs of glvlof according to 
mensuro. Once engaged, he gives his best, gives his per­sonal interest, himself. His hcsrt is in his %ork. . . ,The real payment is the worlcitself, this and the chance to join with others of the profession in guiding and en­larging the sphere of its activities. *•
— George Herbert palmer.
RKfERHNCiSS:Edmonson and Dondlneau, Occupations Through problems, pp. 140-164. Gallagher, Courses -̂ nd Careers. pp.'",&l4-66l'. 'Cowln, The^tlèy and 'drevter. Oceu;,ations. pp. £64-201*Lyon, yaking a living, pp. 'î ôo-Sè?, 472-492,Kyers,' little''anS' fobinson, Planning Your future, pp. 124-148. Proctor, vocations, pp. 234-244, '
Smith and' 'Plough'."" Plannlof^ a Career, pp. 221-261, 224-361.Teeter, A Syllobus''6n "Voc4T1 o " ' J ü 1 dqnoe, pp. 112-146,;%elgler and J’aq'ufct'ie" Choosing"an O'ccuumtlon, pp. 248-293.
A. %H1T IS A rCOFGCSIOAi?
It is difficult to define a profession, k professional îvorker
has mastered a good part of the knowledge In some broad field and
has acquired skill in applying that knowledge. The motivating
idea of a professional man should be SGAVIC2 and not GAIN.
There are at least four requirements that people erpect of a
profession. They are;
1. It must render a highly specialised type of social service. 
2m Its personnel must have hnd abundant training for its work and should be comparatively permanent,3* It must provide Inoorce sufficient to enable its niernbers to 
maintain a cultural standard of living.4, Its members must be dominated by a professional spirit.'
B. m i T  ABOUT ONE Of TH2 IRCPG33I0K3 A3 A LlfG CAl :3R?
The professions are very highly respected so many boys and
girls decide on a professional career when they have no idea of the
r7."Idiiionson "snd i.'On<iijjeau," Occupations' ihrourh' i-ro'blep.'s, p. l417 
*;aclllan, 1931.
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requirements of a profession. \a a result they are disappointed. 
One of the Ideas that so many people h^ve about the professions 
Is that the Incomes are very high. This Is not true for pro* 
fessions as a whole. Jome one has said, **\ man In a profession 
must work harder and longer and have less money to show for it 
than If he were In business. Yet If he loves his work, he will 
have permanent sntlsfaction which no money can buy, and he will 
find a joy in his labor not found elsewhere."
C. 02 TEi ?RO?.<31lOh3*Teaching MusicMedicine Social work
2;nelnerrlng architecture
Law Dentistry(irt Draifiatlc artsJournalism
D. inr:PiRiTl3E.
The requirements and qualifications are varied but all pro­
fessions require a college training* If you are thinking, of 
entering a profession, be sure that your high school course meets 
all the requirements for college entr'snce.
2. T2&Cin:CG.1. Some questions you should ask yourself before you decide 
that you are fitted to teach;a. jDO I like people? both children and adults? It isnecessary that I like adults, too, for the children have parents that must be met and cooperated with, and then the other teachers arc adults*b. Do I like to work with and for people?O. DO I like to reaü and study? Do I like books or are
they just nec&ss'.ry evils?d. Ik> I enjoy travel or do the discomforts far outweigh 
the pleasures and benefits?e. \re people sn interesting study to me or are tr.ey 
just something to bejtolereted?2. You will need to ..mow that tcachir.g is hard r.ork for one can never st and still * You must remember, t to staywnere you are you must run like everything*"'^® You need to 
be constantly on the alert for new materials and also you
. must plan your work.______________
f Ô. lewis C 'i r rol 1 In  ̂il Ice in ' : onde ri a nd " «
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3, Tti® special fields In teaching are;
a* Elementary school b# Junior high school 
c* Senior high school d# College 
4* Compensations In teaching;
a# Standing in community is usually high,b. Teacher finds satisfaction in the successes of his pupils,
c. The teacher has an extended vacation which offers opportunity for recreation, study and travel,
jr, ac^Diciwz,
1, This profession offers a wide field of service and Is attractive to both men and women,2, The physician has a high .at-̂ nding in the community as arule and is also very influential in reform of all kindsparttouarly if it deals with health,&, Some of the types of medical workers are;a, Bacteriologists f. Occupational theropiatsb. Surgeons g, ir'sychlstristsC. .Surses h. Veterinaryd* Health officers 1, Optometriste, iharmiclsts4, There are numerous opportunities in public service as well as private practice, "OT - ->f them are ;
a. National, state and municipal govern.ment work1, The army and navy
5, iubllc health departments3,- .tublic hospitals4, Charitable institutions6, Departments of food and drugs
b. Large corporations1, Insurance companies2, Railroads3« Industrial and f^'iternal org^-inlaations 
6, ëne of the requirements j_g gtrength for tr.e work Is
hard and there are practically no hours for a general
practlticoer, i physician must be cheerful for his jer-
sonality has a great deal to do with the confidence he
inspires. He must be studious both in school and cut for
there %re constant changes in medicine.
6, ficmie of the dlaadv int'-ges :*re:a. The profession is over-crowded In :n̂ ny tov̂ r.s ur.d cities,
b. It takes considerable money to an ofClce,C, There is no guarantee of u steuny lnco:.e unless hè la employed by some corp-r .11on or is in governnent 
work.
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â. The In CO Die 3 on an average are not high.
e. The iK*rk le hard and eiraotlrg.
f « Competition Is keen.
G. illlfwnCY.
1. The doctor depends on the phamici.^t for the prep ir^tion of his medicines.
2. The typical drug store In more t h m  n pharmacy. It deals 
In com.,:érclal preparations such as lotion$, ointnants, etc. 
The ŸTork of the drugigiîït In nr̂ t hard but the hours are 
long and the %ork is confining,
4. The requirements are;
a. High school graduation.
h. % ur years of college work, {This is a new requirement 
in many schools. Formerly only three years* work 
were required, )
C. A registered phamaclst must be twenty-one years old, 
be a graduate of a pharmacy school and uîust pass the 
state board examinât Ions for rer istercd phs r-̂ -c I'̂ t,
H. IRCHITÙCTU::-:.
1, This profil 33 Icn requires a hnowledro of .irt, err Inter leg 
and business* In architect's duties lie in several fields. 
Ha designs the structure, mukeg the dra’-vlr-ga, decides
what materials are to be used, and writes out .11 the 
specifications In detail,
2, The physical conditions are excellent for the work is both 
Indoors and outdoors,
3, irchltectura offers opportunity for men and women of m.iny 
different types of ability,
4, The standing of the profession Is high.
6. Very often the fees are very high,
I* SiT A'3 k }
1, it is possible to discover one's talent for art through 
the art courses offered In schools,
2. admission to art schools does not dem- nd ony cartiln 
number of years of previous schoolIrg,
3# Tone of the workers in art are:
a, sinters f . Dress designIngb, Sculptors Arts and crofts shops
c. Illustr stors h. interior dec'^r sting
d. advertising 1, '’'Indow decoration
©, Cartoonists j. scientific art work
J. DHKTI3TRY, , , ,1, The dentist rnuat h ;ve sclqr.tlflc knr^'ludge and training and a large amount of mechanical skill as wall for his work Is largely manual, whatever field be specializes in,
2, The best dental schools are requiring two years of college 
work before the beginning of the professional w'rk,
3, AdV'^ntapes:
a. The number of dent ists is s n ,11 as comp ̂ red with the 
total population.
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T), Dentistry Is well thought of,
c. There are opportunities for both men snd wor.en,
K. miGINCnniKG lR0?D33l %tl,1, The engineer mokes possible:
A# Our systems of ra11roods.b. The w'{ter systems of our cities,c. The lighting systems of our cities,
d. The extraction of the miner:;Is from the soil depends upon engineering?.
e. Cur cities are kept cle«n and sinitsry due to en­gineering.
f. Automobiles, airplanes, steumships and locoMotlTes are the products of engineering ability.2, The main divisions of engineering art;
a. Civilb. i^echnnlcnlc. Electrical
d. Cheralcale. iïîir.lng
Civil engineering deals vith the problems of d^nlgnlng and 
construction of railroads, waterways, highways, harbors and 
drainage systems. Surveying is a branch of Civil Lnf^ineerlng 
and is one of the steps which lead to becoiclng a Civil 
Engineer,
The mechonloal engineer Is a designer, constructor and Invent­
or of machinery.
The electrical engineer;a, Designs and manufacture® eledtrical apparatus.
b. Installs and uses this aijparutus in heating and llfht- ing and In power plants,in telephony and in tele­
graphy,c* Does research work in the laboratory.
The Chemical engineer makes synthetic products and designs 
machinery for carrying out th@ new synthetic processus.
The mining engineer tests the soil for mineral deposits, 
opens mines, installs proper equipment, and supervises actual 
mining oper-stions,
3, The general qualifications are;
a. -vound judgment
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b# Scient Iflo precision In thinking.
0. Ahlllty and liking for mather.'itles and physics.
L. THi LA.9T.
1. The lawyer is looked upon as a leader so this plsces u on 
him a hlgA degree of ffiornl and civic responsibility.
2. Anyone who wishes to beooT«e a laryer raust h^ve a 1 Iklng 
for study for law requires a very thorough preparation.
Many failure» in lavschool are due to poor scholarship.
3. ‘:̂ Oïae essential qualifications are good judp'nent, sound 
common sense. Imagination, fore*slght and « knowledge of 
human nature.
4* There are inuny special fields of work open to a lawyer:
a. Public Attorneys and judges.
b. Business and aalesmanshlp.
G. Railroad executives.
d. Sank presidents.
«. iubllshers and leaders In business and Industry are 
frequently graduates of a law school*
S« The chief disadvantage Is that competition is keen.
M. JOUIRAI.13X.1. Both men and women enter this profession.
2. The fields are;
a, Advertising
b. publishing books and rmgaalnea 
G# I#wspaper reporting
d. Rows writing
e. Story writingf. Writing for nonfiction periodic ils
K. A3 A PROf333101^.1. The elergyrman occupies a position of great influence In 
the coniî'iunity.
5. Service and a love of the work is the inspiring motive.
3. cf ail the professions this one offers the least pay. _ If 
many of these men ware to enter business they would 
tmlce as much per year as they receive as riiniste^-s.
4. They must be leaders and have a love or people.
6. \ four year collogc course Is the general re.atjlr-'iuert.
0. KUR3ÏAG A3 A
1. irivnte nursing,
2. Public health nursing*
a. The requirements for success in this llao arc :
1. Xust b© acquàlnted with social serv'ce methods.
2. Aust be familiar with the provisions and the 
enforcement of the social and medical legis­
lation affect log. her work.
3 . She m y  bs enployed by state, or city health 
departments, by boards of éducation, or by public 
and private welfare organloat ions.
4. "h© should be able to teach as well us belrj well 
versed In kno’aled* v of bar proresslcn.
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3. Industrial nursing:
üany manufacturlrg plants, mercantile houses -nd ubllc 
utilities companies employ nurses v;ho give first aid to
employees in case ot accidents -nd also conduct physical 
examln-at Ions,
4 . Institutional nursln^^j
This work offers a variety of cos^s es well as opportunity 
for promotion, a graduate nurse starts as a staff nurse 
on general duty, ihe may become hesd nurse in charge of 
a ward, several wards or a department, assistant director 
of nursing or perhaps director,
6, physical and personal requirements for nursing:a. Age 18,b. Health-*good,
c. Vision-correctd. Teeth— wllwkept,c. Hearing*—*good,
f, fanner— pleasant, with ability to get along with 
people,g, .Appesrance— ne^t and clesn,h, -iodurnncs— good,6, Educational re juiremmts: ' '■a, Ahould complete high school, .E.oat good nursing schools 
make thit an entrance requirement,b, !,!any collèges now off«r n five-year course leading to a degree of fachalor of Science and a diploma in nursing. The first years are spent In collegiate studyÎ the second t«%o In nursing school end the last 
in academic and hospital work*
7, Cost cf trol r,Inf.:a. The student nurse ^ays for her tuition, toerd,room
1̂ :undry In services rendered,b, home hospitals make ?nall monthly allow .nees to accepted students to cover necess iry e .enaeo, 'his, 
however, does not cover cost of street cloth! a and recreation,
6, Aarnincs.a, ZarnlîHS are on % par rlth tlij.ag of te-’Chers of 
experience,b, A nurse works about one-third of the time, so allow­
ance must be made for this,c, The best positions -vrc hold by those with broad ex­
perience and education. They must also have executive
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ability and a strong person'llIty,
PMC?233iok;jL c.in̂ iLR:; m  social s^nvicz;
«One may work with courts, hosplt-ils, schools, industries, recreation centers, or ors^nlaed chsritiea, One may bo con­cerned with esse work involving the solution of individual or family problems, with educational or recreatlonal ror^, with OrganlS’stlon of co.T.iiunltle» or special gro'%:? to carry out social programs. hatevcr the branch, it will touch on many other fl&lds, îhers is probably no profes-:'iT.n of fro-'.ter human Interest or more broadening contacts with social life.
«The following list variety of positions on*» boya* club director girls* club director child placing agent child welfare nurse 
community organiser playground director pollcewcwnan 
probation officer play leader
will give you some idea of 
may find in social work: 
merital-bygir.r.C "orkcr 
lied Cross organlier IraIgrant *s-aid w^rk^r 
school nuroe sco’it 1 e-iUor aettle^ent worker 
traveler*a-aid woriror 
visiting nurse 
visiting tc cher."
the
X real desire to help others.
Interest in people of all races, classes, and nation .litles.
'c* TorXzz4667
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CR :-BiTTzrj iirrorTJ;ÏC3 FOR On\L  DesignerChemical engineer 
‘ctuary 
DietitianDraftsman editorEfficiency engineer 
Illustrator 
Inventor 
sculptor Durgeony. M. C. secretary
C, A. socretiryVocational counselor 
3anlt .sry engineer .-veronautleal enFineer 
ned CrossAmerican :,?edlcal ^ssoci .’tlon 
«socialised medicine" 
r^lbert kubbard 
Edwin Boothiijaude îdftfss
George \r11»s John Philip Vousa c hira a n n-Jl« 1 nk
fô. Ldmonson and Lontiineau, 160. Eac.ulllan, IfZl.
ÔCCu ; 11 ‘f-.r3liL'h . roblcias'," pp. 1
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».
26. Theodore Thomas 35,27, Jeritta 36,28. i-aderewski 37.29. kachmanlnoff 38.30, Tendell Phillips 39,31. Henry Van Dyke 40,32. James Darrle 41,33. George Gershwin 42.34, Horace «̂ .sDn
UE.ITIC^S TQ \K.TT" X2:ù Till NOT TO
Mary Lyon 
.̂ 'mnces'j M/l Hard
L'oa,:-"! =1 s ' I g g l n  toula -aateur Dr. -1111 im :Cayo Marion Dure11 ■’till
i\ichol'v3 "urra/ Sutler
1.
2.
3.
4,6.
6.
?.
8.
9.
10.
11.
■mnd DO,eheer-fiilnoss 1̂ *0 ‘".13 ;1 Ific itlons 
ahe dresa \a
Why are 3t3l*lot obedience 
neoess'-^ry for a nurse?
If a vrman Is a doctor or a dentist, ehnuld 
much like a aan as possible?
Visit a druf: store and list the different kinds of articles 
offered for seie.
How are the rork of a teacher and a minister alike?
kinds of work do a n la ’-y^r hnve to do tcoiaes pie id- ing canes?
Is there any connection between the ediîCr.tional opportuni­
ties of n coronunlty and the civic ietprovcrnt^nts, s..ch sa 
well-llf;ht©d streets, se'v̂ T sy«tarn,park?, etc.?
If you live where there are statnes, mor'̂ Z'̂ 'nts and public 
buildings, find out who o«signed them,
hot ice the window d 1 gplays In your coer-cnity md see If you
can decide •shich onoe : been d Did you 9 If ne j by eXi.erts, ever <r of Gldnt.yhho draws "Out Our "ay"?
Smith? Font-.’-lne Pox?
^ho wan the sculptor of the statue of Lincoln In the E ir.coln 
^lemorlal, "^ashlneton, D, C,? find out 3II you can '3bout 
h im .
"Moke out progr-M"® of study which you think should be 
followed by tiiose who ore ylonninr to became musicians, 
actors, public spe^'kera, authors, or journ ilists. fter 
having rorkPd out thlz^o courses flrnt by youTS'^-lf, ask the 
teacher of this course or th%gguid .nee counselor of the 
school to make suggestions,"*'
-Read BomB of these biographies noticing:
Their preparation for their work.
The diffIculttos they overc^MC,
The ch:iructer qualities displayed.
The c’"'ntçlbotIon they mode to huni.*r. 
welf :re.*t̂ .1, . .xplorera,lïvXngKtone]
a.
b.
c.d.
nZTvIT arch:l dal rol 7
lata
kn:)71 ed; e and 
. iOti r̂ '-îtrono.-snrs :
■ ow.iirQ
vub:rt ieiry.
,oy
;lr Isaac
2.
indr-ezs, 
hewton.
n VO n t  o r  s , r e o l o f l s t s  and p h y s i c i s t s : ,7 'inre s
'’.ôb'ert " /'uÎT^n, John Ca9; 
I  l e c t o r  .  "Yoc^it 100 3 p." f£>'0, ïioUf ,h ton  
301 Ibid.. ;,"T?J%in7ted).
?• .;r \nner, 
rili'a 'Co.,
I'.obGrt
TrrüT"
att,
iT
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iinsteln, Z/ladime Curie,
3# Botaniste, blolopitgts, entomolo/igts; '.sa Grsy, 
Ciiarlfc3 A* L'HXTsin, John TiurVou/Tis, j'ohn J g 
^udobon, T. H, ."Morgan, xinvld itarr Jordan,4, I-’Sycholo/1,sts. soctolorlçal and lorol
research specialists: red ,?Unet. _d?ard L.ThorndIke, 31snley Hsll, Klchird T. /iy,Roger T, Bsbson, Truman Lee /lol ley,14# John Hays Ha^tmond was a famous mining engineer. Team all you can sbnut him,
15, ire there many men with legol tminir.g rho do not practice law?
16, -hat schools in your state offer courses in Iso? if you are a graduate of these schools do youhavc to take the bar examinations?1Ï, That are some of the disidv mt igea of the medical pro­fession?
18, How are ministers trained for their work? "hat are ttie advantages and disadvantages of the profession?19, L.mne one person who is well knovn ss a social vorxer,
go, That In the chief purpose of having a conr-.unity chest fund?21, Do women make better librarians than rren? Give reasons for your answer,£2, Which do you think are the better musicians, men or women?23* hame several nationally known musicians,24, ,'ihat qualities should a good athletic coach have ?25, Tha t schools in your state offer special cour a 4-̂ a for 
coaches?26, Thy is It that coaches get better salaries than mo .at of the 
other teachers rlth whom they work?27, ‘̂hat is city pliânnlrg and why should an architect know 
something about it?28, re the new houses very different architecturally t'l in 
those built twenty years a/o? How? Thy?29, What la the best school of architecture in or near your 
state?30, If 2,000 people can svipport one dertlst, how many dentists can the United states support? Turn tc the last ce-sus report and see how many dentists there are and then you can judge whether the field is over-crovtded or not,
31, Define the following dental terms:
a, Sxodonist e, periodontistb, oral surgeon f. Oral hyglenlst
c* Orthodontist g. Ceramistd, prosthodontist h. Dental .'cchanlc32, That are the teacher training Institutions in your at tte?33, following is a list of subjects rec Ired Ir. a te.ocher- 
trainîng course. Get a catalogue fr.om a teocher-training 
school and find out what these subjects deal with,a, Curriculum constructionb, ..ducatlonal sociology
c, ducatlonal psychologyd, . roblems of second ry edjcsti’n
e, 1 hllosophy of education
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f* l3ycholoc7 ot \d0le3cence8# iVethoda of ...duc'ïtlonal i e^e-.rch 
h. Ctatist le 3l *.-ethoô3 
1* dental and Lducitlonal ivoaaurcrrff-nts j. ?emlnar Coursa
S4* j:om@ of the novar flt*ids in te-ic:U%ca. Research specialist 
t# :choo%>sycholo8l3t c* Vocational adviser, d* Visiting; teacher
?ind out t̂ hat each of those people do,«̂ 5. ''hot is the difference between n vocations tea cher anda practical arts teacher?
3Ô. .Same at leost one ^ood school each for the training of actors, musicians and orators,
37. How do newspapers Influence public opinion? rill the radio eventually put many ncwapcpers out of buainesaï38. lhat Is the '\nierIc m  ( Ibr^ry \asoclatlor-?39. ”"hat are some of the bemt schools for library tnialugin the Lnited. states?
40. "The ,’jnerlcan library \3s0ciatl0n recommends four yo'-.ra college rork plus one year of proff'Saional library work. Does this seem tqo much training? "hy do you thla. it Is recommended?""^*
41. "There are no recognised schools cf museum training 
either In \merica or abroad, a college education is very 
valuable, ho'’?ever-»almost essential in fact, '"by? 'hat 
type of high school work should on® follow If Inturested 
In RiUseuuTi ?crk as a career?"*^^"®’
4R. r.'Cftne the following terms:
a. Author f, inthology
b. i'ditor 8. Copyrightc. Translator h. .ilaywrightd. !\oyalty 1, "free lance"
e. "Best seller"43. Is It f-Ir to aathora to h-ave public libraries? “hy not have free grocery stores and a free public ti.entre?44. ''-hat is the r.ing of the letters **R, K."?45. That is the nearest school of pharmacy? .\ame some othars.46. Get a catalogue from a school of ghanviucy und sec what the requiremerits are. .*031 good scnools reguiro four years for graduation now, ;^es th-'t see.-: to toe a trend 
In the right direction?
47. Define tbs following terme;a. Canvas pain.ter d. etchingto. .Durai painter e. Costuae art
e. H.osaic artist48. Define tno following*a. Daguerrotyp® d. iTllin editorto. rhotomaton e* .nlmitsa curtaon artistC. iorlal photography f, i\ews rsel eanera'-an49. Cf all profosslors which one m-.ues thu' «̂ trorp at a.gcol to
you?
j=n -| ( n u r s e s  "'nn f  a r t - e r a . p .  I W l . uarpc r a ,
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XT
lîOkl̂ ,:mam ako it.s occupy.rior.s
'♦Horn is never a pl«iee but an atorrjaphere.
«"-fZrs. 'S', b, Roosevelt
"It ts home surroundlflif;» that, to ny iTjind, set a boy or girl on th% road to eucoesa**’
H r  Thomaa Lipton
"A homo does not mean v-h?.t It used to because people are born In noâ j.ltsla, entert îio in clubs, e it et reatnur- ants, take visitors to cabarets, and are burled from fun­eral parlors ."— John Ford
Rk?j)FiXNC:i3îEdmonson and iJondlneau, Cceuf.stions '̂ hrou-̂ h . roblems, pp. 165-lbl. Gallagher, Courses and rareers. ^p. uoâ-iî ci, '
Oovi'ln, '̂ healïey""à"n'3" *:'re«er. bcounatlons, pp. 14F-160.Lyon, .''Okln̂  a Living, pp.
â!yers," Little and .'ioulnson, planning' Your Tuture. pp. 149-160. i roc tor, Vocitions. pp. l?i-ïb4, 'Smith ando"u&n". ' l a n n l a  v areer. pp. Z8S-404, ?!62-£66.Teeter, 3yllabus'"cn""v'o'o?tlon'il (TiTldance, pp. 98-102.2el&ler 1 ....‘c:hooslr'̂  'Wh ÿ'ccu'i's'1:ion, pp. 310,
A. IS THE DIFFdHENC.:: IN TIH CF TH: SCHCS Ï70U :.-.3C .pEH
AI-:0
The housekeeper keeps the house clean and veil arrangea, 
cooks the meals, washes the dishes, makes tho beds, washes and 
Irons the clothes and all the other thlr.f̂ s that to clv& a house 
an Inviting ap^^carorco.
The home-maker does these things, too, but In a dlCf.rent way. 
She buys and prep res food v/lth refyrenoo t'- food values, fir.'.nces, 
and personal tastas of the family. If she buys clothes, ah'" not 
only «elects !ju.ality but she la also concerned In selectirg some­
thing that *111 give ptsr-sonslIty to the we-'rer. >he T'-'.̂ cx.bers the 
personal tastes of tho dlf Ck rent mrmb«r.s of her f uiiily. verything
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she does ia done bccauss ehe love» her fidly,
3, WHIT Kmn THi DUTIiS Of &
1, strives to cr»i»,te and molntiln en otm::sphere thit vill Qj'ike for h'̂ p̂ -iness, satisfecticn and coKp.-inlorahlp Ttlthln her family,
2, Jhe endeavors to so live thit her good inflaence uncon­sciously peraevtea outside tho faraily,
3, She takes active part In church and conL:unity affairs that are uplifting,
4, She is friendly and helpful to her neighbors.5, Oh® exorcises her voting power *;nd her influence for the test candidates when government o f f - i r e  to be chosen In her community, state, and nation,
C, %UÀLiriC\TI0a3 CF h
**In a recent aclertlflc study (The Traita of Hone-rsaksrs,
&, W# Charters, Journal of Kome i;concraics) forty-eight traits for
home-makers were ranked in the order of their importance by 34,000
judges chosen from the following group of 2,642 people?
1,500 members of the American association of university 'omen ??? male graduates of 16 universities of the A^saoeiation of American Unlvcradties 
600 horn® economics women600 mothers of Stephens College students (22© non-college 
women)165 seniors in house economics departments200 other students in home economics departments.
For our study hore the first 24 traits will be listed in the
order of th^lr importune® by the 2,400 Judges, These tr nits are
qualifications needed by the home-maker. They are as follows
(read by colskansjj
Care of health Cleanliness
Honesty loyalty
Love Self-control
Companlonabllity jympit hy
Good judgment adaptability
Desire for children Contentedness
Cooperative nc s 3 Tho a r h t f u 1 r.e s s
Refinement :.,conoi'.y
Ability to train Courtesy
Religiousness R® so urce fulness
Patience Administrative 'bility
Openmindedness A-ppreclat Iv^noss
■AT. Rmith~anu jiou-^'h, rlanninr a C a r e e r , p p , 2 b 7 - 2 o b . Rook CÔ«T9i9,
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The successful hon@-S3<ikor mu «it h vo tm Intense Interest In
her vror̂  î nd belief In Its v.tlue* 5h® must acce;,. t the ch^llen/^e
33of ros^onslbilltJ ^Ith cour^ire*”
Ü. c m m  voc.vfioMi R.LtT.;ü to
Xm Hotel keepers and m^nu^^ers, a* Requirements:
1* Good business ubllity# ch-.nrf \lr,ess ind ‘ability 
to meet- peo;, le and make friends with them, b# Chef is next to hotel manseer In Importance,C* other employees:
1* "Desk clerks, corridor hostesses, waiters, chamber­maids, bell boys, laundry handlers, cleaners, bootblacks,£, Institutional .Management,a. Titles*
1« Housekeeper, domestic supervisor, house mother, house superintendent♦
b. Requirements:1, Technical knowled^:®, executive atility, spirit of friendliness, kneeledre of how tasksshoald be done, and tho ability to train,3« Restaurants, cafeteri.as and teo-rooma,a, Restaurants— waiters serve food more leisurely, good 
mualc#b. Cafeterias— people serve then.selves, can see food, 
quick service,C, Tea-rooms usually cater to women and serve dslnty food, 4, Caterers, stewards and dietitians,ft. Caterers pion and serve banquets, usually away from a regular dining room for lodges, clubs, churches and 
various kinds of social gatherings,b. Stewards have charge of food service on tho dining 
cars of trains and on bo a t $ of all sorts,C, Dietitians have made a scientific study cf food values, food preparation and food pre.servat ion,
6, Boarding-h0U3O and lodging-house keepers,a# They provide a real service in providing home cooking and home surroundings for people without homes,6, Home economics teachers, milliners, dresstaakers and interior 
decorators,a , idany women who specialise in home econom.les find that 
they enjoy teaching others. They may have Jobs as 
teachers in schools or they may do home demonstrati^n 
work or be a food domonatrator* They may also do re­
search work with industrial companies, this is
Trait h and Riouf h, ilannir#e a Career, \m • rook Co,, IS; 9, pp • £-oo-389_
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th it they t'î.ko tha products thit these coTp ’.nles 
manufacture and find ma ïnmny appatlzlnt? » ays of serr- 
in̂  ̂It a a possible and these ne% recipes help sell the 
product* Ihey often demonstrate their dishes for the 
public#
b* The milliner and dressinnker need manual ability and
£Ood tawte In color and style selection* This is work
that a woman can do after she has a home* The work
in drussmakin.g now Is largely tnaklng over, repairing,
or making clothes for people who cannot find ready-
made garments that will fit them#
7# Interior decorators.a* This is wî rk that women particularly find Interesting and enjoyjiile* Here Is need of artistic ability and skill In planning and designing#
E* OirOETUhlTIûS A%D RfTlIiDl.1* ?rosi the standpoint of health and physical needs of our 
people the homo-maîiing, food-preparing end shelter-provid­ing occupations are the most import tnt of our vocational 
service* g* Home-makers* rewards are;a* Happiness, love and devotion of her family# 
b* Improved economic status of her home* 
c# A larger savings account*d# The ability to hav< many of the comforts and some of 
the luxuries of life#3* Types of training available#a* '’chools for hotel manaperient and similar vocationsare maintained by hotel associations and the graduates 
are absorbed fey these hotels#b. The great majority of hotel and restaurant owners learn their vocit ions by the apprenticeship method.
c. Cornell tJntversity offers a course in hotel manage­ment in cooperation with the umericon Potel associa­
tion#d. Hate \rricultural Colle.'?.cs, Jtatc Universities and 
many private schools offer home economics of a college grade*e. schools offer courses in food, clothing, house- hoïd arts, home decoration, elements of design, study
of textiles, household m n-agi;nsnt, child dare, nursing 
and dietetics, and the elements of food prep ̂ ration and planning*
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f # A^xtcnsion courstts also offer training.
6. iiome-dwMonfttr^tion rî nnts h :¥s carried the rospel of bett&r ana brlf^hter homss to nary coni-.unltles, both urbon and rural*
?. I 'z n c c ^ M  M'.z DVÉ^.TVïC ^LP T ic : occur \ r i o r ^ .1# Barber», hairdressers and manicurists.
a. Barbu ring Is a skilled trade ”hlch ho'? strict régula*" tiona for training and apprenticeship in most states* In those states where there is rerulstlon there is a stnte board of 'barbers’ (examiners to pass on new applleatIons,
b# The hairdresser j/-ust render expert service ahd keep an attractive, artistlewdly furniohed place of busi­ness, These people are sometimes culled beauty specialInta p̂hen they specialla^* in treatments for the 
akin, hands and naila as well as the hoir. There are many opportunities for tho hairdresser or beauty spécial 1st. 3ome of thorn •\r̂ i1* The may do the vork in her own home and manywomen earn money that way in the spare time they have from taklap. care of tl.oli* homes,
£• The may be a manicurist In o hotel, borber shop 
or dcpartmert store. Thin Is oerhips the leost 
desirable bronch of the work done In this line*
3* The may be % general opc?ritor. That Is one whocan do all the work in a beauty parlor,4, She may ovn her own nhop nno hove others assist­ing her. This calls for capitol ?lth which tostâït and It is work in which there is consider­able rest'orisiblllty, H.owever, successful owners 
clear many hundreds of dollors per month and so 
are independent,5, The may teach others to become beauty culturicts,
2* Launder®rs and laundresses,a, vomers do most of the ?,ork except for ths collectors and ccllvcry-wa-’ion men. The pay ia los-. The heat isexcessive and the i&lr is steaj>:-filled and none too
healthful#3* Janitors, cleunurs and caretakers.e, lome Janitors are required to bf licensed statlor.ary
engineers, ,b, In large buildings there Is bothh Janitor and an 
engineer,
4# jorters, bell boys and bootblacks,
a. The porters and boll boys in hotels and passenger 
stations carry luggage and run all sorts of orrsncs*
A.any of the:a receive their pay in the form of tips
or gratuities. <-therm h *ve s all salaries, 
b* car porters receive s. Mil Hilaries and de­
pend on tips for the rem-ilrder of the money which
they need for a living,c, formerly bootblacks were boys but today many men are 
in the business. The/ have rn .ner.t sturds where one
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tnay sit m d  ro^d #h 11 s tb«ir sh''j© ? ûr@ bttlrg c .red for# Tho?*o men study tĥ î sft of ctalolnj -m #cll s mhlnlng shoes,
6# Instd« serTistsj
a# t'onen— Chambtïr.r.sIds, nurse uislds, 1 idles* naids, cooka.Isuocr isses, and ho us: nl̂ a-sr.wrs, b« ten»-vaiets %nd butlers*8# Cuts I de «erv'rjtSî
a# Chauffeurs, cooobwen, at \blLa,en, ( :rdaners or land» scape men,
G, QÜZCTI0J13 TC rJ-.ffZB THING: TO DO.1* Make a list of thln̂ za the child learr.s Ir the home that 
help to moke a cood citizen of him rhen he roos out Ir.to the world,
-=- 2 , fhot are so^e of the jobs % man or boy c n find to doaround the honof
3* "Aake a list of the *iuV"'ntaj/os and dts f v ? t of doing domestic work In a prlvite har.,o,^ 4, I ho uld anyone be ô shïiued of beln^ o donert Ic vorkerf lait true tb*\t It does not m.itt:r wh,.t %o do but ho;? '«e do It us long us tnr. urx ve qrw doing l.o hiuest ? In other words Is ALL îr.’i.h.ir TOIL f.OhO;-,5, Hotel training school"-s -:re advertised in mncsslr.es, rite for a catalogue s$o th it :/"'U .nay xroo' wh't Kind of tr lining th3y offer,
— 8, ihoifld boys, us moll as g i r l s ,  1 ̂  i n to  cool ?7* Joes y.-jur school J-.r.ltor use brcoms, <3>.-.s+ clo+h-s and dust­pans or 13 your school eculpped rlth vacuum cle-ners forfloors, chalk trays and hails?8, W'hat are polyg ';%y, polyandry and moroc'my? *'htch. Is common in iUla coii.ntry? In what countr.Us do you find the others? @# ?;hy should every girl prepare for two voc t ion.s, cne of 
which Is homt-m king?10# "Mould our public schonlo provide Mone-malcra co.rsss for 
boya and rln?11* That are geuctlcs. Meredity and cthlcaV12* ’The following ire among th e  qualIficavion.a of a good home­
maker;
a, mental and physical :^lertnea3b. cr-3 tlv« larpfln’ttloTî
o, executive ability 
d ,  a sense o f  Id a a i la m©, a acnoc or Minor
f , a 30can of orderg, ability to do perfectly the rcJtI.sa tasks
h# ablilty to make the most oC leisureCite an inatone's showing why each qurllficitlon la necess­
ary#*^
—  13, My la It important for m tiriod people to be able to enjoy
th e  !i'\n.e Intellectual dlver.aicns?- 14, Mould parents allow children to decide: th Irgs for them-_______ selves or should they vttt’-'W %a long na the tnlld in st
54- .';âii»rher, ''!:ouvie3 ‘ir.d '"qreerw. ' rs, ' jr, JoV,
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home to mold the thotichts rind the v/iys of the child to suit their own desires?
15.ïïhy do T.omen work after they are married? Do you think they should?
16.Define; malnutrition, balanced diet, calorie,17.Name some magazines that give ideas and helps for home- making*
18.Do you think thit better education for home-owners will tiand to produce better homes? --ill there be less divorce or separations?
19.Why have women displaced men as elevator operators?20.What is the American Hotel Association?
21."The business of running a hotel may be divided into five departments, with the following types of workers. What does each one of these workers do?*̂ ^
A. House Department a. bell boy f. sea.'Ttstressb. porter g. chambermaidc. dooman h. parlor maidd. house detective i. linen-room womane, upholsterer j. housekeeper
B. Dining Room Department a, bus boy c. room waiterb. waiter, waitress d. head waiter
c. Cuisine Department a, kitchen worker d. butcher
b. baker e. garden managerc. specialty cook f. chef, cuisinier
D, Supplies Department a, checker c. store-room manb. silver man d. steward
E. Front Office Departrpent a, key clerk c, room clerk
b. cashier d. information cler]
f. Administration Department
a. hostessb. maître d'hotel
C* manager
23. "From the pages of any good home-making magazine, such as 
GOOD HODSDKZk.-IKG or THE LADIEW JOURNAL, feet thenames of the leading concerns providing the following types of household equipment. Note where they are located, 
Copy the list into your notebook, including locations:
a. vacuum cleanersb. flatirons .̂........ fAflllâ :her'. Courses and Careers, p.~ Harpers, 15iiü7
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24<
domeatio rangesair heaters
percolatorstoasterswaffle irons
grills
phonographs
pi mos furniture linoleum carpets and rugs clothes washers 
sewing machinesV* O T' 4 n* O V* n eSf
the ffi-ve- leading fibers from which 
fter thorn are listed the kinds of 
• are ’'hat kinds of clothing
"The following lists  textiles are made. A  
cloth Into which they. woven
V JkJk ̂ a Cki.KikAJA 'Ü.U.V#
. Tare made from each?"a. Cotton— gingharu, percale, duck, chanbray, cb. ?lax— linen, cord, line thread, twine, rope
c. »ool--'broadcloth, serge, cheviot, felt, twe
<9 O  4 *1 Via -T\A A  V» 4 w  A  M  ̂ 't' 4 4. ̂  4»
alico.
edSilk— crepe de Chine, satin, . Eayon- four types of synthet (2) cupra, (3) vieose
..36
f^ni^râte,
36. Gallagher, Courses and Careers. Harpers, 1930. P. 388.Adapted
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UNIT XVI 
YOGATIOK AX hTHIC3
«Never esteem anything of advantage to thee that Shall make thee "break thy word or lose thy self-respect."
— I.!‘ircu3 Aurelius
«I do the best I know, the very beat I can; and I mean to keep right on doing ao until the end. If the end 
brings me out all right, what is said against me won't amount to anything. If the end brings me out wrong, ten angels swearing I was right would make no difference,"
— Abraham Lincoln
REFSPiiNCES:
Edmonson and Dondineau, Occupations Through Problems, p, 123, Gallagher, Courses and Ça re era ^ Y,Go win, Wheatley "and 'SreVer'ĵ ' t)c'cupat Ions, pp, 72-87,Teeter, A Syllabus on Vocaliohal GuioSrtce, pp. 153-155.
Smith and ~MougB',~'rla'nniri'g' a Career, pp."~34-36.
A. m A T  13 THE üfEANING 0? THE TE.R;! VOCATIONAL ETHICS?1. The dictionary defines ethics as "the basic principles of
right action".So vocational ethics then has to do with the principles of right action within a certain vocation, and the principles of right action toward workers in other vocations.2. We are not only to refrain fiom dolrg wrong but we are 
also to be engaged in doing right,3. Whatever we do there are thousands of workers who aid us.
If they could all be assembled many times they would form 
a vast army. It is by our behavior toward the workers in 
CLur own field of industry and those in other fields that 
the "W'hecls of progress" are kept running smoothly or 
are thrown off the track.
B, ETHICAL CODES li BUSINESS AND II'E'AHTHT.
It is difficult to find an in:ort)nt vocation In business or
in a profession that does not h <ve n written code of ethics.
These are intended to help the young worker to become acquainted 
with the requirements and to protect the older worker against bad
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practice on the part of those entering the vocation. Codes are 
useful as a means of acquainting the public ^Ith the standards set 
by the members of the vocation.
In 1921 the real estate brokers of ^o3ton adopted a code of 
ethics for real estate transactions. ^It provides for such mat­
ters as renting, selling, employment, service qualifications of 
brokers, placing signs on property, compensation, listing attrac­
tions, conimlssions, and conciliation.
"The Oregon state JLdltorial association adopted in 1922 a code 
of ethics for journalIsia. It contains thirty-two points on the fol­
lowing topics: sincerity and truth; care, competency and thorough­
ness; justice, mercy and kindliness; moderation, conservatism and 
proportion; partisanship and propaganda; public service and social 
policies; advertising and circuletlon.
The Potary Club which represents many occupations has adopted 
a code of ethics. The advertising people, doctors, lawyers, 
teachers, engineers and others have well-defined codes.
C. QUESTIONS TO J»JM3ïïi‘R -VKD THIiSIGl TO DO.1. Get a Rotary Club code and study it in class. Do you ap­prove of what it says? Reasons*2. see if you can learn what the codes of doctors, lawyers, teachers and engineers contain, gotIce the points in 
which the various codes are similar.2. Should doctors advertise? lawyers? Ressors,4, ire doctors, dentists or teachers licensed? Should they 
be?—  6, Is it ethical for a lawyer to defend s man whom he is
quite sure is guilty?—  6. Is it ethical for a business man to misrepresent the goodshe sells or say that a competitor’s gcods are infarior?
7, Doctors sometimes^ do not charge poor people very much for 
an operation but ®f a man rlth 5 great deal of money has the S'orne operation perforLsd th^y no "Ctimes charge many times what they charged the poor man. Is that ethical?
37. Cow in, Haeatley and Brewer, ""Occupa tions, pp. 82-64. Ginn ana 
Co., 1923.
38. Ibid., p. 84.
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" 8. Is employment of children by buaineos men or manufactureraethlc^ilî
— 9. Should nc'vsp,̂ prj:-3 invs?tiju.-to icvortiaera before they
carry adyertlsements for them? If they find that they are not hone at should they carry the advertisements?10. Is it ethic al for m a sines to carry li^our advertisements?11. Tihat type of nê is should i na-vop-iper suppress? Thy?
12. Should any producer destroy the corm.iodlty they produce to raise the uiarket price?
- 12. If a man has gone Into bankruptcy his he any moral ob­ligation to pay hlshebts when be can?14. Should nny person who is concerned with the lives of peo­ple be i.Tjde to 00rk such long hoars thit he is mentally and physically exhausted? '̂ot exo iple, perscriptlon pharmacists, triln dispatchers, nur'̂ os, doctors,• 15, Is It ethical to apply for a position -hlch so.uenne else holds unless you know there is to ba a vacancy?' 15. Which is worse, to cheat the govermaent of come private
individual?17. kxplain the terms.technically honest, and morally honest,18. Does the dishonesty of another excuse your dishonesty?
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U K IT  X V I I
occü?a.t i ci. i l  ';tudy
î*ortun'-ite is the man who learns a lot from a little eypcrience, 
REQUIRiiriSîJT.
1-aithejr a tvtt>-thousand word theme on an occiap .ticn, due............S-Or a C1R311R BOCK, due................................. ...........
B. IN3TRUCTI0m TO FM PlTJOr :D BV STT'D.,.;i;T 111 I I I :  i 'rFlFlTION Of 
THE THEIK,
1. Select sn occupation which Interests you. If you know
someone else who is working in the occi.p'tion now they may 
he ahie to help you.
8. Prepare a hlhliogrephy arranged alpb-̂ ’tf tIcally according 
to authors.
a. Kerne of authorh. Title of hook or article
c. Publisher
d, year of publication
for examplei 1923
Gowln, rhea tie y and Pre?,fer, Cccup'-'tlz^ns, Ginn and Co., 
pp. 1-7. '
3. If you h-^ve read or used only certilr p'lrts of a book or 
article put the numbers of the p^ges after the year of 
public itIon.
4, In listing magazines or bulletins, give, where possible, 
the author, the title of the article, the n of the 
magazine or bulletin, and the date of its publication, 
the pages of the article in the m-i:pi3ine.
6. Read and take notes on all your m it.?rial ; then, using your 
outline as a guide, classify It.
6, ?rlte your theme, basing it on the o itllne.
7. Use the following order of arrange,ïeut for your paper:
' a. Title page
h. Bibliography
C. Outline— use the long outline in hHIT VII on HO' TO.
STUDY OCCUF VnOK.
d. Body of paper.
C. SUGGUSTI-TVS.
1. Use a good grade of plain, white, unruled paper, 8# x 11
inches.
2. Write on one side of paper only, in Ink or witîî typewriter, 
3* Be careful of your spelling, punctuation, paragraphing and
sentence construction. 3y all me m s  BU a U iT.
D.INSTRUCTIONS FOR "RTTIkG k CiilBTl B'lCi:.
1, If ter you h v e  analyzed so many different accup:.tlons and 
have made a self-analysis based on U*'3IT IV, you should be 
ready to choose an occupation in which you re most 
interested and which you feel that you are best fitted to 
engage in and write it up in tho fomm of a Career look.
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Of course that does nit nesn that your choice is final and that lat-cr y .auy not chanige your mind -ts to v.'hat you think you want to moke your life rork.2. Select your occupation,
3. search for the mnterinl you wish to use. Your sources 
will be in books, magazines, pamphlets, encycloi.edlas, newspjpers, keep the notes far tho dlffer^int chapters separate, keep a list of the sources of your material. This list of references arran^reJ alphabetically according 
to authors will be your bibliography and will be placed at the end of the book, See B, Mo. 2, for the way to list your references,
4. Gather appropriate pictures, clippings, charts, etc. They will add to the Interest and make your book more useful,6, XCeeping your outline in mind, plan whwre to add your 
pictures, charts and clippings so as to make them most effective,
6. Plan your cover, Make it as attractive as possible.7. Cord, rivets, ribbon or binding cloth may be used for binding,
6, Look around for ideas, looks will be a good place to find help,9, Using your notes and with your cut line for a guide write each chapter as you would write a long theme for English 
class,10, Use regulation theme paper and write with inlc, U  you prefer, you may type your material,11* Keep uniform margins when writing;
a. Left-hanC ranrgin, 1-| incnesb. Right-hand mergin, inch
c. Top margin, 2 inchesd. Bottom margin, 1 inch ^e. Leave space before and after any subhead,
S. 4 SUGGESTIVE OUTIIME FOR A CAREER BOOK."The following suggestive outline may serve as a guide in 
choosing a vocation and ir writ lag g psreer '̂ ook. Additions and ether chonges can easily be made to your liking and for 
your convenience#
Frontispiece Title Page 
preface
1, Give your reasons for choosiug the cccupaticn and writing 
about it at this time*2, Show how you investigated it.3, To whom are you indebted for help in writingthis book?
I, Nature of the work.1, What is the n?turc of the work cone?2, Does the yjork require mechanic'1 skill, mental ability or aoclal leadership? To what degree is each required?
ko. Smith and Blough, i-̂ lahning a Career, American Book Co*, 1929, 
P. 413.
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Zm la the work done Indoors or outdoors?
4. It indoors, arc the rocns roll vcntilnted ir.d s nlt-iry?
5. If outdoors, arc the climatic ccr.ditions favorable?
6 . Does the vork involve physical strain, nervous strain, 
eye strninŸ
7. Does the work require const-nt sittirit,, standing, or 
moving about?
8 . Is the work monotonous or dce^ it ccrsiet of changes?
9. Does the work require non-skilled, SLmiskllled or skilled 
workers?
10. Does the work require ability in lenoerchip?
II. âdvnntages and Disadvanteges.
1. ^re the hours cf work reancr.nbd.c and rugulvr?
2. Is there nuch oveia-'ork, night '̂ n>rk, ru>h cork?
3. That social relation does the work have to the c omit unity?4. Is there time and sufficient it.ccme for recreation, enjoy­
ment of home life, and participation in social and civic 
affairs?
6 * Is the work dangerous? To what degree?
6 . Is the vocation likely to change on account, of new in­
ventions or of a change 'in public taste?
7, Is there .a chance for promotion?
8 . Is the salary or wage satisfactory?
9, How dees the supply of workers compare with the demand for 
workers ?
10. Can you easily change to some kindred occupation if 
necessary?
III, History and Progress.
1. Give a sum.nai) shewing hew the chorcn V'Cafion d'-vclopod 
from its beginning to the place it new holes, (see en­
cyclopedia.)
IT, Demand i local, state, national, intern'.t 1 on-rl,
1. Import arte:- of occupation; iu it growing or diminishing?
2. Is the occupation overcrowded or is there a shortage of 
workers?
3. Give approximate number of Tu.recr.n tr^.loyed In the 
occupation or Industry, loc lly, n-ticn-lly.
At Is the occupation stable or does It tt-ud to chanpe?
5. Is the work seasonal or steady throughout the year?
6 . Is there a ceri-nd for the products of the Industry or for 
the service rendered?
7 . la the Ir dust ry or occup. tion loca^., n-tl-r.'!, or world­
wide in its aspects?
8 . Is thin occupation really recess ry?
9. Is there s demand for real service?
10. Are there mrny people new rc;--' rlre: for this occupation?
etc,
T. qualifications: native, acquired,1, Does the work require more than average physical strength?
2, Does the work require mcr'i tî;an average ment -il strength?
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s. Does the work re oui re much executive «.billty, leadership?4. Does the prep-arstion for the work deramd financial strain or sacrifice?
5. Compare those qualities which you h^ve or c^n develop with those required by the occupation you h-?vs chosen» by means 
of the s e l f - a n a l y s i s o u e s t l o n n a i r e  found in UNIT IV.
6. r>oea the occupation require the following qj-alities: alert­ness, adaptability, courtesy, kindness, originality, optim­ism, punctuality, reliability, tact?
7# Do you have or can you develop the qualities lirted above?8. Are there any restrictions, limitations or barrière in the occupation chosen?
9» How much capital is needed to st rt in yaur chosen vocation?10# Discuss your ambition and determination to »make good» in whatever vocation you finally choose, etc.
VI. Preparation.1. How much general prep'^ratlon is required?
2. How much special training Is required?5. That courses should be taken in preparation for the chosen vocation?4* Discuss the cost, entrance requirements, length of time required, and probable place of securing special training In preparation for the chosen vocation,6* Discuss your plans for financing your way through school or college in preparation for the chosen vocation.6. Can training for this vocation be secured on the job?7. Can you secure additional training in evening or part-
time schools?8. That degree of special talent, s'clll or general ability is essential for success in the vocation?9. List and discuss activities outside class-room work that 
will help you orepare for the chosen vocation.10* After careful Investigation, lint three institutions where you can probably secure the best training needed, and give 
your reasons for choosing these three, 
etc.
VII* Kewards and Opportunities*1. Is the Income sufficient to maintain an ur.erican standard 
of living?g, Thich is better, a small income in the beginning with an opportunity to receive a big income as training and ex­perience are secured, or an average income to begin with, 
without much opportunity for advancement?3. Does the income depend, upon the merit of the worker or is 
there a set schedule for all workers in the occupation?4. Discuss the possibilities of receiving bonuses, pensions, 
sick benefits and shires in the business.6. Does the work, when well done, make you feel that you have done something to further the progress of civilization?
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6. Is the worker given tho satlsfruction of havir.r done some- thins for someone, aomev.here?
7. Does the Tork of your vocation at‘u;.d a monument to your labor?
8. Is the vocation such that it offers still grc-iter opportuni* ties for still greater service?
9* Give examples of leaders in the vocation and show how they *made good ' and how they were adv.nccd,
10. List and discuss several achievements in ycur chosen voc iticn.^^
40. -;mith and Clough, I'lahntrg a Career, Ahierlc n ook Jo., l^L^, 
pp. 413— 416.
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I'ART III. 
0CCUPA.TI0K3 IN YOUR CO%ÆUNITY
UNIT XVIII Distribution of Occupations and occupational Changes
UNIT XIX
UNIT XX 
UNIT XXI
Occupations of i»Cen and lomen and Jobs for Boys and Girls In Your Community
Visiting Occupations In Your Community
Plans of Guidance
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UNIT XVIII
DISTRIBUTION 0? OCCUP'.TIONS AND O C C U P A T I O N CUANGÂ3
”To know what to do Is good ; to know how to do it labetter; to know what, how, and why Is best."
REfSRENCfiS;
Edmonson and Dondineau, Occupations Through Problems, po. 32-33. Myers, Little and Robinson",'”Planning ïour .future, pp. 205-212.229-235.
A. 7THAT ARE THE CAUSES THAT DETE’lilNA TH-̂  LOCTION 0» IN OCCU: ATI ON OR A GROUP 0? OCCUPATIONS?1. Natural Resources.
The development of power often depends upon waterfalls and 
so near Niagara after the invention of the dynamo there was such a 
building of power houses and factories as to cause alarm to both 
the Canadian and United States governments for so much water was 
being taken from the falls that it seemed that the falls as a 
spectacle might be destroyed. Today the amount of water that can 
be withdrawn on either side of the falls is limited, lut tne fact 
that there are so many factories in just that section of the coun­
try is explained by the location of one of our great natural re­
sources, "white coal" or water power. There is need of coal to 
manufacture steel so we see why the steel manufacturers locjted in 
Iennsylvania near the coal raines. So it is with many of our occupa­
tions. Dude ranches do best where there is scenery, hunting and 
fishing, So w© find them throughout the ^est.
2. Climate.
One of the best examples of what climate means to an occupa­
tion is shown in North Carolina. In the manufacture of cotton goods 
warm moist air is so necessary that in some states where cotton
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manufacture Is carried on It is necessary to keep the air moist by 
artificial means. In North Carolina this is not necessary. The 
cli^i^i® favorable to the ejrowtli of cotton as well. Thon there 
are many waterfalls so tnat it is possible to develop power to oper­
ate the mills. v.ith all these advnnta^es it is not difficult to 
understand why nortn Carolina is be coining a g i C" t cotton manufactur­
ing center.
3. Advantage of Reducing the Bulk of Raw Materials before Shipment *
a. Sawmills are usually located close to the center of a dis­
trict where logging is taking place because it is cheaper to trans­
port lumber than it is the logs*
b. Ore reduction plants are usually close to mines because it 
costa too much to transport the ore any great distance,
4. The perishability of Raw Materials Sometimes Decides the Location of an Industry.
"Some materials must be made into manufactured goods as 
soon as they are ready for manufacture. The juice of the sugar cane becomes sour within a few hours after it has been cut so that mills must be near at hand to be^in manufacturing, Salmon canning must be done near Rhere the salmon are caught; fruit canning near where the fruit Is grown; butter making near where the cre?.m is produced.""^
5. Dependence of One Industry upon another.
A large meat-packing plant usually has as many as fifty or 
sixty other smaller factories connected with it. All told more than 
400 meat products and by-products ore turned out at a large packing- 
plant. Some of these products are; tallow, glue, charcoal for 
bleaching, shoe blacking, fertilizer, sulphate of amraonia, vitrified 
bone for opal glass, knife handles, combs, fans, buttons, etc.
4l. Myers. Little and [Robinson, planning. Your future, McÔraw-Klil, .
1930, p. 208.
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6. I'oreaight and Initiative of an Individual or Croup of Individuals,
There seems to he no reason why some industries should center 
in one certain place rather than in another except thut some man or 
group of men saw the possibilities of the Industry and worked to 
bring It to their community. If one such Industry cones and succeeds 
It attracts others and before long there Is a successful manufactur­
ing center Just because someone looked Into the future. That perhaps 
explains why Akron, Chic, and Detroit, .Michigan, are manufacturing 
centers,
7, Residence of the Consumer,
Occupations which are not dependent upon any of these condition 
which we have been discussing, ere usually located as close to their 
market as possible. Truck gardens ^re usually located close to 
cities or communities which have need of their products. Doctors, 
lawyers, teachers and merchants live as close to their market as 
possible, which Is usually In some community.
B. WHAT OCCUR ATI 02:3, A3 THIS R33ULT3 0? IkVfNTIIDl, HAVT 33C0k2 UN- 
COLidOK?1, Laborers through the Invention of tractors, steam shovels 
andsuch labor-saving machinery have been greatly decreased 
in numbers.
2, Cash girls and bundle girls were displaced by the cash 
register,
3, Telephone girls will be more uno0:1:10n as tLne goes on due
to the use of the dial phone,.
4, Blacksmiths are not now found In every to'An and village as 
in the olden days due to the coming of the automobile.
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5» Tesinsters have been largely displaced by track drivers,
%^^'GBTUNITIÏ.g ?ca lOhK ÜIFFüR.u^JT FR0.5 TIIOSZ TH\T 
^TP..YOU'\G 1-iOxX.î 5ÎAF;TT:\G TH^IR OCCÜPVflOKAX LIFE
1« There are new occupations.
2. There are different requlre.rents Inthe old ones. For
instance a lawyer used to study Is?? by entering: some law­yer’s o .1 ice and reaolrĵ ' the books ne had and learning what the older man could toll him about law,
3. liore truliir- la needed in all occupations,
4. There 1» more need by workers for cultural education.
D, HOW ILiS MA.cnIhXRY &FFECTCD WCRI'?1, It has changed the kind of work.
a* Ken have one skill rather than many,b. Men use skill rather than strengthlc. Men are forced to learn new Siciils,2, It has changed the place of work,
a. It has taken it out of the home into large establish­ments such as factories nnd so has brought people into large centers causing our cities to become large,3, It has changed the reward of work,a, Work cannot be paid for in produce but must be paid for in wages or money,
E. TEA.T ARE SO.ÆE OF THE OLD 3% 11.13 THAT AHE HO LOOGER C0.173H?1, Spinning with spinning wheels and weaving with hand-looms,2, Rigging a ship for there are now very few sailing vessels,3, Making candles and tanning hides are skills that are no 
longer commonly known,4, Blacksmithing is no longer common.
y. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE NEWER SKILLS?1. iHectric wiring.
2. Rigging up a radio,3. Running a motor.4. Flying an airplane.
G. WHAT ARE SOSu OF THE LISCOVLr ILS WHICH HATE AFFECTED US?
1. Talking pictures revolutionised the picture industry and
in the theatres it threw many musicians out of work because
the music came synchronized with the talking pictures.
:.Iany actors of the silent movie days found it no longer
possible to please the public when their voices were heard,
A.dauted frojn oosion r'ublic Schools. Guidance--Educational and 
Vocational, 1930, p, 68, "
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X% resulted In much voice culture and In some cales 
"blasted hopes *̂ nd careers.
2* The radio has opened up a ne* world to many people*
3* I'lutomafclc traffic lights and sir conditionint of homes, 
theatres and trains have added much to our comfort and 
safety.
4. We wear rayon made from woodpulp, dyed with colors made 
from coal tar. The fabrics of cur gaiu.ents arc spun on 
machines and our clothing is cut out by the dozens. The 
leather in our shoes is tanned, cut and put together by 
machines.
H.WH.\T P.Râ CP Tilh faOBLuf." THICK P Hl'VTl: T',' DH SrLVCD IN THEFUTURE?1. The heating of homes by electiicity, developed at coal mines a thousand miles awuy and seat over wires.2. binding of substitutes for wood. There are now houses being experimented with, the miterlals of which are not wood and which can be sent from a f..idtory with the parts all ready to put in place. They are called "pre-fabricated** 
houses and were on display at the fair in Chicago.3. i substitute for rritur il rubber. Thomas Cdison was working 
on this problem.4. scientific suostitutes for products produced on farms and other foods. it the present time cro-um, butter and cheese have been made from petroleum products.
I. WH.1T LZ3S07.3 :3HdbLD T H U  0? OCCUl CHilGES TO
YOU?1* There will be change* In occupations,2, These charges as a rule are very gradual and can be fore­
seen for years shead,3, Today any far-sighted person will get a broad training sohe can change from one field of work to another if
necessary.4, Edison sold, don't know a millionth of one per centabout anvthing.” 3o ther- is :i,uch ^oik 13 ue done if some­
one only'will do it, GO j II.D YOUR \irH.
J. QÜESTICHS TO «-NS’-'KR iKD THIKG1 TO DC.1. jVTske a list of occupations not found in your town. Tell why each one is not found there. Compare your list with 
other members of the class,2. '"hy are some towns called one-industry towns? Could that
I
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really be true?
3. ïîhy ts Jlinneapolis a large flour-milling city and Chicago 
a large meat-packing center?
4m What effect would heating homea by electricity have on
retail coal dealers? On truckers? On the furnace industry? 
If pre-fabricated houses are eirer used to any great extent 
what will happen to lumber dealers? To carpenters?
6« Take a new census report and notice the changes that have 
taken place in the numbers employed in Various industries 
in the last ten years* llhat industries have more workers 
and which ones have fewer? These figures are "signs of 
the times”» That do they mean to you?
7. iLxplain the meaning of this saying, "Coming events cast 
their shadows before,”
8. Babson in his "Twenty lays To Make a million" says we need 
a new tooth-powder that will prevent tooth decay* chat 
will happen to the dentists when we get it?
K, SUGGESTIONS FOR ClkiRTS.
k simple chart is perhaps the easiest w^y for people to see 
the changes that have been made in ways of living and doing things 
and Incidentally in modes of work*
Transporta tion 
Time of Washington Time of Lincoln
Horse-drawn carriage steam railroad
sail-boat stearn-boat (coal)
river-barge stage-coach
stage-coach saii-boat (clipper) 
horse-cars
Today
steam railroad 
steam-boat (oil) 
electric railroad 
automobile 
airplane
Distance from York to Boston
Time of Washington 
3 days to a week
Time of Washington 
letter post 
messenger
Time of Lincoln 
1 to 2 days
Communieat io n 
Tims of Lincoln 
letter post 
messenger 
telegraph
Today
1| to 6 hours
Today
telephone
radiogram
cable
air-mail
telegraph
telautograph
Time for a message to New York from Boston and return 
Time of lashingtoh Time oi Lincoln foîTâÿ
4 to 6 days 4 to 6 hours 4 to 6 minutes
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^  ̂ . Mg3 3ag;e around the ?orld
Time of 7iashington Time of Lincoln Today
® at least 80 days not 80 minutes
allowing for no 
delays
Agriculture— Tools 
Time of qasblngton Time of lïnooln" Today
hand tool all the hand tools all the hand tools
horse-drawn reaper motor reapers and
spade harvester hinders
steel ploughs motor weeders and
scythe windmills seeders
plough pumps motor harvesters
motor tractors 
motor pumps 
mechanical milkers* 
separators, churns^^
Adapted fromSoaton Public Tchoola. Guidance— educationaland 
Vocational, 1930, pp, 70-71, '
I
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cowmiTY.-i
Wherefore, I see there is nothing better than that a man should rejoice in his own works, for that is his portion. For who shall bring him to see what shall be after hiau - Solomon.
A. WHAT KIND OF INFORÎ/iATlON WILL YOU NEED TO HAVE ABOUT THE OCCUPA­TIONS OF THE MEN AIÎD WOMEN IN YOUR COMMUNITY?1. What are the occupations in your community. How do men and ' women make their living?
2. How many people are employed in each of the principal occupa­tions represented in your community?
3. Are all of the groups of occupations represented?
4. In which of these occupations are most of the workers men, in which are most of the workers women, and in which is the number of men and women nearly equal.
5. Which Of the occupations of your locality are found also in most other places in the United States, and which are pecul­iar to your community?
6. In which is the number of workers increasing, in which decreas­
ing, and in which is the number nearly stationary?
B. WHERE CAN YOU OBTAIN THIS INF0RÎ4ATI0N?1. Last report of the United States Census.
2. The state department of Labor may be able to furnish the in­formation you want.3. The secretary oC the Chamber of Commerce in your community.
C. WHAT BOOKS. SHALL YOU BEAD?1. Publications and records of the local chamber of commerce.S. Reports of your state which deal with occupations.
5. United States Census 1920.
4. United States Census 1930.5. Statistical Abstract of the United States.
D. WHAT KINDS OF WORK ARE 0 P M  TO BOYS AND GIRLS.-2.
1. Messengersa. In officesb. In messenger service - Western Union, etc.
c. In storesc. In factories
2. Factory workers
a. Textiles .  ̂ . .b. Clothing and clothing accessories (including shoes, etc.)
c. Food and allied pro ducts, 
candy
______d. Novelties _________________________ ________ _—  -----44*. Adapted from Myers, Little, and Robinson- Planning Your Future,
1930 McGraw-Hill, pp 213-228.
4&- Boston Public Schools- Guidance- Educational and Vocational, 1930pp 28, 30
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©• MaôiiÂiilrCal InduatriQs Printing 
Machina shops 
3* Domestic service 4» Unskilled helpers Shops 
farms
hy children
WHAT ARE SOIIE OF THE KINDS OF WORK DONS^IN A FACTORT? !• Cutting threads- sewing2. Packing3. Tagging4. Inspecting5. Odds and ends 6• Helping
7. Pasting and labeling.
126.
F. WHAT ARK SCtlS OF THIS JOBS nrn.n BOTS 
Messenger boy Delivery boy Office boy Grocery clerk Stock boy 
Factory helper Printer's apprentice Salesclerk Mail boy 
Bank messenger Packe r Driver WrapperBanker's helper Blue-print boy Shipping clerk Oil-station boy Drug clerk Optician's helper 
Farm worker Timekeeper Decorator's helper NewsboyCabinet maker's helper Junior bank clerk Electrician's helper 
Plumber's helper Druggist's apprentice 
Painter's helper
BY BOYS AND GIRLS WHO WORK?GIRLS
HousemaidTelephone operator Cigar worker Grocery clerk WrapperGeneral clerical workerLaundry workerStookgirlSalesgirlPackerBookkeeper and stenographerUsherWaitress
MessengerAssemblerBox workerDressmaker's assistant Bus girl Library page Hairdresser
Power-servi ce machine operatorCan inspectorLabeler
Glove turnerMarkerSeed sorter
0. WHAT CLASSES OF LABOR DO THESE FALL IN?
1. Skilled-takes more than six months to learn.
2. Semi-skilled- takes few weeks training.
3. Unskilled- takes a few days or less to learn.
H. QUESTIONS TO ANSWER AND THINGS TO DO.1, If your community has a population of 25,000 or over make a
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chart showing distribution cf wags earners sex and gxptag?» 
or occupations in ISoC.2,, la which of the wage-earning occupations are the largest num­
bers of workers found in your community? Are any of the 
groups not represented at all in your community?3*, Make a chart showing the number of persons in the following 
occupations in your community:Lawyers Carpenters
Doctors ElectriciansTeachers Telephone operatorsTrained nurses Policemen
Chauffeurs Stenographers and typistsHarness and saddle makersYou may add any others car not use all the ones suggested.4, What occupations have gained in workers since 1920 and which ones have lost?5t Why is it that in many places they will not employ boys or girls unless they are high school graduates?What is a telautograph?7, What inventions have displaced messengers?8, Why are messengers poorly paid? Why is this type of work not done by men and women?9, How can a boy or girl who is working obtain further schooling or training In some work?10. Explain the saying, "There are no blind-alley jobs",11. List some jobs not open to a boy or girl of fifteen. Tell why,12. What jobs are held by the boys and girls in your community in the summer.13. From the list of jobs held by boys and girls check the ones which might hold a chance of promotion and advancement as the boy or girl grows older.
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UNIT XX
VISITING OCCUPATIONS IN YOUR CO t.^UNITY
"The ŝ irae sky covers us; the srurie sun nnd all the 
stars revolve about us In turn, le are all citizens of 
the earth together."— Comenlus,
RS?2RENC33;
Bate and Wilson, Studies in Vocational Guidance, pp., 112-115.
Lyon and Butler, Vocational Headings, pp. 197-209.,
Myersl Little and pbdlhson/ i-lahning Your future, pp. 236-241,
When visiting an industry it is well to have certain things 
in mind which you want definite information about* If you go in 
with no plan of observation you are very likely to come away with 
a jumble of impressions instead of any clear-cut ideas.
To begin with either the teacher or a committee from the 
class should get permission from the person in charge of the indus­
try to make the visit of observation. If there Is to be a guide 
to show the party around it would be well if the teacher would sug­
gest some of the things that would be of the most benefit to the 
Class, In that way the guide can be prepared for questions and 
have interesting fact» to present.
Before the tip is taken each member should be given an outline 
of questions. This outline should be used during the trip and later 
when each member of the class is preparing his report. These reports 
will be discussed in class and the best ones should be filed for the 
use of the Occupations classes of coming years. In this way a 
library on community occupations can be built up.
Following is a suggested outline;1, TTihat is the name of the organization or firm?
2, Fhat products does it makr or what service does it render?
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3. How many employees are there? Men? ïïoinen?
4. Is the work becoming more or less important? Does it "be­
long only to your city or part of the country, or is It 
found all over the Cnlted states?
6, Under what division of the Census does the work of this 
organization con.e? are all the workers under the same 
division? If not, what divisions are represented^
6. List the different kinds of jobs at which moat of the
workers are employed and answer the following about each:
a. 7\hat are the duties cf the job?
b. Is it Inside or outside workv are the lighting, 
heating, ana ventilation good? Are the sanitary con­
ditions good? Is there nerve strain connected with 
the work? £ye strain? Are there any hazards con­
nected with the work?
c. Does the worker work alone or with others? Does he 
work with machinery? With tools? With what kind of 
materials? Is skill with the hands needed? Is it 
mental work, or it is a combination of physical and 
mental?
d« What are thehours of work? Are there vacations? Is 
it steady work or are there lay-offs?
e, What general education is needed for the work? What 
special training is needed? ire there any require­
ments concerning age, strength, height and weight?
f, What pay would a beginner receive? What is considered 
a good wage for an experienced worker? what are the 
possibilities of promotion?
g, Are there any laws which would prohibit girls and 
women, or boys and girls under a certain age from 
this work? °
Study the outline for these are the things to be looked for 
when the visit is made. The telephone directory has a classified 
section or the city directory may be used to make a list of the 
leading Industries and organizations of your cop-jmunity.
If visits cannot be made by the group to certain businesses, 
have Individuals get the information and report to the class. As 
many lessons as plssible should be given to the discussion of these 
reports for much valuable information will be obtained in this way.
4Ô, Myers, kittle and Robinson, rlanning four I'uture, McGraw-Hill, 
1930, pp. 239-240.
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ÜKIT U.ï 
"GUICIMCE THROUGH DOIHG"
"Training for active participation In the life of 
orgairzed society is the real mission of the public 
schools,"—-Charles iilmer Holley,
REFERENCES:
Brockman, L* 0.# Guidance Thrcu/:h Doing, "Occupations", Vol.XIII.
no. 5. Feb.-I%5'5;-pp:'" 415:41 é. ^"
Forrester, Gertrude, Guidance Program Without Extra Honey or 
Teacher’s Time", Occupations, Vol. XIII, No, 1, Oct, 1924. 
Hoppock, Robert, "Starting a Guidance Program, cne Tay of Doing It," 
Occupations, Vol. xill, No, 4, Jan, 1925, pp, 244-347,
Jones," 'principles of Guidance, îkTcüraw-Hill. 1924, pp. 123-136. 318.22é,
Sontag, Constance, "Antioch’s Cooperative Plan", Occupations, Vol.XIII, NO, 6, Harch 1935, pp. 496-502, °
Williams, Herbert D,, ingell, x.. Hv, and Hanmun, R. H., "Meeting
the Occupational Needs of iroblem Children", Vol, XIII, No,2, 
Nov, 1934, pp, 14o—152.
A. Tryout activities are as wide as varied as the school pro­
gram. Educators have long realized the value of extra-curricul-'r 
activities as well as formal studies in the training and develop­
ment of youth. In recent years a serious att^m: t hss been ir ade to 
duplicate life situations as much as possible in the guidance and 
training of young people. The depression years came and with them 
the drastic budget cuts for education, educators ill over the coun­
try were hard-pressed to keep the school program from being stripped 
of some of the things they felt re re very essential in the lives of 
the students entrusted to their training and supervision. Vocation­
al guidance was one of the items which received a set cack when
appropriations were made.
Many educators together with others, including the youth of 
the nation, felt that now if ever gaidmce was one of the primary
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needs* In casting about for a scluticn of the '.Titter some schools 
began to use the tryout in home industries plan. The working of 
such a plan is discussed by L. 0* Prockman, of the Lewistown* 
i!ontana, schools* in the occupations Tagaaine for February, 1925. 
There follows a brief suirimary of this article. There are rrmy 
other schools using similar plans,
I* Program:
The student spends three hours per day, five days a week*in 
some shop, store or office* receiving school credit for their 
experience and training in these practical activities*
II, Occupations engaged in:
Llbrarinnship Plumbing
Trimary teaching Work as an electrician
Physical education Sales work in hardware, grocery.
Laboratory work department and men*s clothing
Photography stores
Office worker Automobile mechanic
lharmacy Blacksmith
Cooking iîachinlst
Creamery work Welder
III, Class of student:
1, Mostly Juniors and Seniors, However, '^reshmen were ad­
mitted if they go desired,
IV, Method:
1, Placements for fall are made toward the close of the pre­
vious year so there io plenty cf time for study of the 
individual's vocational interests and needs,
2, The students are enrolled in a course called "Social 
Economy" conducted by the coordinator which provides a 
general background in economics, industrial history* 
sociology, and current problems*
3* .Frequently pu rents, students, and the counselor get togeth­
er to discuss the occupation the student intends to follow, 4* The coordinatorhhelpa the students plan their educational 
prograiTS for several years to c-'me.
5, students often find that their first choice of an occupa­
tion for tryout is not the one they enjoy or for which they 
have much ability* xfter counseling they are given another 
choice and usually find work which they enjoy doing,
6, Adjustment work is also needed because these young people 
fall to live up to the requirements of the position in
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which they ire w-.rklng,
Th® lo w  c o a t  o f  th e  l «  <% »%ron^ point In  I t i  f ivor#
?1. UsunXly hu "91 ne 13 a id profeasloml men nr-i wlllln,'* to ooopcnt®
In every wiy th^y c m  to c^rry on this work*
VII# of such a i;rOi?Tf*m are:X* To trlnr. bo y a <-And girls Into reil worklof life sltu'i tl-'ns«nâ to the,a to «icylore occup'j?■ ions while still inschool*£« To tnlnlrp-^ eff"-ctlve by enlorgl; the school ^nrk and
providing more odeso'aately for Inti Ivlhool U If fere nor a thin 
is d':ne In tĥ Q t r i h l t l o n ^ l  c u r r Iculiici*
3# To © f i l i r g e  th o  w o rk in g  c i tp e r lc rc n  o f  th e  s t^ c o n t  by gen o r  s i
and r e l a t e d  l o o t r u c t i o n  in  s c h o o l*4* TO en-ütl® the school to cnlnr;,o and ntrongtnan its gutü^ne# program without nruoh exfons®#6* To help restore’ the life pr-.-.p-̂ r'itiry motives of beys ind girls for octlV'a Ilf A In the oorvr.unif y in whlcti they live#
3* seem F o ^  OF A s m E m m  b e o ts b î stgcdeot jmù m apicyzm  A mSGEOQIw,^A* I. * ,\CTl(’,a ,11 I-L1Y..R*
d o " T w l I ' y ' ' u n S ' e r @ T â n « i  ' 5 ^ T % 7 ' r & e n o  f o l l o w i n g :
first# to show rey wllllnrness to tcoch the studrnt ry trade 
or business as clrcw^etsnces pcnslt#lecond, to hivo sola @tvdta,t under r,y training for fifteen 
hours j>er week* hicb h:urs to bo arr’-.ngsd by mutual agree» 
re nt #Third, not to allow the training of this student to take 
the %,1#C0 of any other employee*J'ourth, to tell the coordinator each six wec>,3 wb'it pro» grcms the stu(Knt Is naklng*Tifth# to confer with the school and the y=--r'̂f:ts u;on nny unsatisfactory situitlnrs In the training prorr-u-a before? the 
stud̂ s-nt Is rcleasi’d.■'Irth# to require th@ student to be cn the job the full fifteen t/'urs as re;;ul .rly as a pile tmuloyi-«■•*
«. u _ _ _ .................     ''T ̂ ■T-'-- ':T.understand ar,h s£;r«is to i uu i "'1 lO'O i uc; ;
^Irat# thit t;';e .h,ov« c:u.d 1 tl .'i r--1 -t I ; r, tc employer are 
knovftn jud agreed to by me*
neojnd, t '/ t I shall ittar.pt to I m r n  as c,u'c:-:Iy ao  ̂ can* 
Third# 1 will be prompt in h-tti'^ to o^r&*
Po ,;rth# I  understand t h a t  tluvro w i l l  b̂ r no p ’y f o r  th e  
f  i f  teem hours o f  t r u l n i r - g .
that f will uruhm all c "nd It Ic us sh-’-o- ry do a Ire to  loitn and coo; or : te fltht t ?u'j u -'.o te k.-’rim me, r ' r f -Ve
47*" usod I n  th o  ;iiph  cl'iob'l''lit'''h i v f nr s i r ’-.,'' ')nt"ni:;o
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his wcrli as pleasant as possible,i
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PA.TÎT IT 
f TOUR PLACE
UNIT XXII, SECURING A POSITION 
UNIT XXIII. SUCCEEDING AND ADVANCING
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UNIT XXII
SECURING A POSITION
"All my life I hare believed from my heart the words of Browning: *All service ranks the same with God,• It makes very little difference whether a man 
is driving a tramcar, or sweeping streets, or being Prime Minister, if he only brings to that service everything that la in him, and performa it for the sake of mankind,"— Stanley Baldwin, prime v'inlster of England,
REÎ’EREKCSSîBate and Wilson, Studies In Vocational Information, pp, 136-148, Edmonson and Dondlneau, "Occupattona ~^h'rough problems, pp. 182-192, 
Gallagher, Courses and Careers,"pp,"'391-364,"Go win, Wheatley and Èr'emer, Occupations, pp. 401-414,
Lyon, Making a living, pp, 1Ï-33,Myers, Liiile and îî:ooinson. Planning your Future, pp, 367-384, Proctor, Vocations, pp, 349-351%3nlth and Plough. Planning a Career, pp, 424-427,Teeter, A Syllabus on vocational' Gui dance, pp. 159-171,
A, WHAT ARE THE FIRST STEPS IN SECURING A POSITION?1, You must decide what kind of work you want to do.2, You must know your own ability or special talents,
3, You must locate possible positions.
4 , You must create an interest on the part of your prospective
employer,
B, WHAT ARE THE PRINCIPAL MEANS Of LOCATING PROSPECTS?1, Applying in person,2, personal advertisements.3, Employment agencies.4, Answering advertisements,5, Letters of application6, Aid of friends and acquaintances,7, School placement bureau,8* Window and bulletin board cards and notices,
0, HOW CAN YOU SECURE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN INTERVIEW?1. Correspondence.2* Conversation over the telephone,
D, SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR A PERSOJPiL AfiLIO.TIDN:^^Before You Leave When You Arrive
home to interview a prospective at the place where you intend to
employer, determine to succeed apply for a position, it will bein getting the position. Re- to your advantage to remember to;
member to;
National Association of Stecondary-school Principals, Committee on Guidance, Guidance in Secondary Schools, Bulletin No, 19, Cicero, Illinois, January 1928. p, 31,
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2.
Clarice at your personal ap­pearance before entering 
Leave your cigarette outside Kill any tobacco odor on your breath
Remove any candy or gum from your mouth Remove your hat or cap on entering 
Ask only for the person you are to interview Remain outside ’’private Office” until told to enter Refrain from interrupting a 
conversation Introduce yourself, state your reasons for calling, and present card of introduction Remain standing until invited 
to be seated#Sit confortably in your chair Do not slouchBe willing to take a test to show your ability Be courteous all the time Show willingness to return for a second interview Let the employer do most of the talking
Information from employeesshows th it the young men w|io are hired and succeed are 
the ones who remember these pointers all the time#
I^DRTAKT FA.CT3 ABOUT ElfPLOYZCICT AG IRC 123#They are operated by;
State authorities luunicipal goverrurents Charitable organizations Church organizations 
Private individuals important to distinguish between reliable and un-
Make yourself clean and tidy 
Comb your hair Shave
Clean your teeth Manicure your nails Shine your shoes 
Wear a clean shirt and collar 
Press end brush your clothing 
Replace all missing buttons Remove gaudy pins and advert­
ising buttons Kear a hat or cap that goes well with your suit Take any letters of recom­mendation you may have 
Carry a clean handkerchief 
Carry money enough for car­fare and lunch Leave early enough to keep your appointment on time
The testimony of several young 
men has shown that many pro­spective positions are for­feited through failure to remember these important de­
tails.
a • 
b. o.d.e.
It isreliable agencies#
Zm In filling out the questionnaire you file when you register with an agency be very careful for this is your silent 
spokesman and is entered In competition with many other questionnaires•
4. Follow up your original application. Call from two to four times per month.
6. Often the manager of an agency can give valuable informa­
tion as to the qualifications necessiry for success in any occupation#
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G. POII^'TÿO RiSr.I5::.fBEH WHEN WRITING k LETTER 0? &PPLIC1TI0N:1* Your letter should contain the following items according to 
the circumstances:a. Reasons for applying, when letter is wi'itten without reference to a particular position.b. A. direct application in definite terms.
c. A Statement of how you learned of the position if 
you know of a particular vacancy.d* A clean-cut statement of your qualiflestions in terms of general education, special training, experience, and personal characteristics.e. A few references as to ability and character.
f. An appropriate closing expression,g. Signature,
2. The fôliowing suggestions should be carefully observed:a. Use good grade of stationery, correct size, folded 
carefully,b. Trite plainly and ne- tlyj typewrite in certain cases,c. i.Iake your letters conform to the standard of good business taste.d. Clear, concise English; legible penmanship ; correct 
spelling, paragraphing and punctuation indicate your scholarhip to a large degree,e. Be absolutely honest in all correspondence. It pays In the long run rand is the only right thing to do,"^
H, questions to answer and THINGS TO DO:1, Why are employers interested in the hobbies of theiremployees?2, When should one begin talking about salary?3, In giving references, which is best, two or three strong
men or many, some of which are not so strong?4, Does luck enter into one's getting a job?6, Ahy is the ability to makd friends a good thing when it 
comes to getting a job?6, How can one become interested in an occupation which is new and strange?
7, Why do some women have more difficulty getting jobs than 
men?8, How can one keep fit for work?9, Make a list of the points of a good letter of application,10, Answer a newspaper advertisement, writing a letter of application for the position offered.11, Are all advertisements offering positions reliable? That 
is a "get-rich-quick" form of advertising?
12, Which way v/ould you rather make application for a job? Letter? personal interview?13, Trite a position wanted advertisement for yourself with 
your qualifications as they will be when you finish high 
school, 1 4, Trite an advertIsement for a clerk wanted in a store,
50. Teeters. A Syll-̂ 'bus on Vocational GaiTahce, >,IacAlllan,
p, 160,
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tJNIT XXIII 
SUCCSiïDING .iND ADVANCING
has achieved success who has lived well, laughed 
often,and loved muohj who has gained the respect of intel­
ligent men and the love of little children; who has filled 
his hiChe and accomplished his task; who has left the 
world better than he found it; whether by an improved pop­
py, a perfect poem, or a rescued soul; who has never lacked 
appréciatlonof earth's beauty or failed to express it; who 
has always looked for the best in others, and given the 
best he h^d; whose life was an inspiration; whose memory 
a benediction."
R2V3Ri2NCi3:
Bate and Tilson, Studies in Vocational Infornnticn, pp, 143-147.
Edmonson and Dondlneau, Occupations' through i roblens, pp. 193-208#
Gowin, Wheatley and Brewer, locoupHiions, pp. '416-424.
Myers, little and Robinson, Planning Your Puture, pp, 365-396*
Proctor, Vocations, pp, 351-3Ô6.
Smith and' jlbugh," planning a Career, pp. 428-436,
Teeter, A Syllabus on Vocational'Guidance, pp. 161-171.
A. HOW CAN A MAH *A^A3UH2 HIS SUCCESS?
1 . By the degree of health which he enjoys*
2, By the character of his home life. It is the spirit of 
the home and not its siae or elegance that makes for happi­
ness.
3, By the friends he makes--that does not mean the number of 
his friends, for It is impossible to know üiany people 
well, but the kind of friends,
4. By the degree of enjoyment ha gets out of life, Which 
means he has learned to be rssou:^ceful, He does not depend 
upon certain things or people to make him happy. He finds 
interesting things to do and interesting people wherever
he goes.
6. By the position he occupies in the community. That refers 
to the respect with ;vhich people hold him. He may be a 
business executive or he may be a day laborer but that is 
not da termine 3 his success. Recently a^'^own of over
six thousand people a man who has been a drayman all his 
life was made maj/or of the town by a large majority vote 
of his townsmen. This honor came to him because they 
respect him and what his life stands for,
B. WHAT ARE 3 0 . , OB THE REASONS WHY PEOPLE ? IIL TO MAYS GOOD IN 
THEIR JCB3?
1. Carelessness— they do not listen to or follow instructions,
2, They are"clock-wmtchers"— that is, they do as little work 
as possible.
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They do not Trork In a worloïienlitc manner.
4, They resent instruction or criticism.
5. They lack loyalty— -their attitude is one of criticism,
C. 30.^2 RUL23 FOR 3UCC22Dir:G Oli TH2 JOB.
1, Do your present work so well that it attracts attention
end draws favorable coirjaent from those who supervise it.
2. rian and prepare to do your present work better.
Jjtudy the requirements of the position just ahead and try 
to fit yourself for that.
4, Look at your work from your employer's viewpoint. See just 
how you might be able to benefit him if you were promoted,
5, Keep yourself fit.
a. That means giving proper attention to:
1. Diet
2. Lxerclae
S. Recreation
4. Rest
6, Develop a hobby*
D. RECENTLY A. BUSINESS MAN BROIDOAST OVER THE RADIO THE FOLLOEING 
TEN RlT-23 FOR SUCCESS IN riTE, T H E K  TH Dî C/iK,
"First-"be honest in all things, in business and personal 
matters,
Second— .^ork hard, physically and mentally, Make every 
task, no matter how great or small, a personal test.
Third— -Live cleanly and avoid Illness. Remember that 
a Reilthy body is a greit ossefc, t wholesome food 
and build up your sfcrenth. Think wholesomely, too; 
for to the mind wholesome thoughts are what wholesome 
food is to the body*
Fourth— -Take some recreation. Have a hobby, but do not 
your recreation or your hsbby interfere with your 
business, and don't make your recreation lopsided. The 
brain needs exercise and pleasure just as much as your 
body does,
?^ifth— ‘Use your imac&lnatlon. The radio, on which you 
are now listening la, is the child of imâ s ination, the 
steam engine, the telephone, the telegraph, the phono­
graph, in fact tiie very country in which you live, are 
the products of someone's Imagination, The man without 
an imagination c-n never succeed*
Sixth— Interest yourself in public affairs and do your 
part in both civic and charitable work.
Seventh— -Do not feel that you are overdducated. No 
matter^what your education has been, don't stopstudy- 
ing* There is much knowledge in the world, and even the
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most learned can, In a lifetime, only sorrtch the sur­
face. Bead good literature,
ISighth— Keyer let suocesa turn your head, Success la 
only relative. There Is no human accomplishment that 
cannot be improved upon,
nth— Never stop smiling* The smile Is a great maker 
olTTrlends in business. Remember that your frown never 
put "jvrlnkles In the other fellow's fore ne ad.
Tenth— "Never give up. The world is big, but hag no ^
place" for guittors,
E. WHIT ARE 30.,5’J A¥OC ITTh'v \L INTllTRTS?
1* Many people find tnelr chief avocational interest in the 
home. They may come through the home associations and 
through doing things about the home,
2, Church work
S. Club work
4, Civic work
5, Hobbles
6, Reading
P. m i T  D0C3 -l.,GRICi ilSiC ?RO:i THE 30Y3 \.oD GTRI3 IN OUR PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS IN Ri'JTUHN ?0H Till OPPORTUNITY 0? GUTTING TH3IR EDUCA­
TION AT PUBLIC UICPANSL?
".imericn wants its ediic'tlonal investment to develop 
boys and girls capable of playing an effective p*̂ rt In 
the life of the community. It wants these young people 
to acquire habits ^nd ideals of reverence, obedience, co­
opération, courtesy, honesty, and industry. America does 
not ask the public schools tc yield a return on the invest­
ment solely in terms of increased e^rnln^ power, America 
does not want the schools to free its grad rites from the 
necessity of work or to develop an intellectual class that 
will claim special advantages and special consideration at 
the hards of the at <te. /uritrica wants our schools to give 
us young citizens who rill possess the qualities re prize 
in American life and who will be willing to work with others 
in the spirit of true service,"^*
G. QUBSTICNS TO AFRTTR AND T^'ILGB TO DC,
1* Is success in life determined entirely by ability to earn 
money? T'xplsin,
E* Is ajnbition ever a hindrance to people?
3, How can one prep?,re for a prcmoticn?
4, Why are avocatlon.al interests beneficial? Jiame some,
'̂ "hich ones interest you moot?
_____ 6, 9hat are some of the personal traits one should cultivate?
Èi Emith und Bloû :h','''jrl3nhln̂ -;" a'ôareer'il .mër'lc'k'h Èook Co. , 1^29, 
pp, 433-454,52, Ldmonson and Dondineau, Occupations Throuç^h problems, macTillan 
1931• PP# 206-207.
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6*
7#
0*
9.
10.
Does a to Y or girl ov;e anythtne to his country for hi a edüC'dt ionî Ire college 
anxious for motfd?
Is a workerthe week end that ho Is unfit to work
graduates poor employees tec use they are over- promotion and resent It If they are not pro-
justified In induletng In such pastines Over on .'onday morning?7hy is tt that there are mors biographies of ministers’ 
sons in ’’̂v’ho’s ?ho" than of any other occupational group?
thous'-nds ot 
and e'T'moles
earn a million a tig Industry men at good wages?”of men who have
11.
12.
13.
14.15.
16. 17.
18.
six days a week and had three you spend the tine? store or factory and 
from lover positions
mantell or woman just why whoyou incon-
Which is the bettor ambition, to strive to dollars to give to the poor, or to build up that will give employment to 
Give reasons for your ansi?er done one or the other.If you were working on a job hours leisure each evening how would Investigate some business, such as a make a ladder showing the promotions to higher.?rlng to class the biography of some your opinion has been a success and sidsr them successful.Give a definition of success.
What is meant by a "clodk watcher"?Should vacations with pay become general in Industry? Why? Margaret E. Bennett says, "The person who is self-centered, selfish, uncooperative, and intolerant is merely a social 
infant who has failed to grow up normally, 
think?It has been said that the qualities foi success lie the person and that they ore; 
a. Dependibiiity Ini tintiv3
Understanding and sympathy Tat ienee
Perseverance in work pseoect for the rights of others 
-Skillyou add any others?
What do you
within
b.
c.d.
e.f.
Can
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APPENDIX A
Directory of Publishers
Allyn and Bacon» 50 Beacon St*» Boston» Ms-za,American Book Co*» 520 E. 22nd St., Chicago, 111*
American Library Association, 520 K* Michigan Ave.» Chicago. American Technical Society, Drexel Ave.» & 58th St.» Chicago. 
Appleton & Co.» (Appleton & Century consolidated) 53 W. 32nd St., N.Y. City.Association Press, 347 Madison Ave., N.Y. City.
Barnes & Co. A.S., 67 W. 44th St.» N.Y.City.Barse & Hopkins (See Grossett & Dunlap)
Bobbs-Merrill Co.» 724 N. Meridan St., Indianapolis Ind.Bruce Pub. Co., 524-544 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.Century (See Appleton)
Columbia University Press, 2960 Broadway,
Crowell Publishing Co., 393 4th Ave., N.Y. City.Day, J.C. & Co., Inc. 366 Fourth Ave., N. Y. City Dutton, E.P. & Co., 286-302 Fourth Ave., N.Y. City Dodd, Mead, & Co., Inc. 443-449 Fourth Ave., N.Y. City 
Doubleday, Doran & Co., 75 Franklin Ave., Garden City, N.Y.Duffield & Go.(See Dodd)Ferbes Publishing Co., 120 Fifth Ave., N.Y. CityFunk & Wagnalls, 554 Fourth Ave., N.Y. City
Ginn & Co., 70 Fifth Ave., N.Y. CityGregg Publishing Co., 270 Madison Ave., N.Y. CityEarcourt, Brace & Co., 383 Madison Ave., N.Y. CityHarvard University Press, Handall Hall, Cambridge, Mass,Heath, D.C. & Co., 180 Yarick St., N.Y. CityIfoughton, Mifflin Co., 2 Park St., Boston; 386 Fourth Ave.» N.Y.City 
Holt & Co., 1 Park Ave., N.Y. CityInternational Textbook Co., 1001 Wyoming Ave., Scranton, Pa. 
Llppincott Co., J.B., 1257 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.Little, Brown & Co., 54 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.Longmans Green & Co., 114 Fifth Ave., N.Y. City 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 42nd St., N.Y. City Macmillian Co., 60 Fifth Ave., N.Y. CityNational Research Council, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.’W. Wash., D.C. 
Nelson fic Sons, 381-385 Fourth Ave., N.Y. City 
Page & Co. L.C., 53 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.Payson, Wm. Farquhar, (see Geprglc) 246 Fifth Ave., N.Y. City Putnam!s Spns, G.P., 2 W. 45th St., N.Y. City .Rand McNally & Co., 118 Eighth Ave., N.Y. City; 556 S. Clark St., 
ChicagoRevell Co., Fleming H., 158 Fifth Ave., N.Y. City 
Ronald Press Co., The, E. 26th St., N.Y. City 
Roycrofters, East Aurora, N * Y*Scribner*3 Sons, Chas, 597 Fifth Ave., N.Y. City Stokes. Frederick A., & Co., 443-449, Fourth Ave., N.Y. City 
Silver. Burdett & Co., 41 Union Square West N. Y. City 
University Publishing Co., 239 Fourth Ave., N.Y. City 
University of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Ave., Chicago.
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Directory of Publishers (Cont’d)
Van Kostrand & Co., D. Inc., 250 Fourth Ave*, N.Y* City Webb Publishing Co., 55*59 East Tenth St., St. Paul, idnn. Wilson Co., H.W., 950-972 University Ave., N.Y. City Winston Co., J.C.,1006 Arch At*, Philadelphia, Pa.Wilde, Â.W., 151 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.Williams k Wilkins, Mt. Hoyal & Guilford Aves., Baltimore, Md.
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APPMDIX B
CHIEF AGENCIES MAKING STUDIES ON OCCUPATIONS -1
1. Departments of the federal government :
a. United States Bureau of the Census:
The general data on workers In various types cf occupation Is very valuable to give a broad view of the whole field of occupations.
b. united States Department of Labor:(1) %ainlniR( Service Bulletins.
(2) W^en*s gureau Bulletins.(3) SHildrên* e bureau BulletIns.
0. Federal Board for Vocational Education,d. United States Bureau of Education.
2. National research Council, Washington D.C., Divisions of Educa­tion Series. Career Pejnphlets.3. State Departments of Education:a. State Board of Education, Madison, Wis,
b. State Board of Control for Vocational Education, Lansing, Mich,4. Colleges and Universities:
a. University of Californiab. Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.c. Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa,d. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.e. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.f. university of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.g. Stanford University, Palo Alto, Cal.5. City Departments of Education:a. Baltimore Public Schools, Occupational Studies
b. Boston Public Schools, Studies of Occupationsc. Bridgeport Public schools, Bridgeport, Conn., Vocational Bul­letinsd. Chicago Board of Education, Vocational Guidance Department, 
Industrial Studies Division.e. Cincinnati Public Schools, Vocational Bureau, Occupational Research Division, Vocational Pamphlet Series.f. Cleveland Public Schools, Bureau of Educational Researchg. Detroit Board of Education, Department of Vocational Infor­
mation and Guidance.h. Minneapolis Public Schools, Department of Attendance and 
Guidance.1. New Orleans Public Schools, Department of Vocational Guidance, j. Board of Education of the City of New York, cooperating with
, other agencies.A* Philadelphia Public Schools, Bureau of Occupations, 
j,, Pittsburgh Public Schools, Vocational Guidance Department, 
m. Rochester Public Schools, Occupational Studies, 
n. Seattle Public Schools, Occupational Studies.
6. Chambers of Commerce, Boards of Trade, and Service organizations 
in various cities:_____ ________________ __________________________1- Jones- Principles of Guidance, McGraw-Hill, 1934, pp. 262-263.
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a. Cincinnati Chamber of Commerceb. New York City Kiwanis Clubc. Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce7. Private and Philanthropic Agenciee:a. American Association of Social Workers, New York,
b. Bureau of Vocational Information, New Yorke. Milwaukee Vocational School, Division of Vocational Teacher Training and Research.d. Southern Woman’s Educational Alliance, Richmond, Virginia.
e. White-Williama foundation, Philadelphia.f. Women’s Educational and Industrial Union, Boston, Mass.g. Women’s Occupational Bureau, Minneapolis, Minn.8. Studies by Individuals,
a. Allen lists many such studies, in his, a Guide To The study
Of Occupations.
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APPENDIX C
OUTLINE FOH THE STUDY OF A BIOGRAPHY -1
Study of the Journalist S.S,McClure, as recorded In Autobiography** by S.S. McClure, Hew York; Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1914.
At What age did he decide to enter this occupation? twenty-five (pl50) What was the most influential factor leading to this decision? He was Offered a job in this field, (p 150)
What other occupations did he seriously consider? None.In what other occupations did he engage before entering his final 
occupation? Farmer (pp 44, 64); teacher (p 155); peddler (pp 102ff and 128ff)
What was his first job in this field? Editor of house organ (p 148)
HOW did he get this job? Asked for it. (t> 147)
How much money did he make per month in this job? Hot statedHow long did he remain at It? Six months (p 161)
What was his second step on the ladder? Business for himself (syndi­cate) at the age of twenty-seven {pp 166ff)
How much money did he make here? Nothing the first year; about the sixth year the business netted approximately #4,000
Make a vocational ladder showing; Age Earningsa. Number of rungs on the ladder Magazine owner.........55b. Earnings at each step Syndicate owner........27c. Length of time spent at each step Editor house organ.... .25d. Age on attainment of each step
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC HISTORY What was the nationality of his parents? Irish (pi)Were they poor, rich, or in comfortable circumstances? Poor.Occupation of father? Carpenter.At what age did he (The subject of this biography) begin to support 
himself? Eleven.At what age was he married? Twenty-six (p 26)Did his wife give any special assistance? Care of office and assis­tant editor (p 175)
How many children? Four (p 121)At what age did he die? Still living.
EDUCATIONAL HISTORY How many years did he spend in general education? Twenty-one, with intermittent recesses taken in order to obtain funds.How old was he when he completed his general education? Twenty-five What was his favorite subject in school? In elementary, arithmetic 
and history (p 17); in college, Greek and mathematics (p 68)
l-""'Kltson, Ëariy D., Guidance a Major Problem ot Secondary Schools, University of Pennsylvania Bulletin, Vol. XXIX, No, 38, Six­
teenth Annual Schoolmen’s Week Proceedings, Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania, p. 391- Taken from Jones-Principles 
of Guidance, McGraw-Hill, 1934, p..334.
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At What age did he begin hie technical education? There was no school of journalism at that time.How far from home did he go for his advanced education? 200 miles, What was his customary academic standing Ina. General education? Third in college class
b. Technical educationDid he earn his way through college? Tea entirely.Did he go in debt for his education? No.
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APPENDIX D
CONTEMPORARY BIOGRAPHY FOR USE IN VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE -1 
This list supplements;
1. Kitson, H.D.-I Find My Vocation. McGraw-Hill. 1931. 150 blogs.
2. Logie# I.M.R.^Careera In The l^lng. Harpers, 1931. 300 titles.
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST
1. ACTOR
Janisi Elsie-So Far So Good. Dutton. 1932.Golden, John-^ate Struck John Golden. S. French. 1930 Shore, V.B.
2. ARCHAEOLOGIST
Petrie, Flinders— Seventy Years In Arehaeolofyy. Holt. 1932
3. ARTIST
Hammett, Nina— Laughing Torso, Long & Smith N.Y. 1932
Chase, J.C.— My Wlends Loo1c~"Good To Me. Sears Pub. Co. N.Y. *33
4. AVIATOR
Bennett, Cora L.— Floyd Bennett. Foreword by Rear Ad. Richard
E. ByrdZ Wm. Farquhar Payson N.Y. 1932
5. BOTANISTFarrington, Ed I.— Ernest H. Wilson, Plant Hunter. StratfordÛO. Boston. 19^2
6. BOXER
Tunney, Gene— A Man Must Fight. Houghton. 1932
7. COACHBrown, Vfarren— Rockne. Reilly & Lee Co, Chicago, 1931 Lovelace, Delos'W.— Roclcne of Notre Dame. Putnam's, 1931 Rocimes, Mrs, Ed., Autobiography of Knut'e Rockne. Boobs-Merrill
l9é2
a. COWBOYJames, Will— All In The Day's Riding. Scribners. 1933
9. DANCERDandre, Victor— Anna Pevlova. Cassell & Co. N.Y, 1932 Ollveroff, Andre— Flight of the Swan. Dutton, 1932
10, DETECTIVENeil, A.F.— Man-Hunters of Scotland Yard. Double day, Doran
Garden city L,I,, 1933
i.TTitaon in the Teacher College Record, Vol. XXXV FIQ '33™ pp.25-32.
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11. ENOINEEHEmmett, Wm.L.— The AutoblograT>hy of an Engineer. Fort Orange 
Fresa, Albany, N.Y. 1961 "Schuyler, H.**The RoebllnKa: A Centyry of Eng;lneers; Bridge* 
Builders» and IndustrlallStsT Princeton Univ. Press, *31.
12. ENTOMOLOGISTHoward, L.O.**FIa;htinig; the Insectsi The Story of an Entomolog­
ist, Telling of thé life andSineriencea of the Writer. Macmillian* *33 ' '
13. EXPLORER
Ellsworth, L.— Search. Brewer, Y.'arren & Putnam, N.Y. 1932. Willoughby, Barrett— Alaskans, All. Houghton. 1933
14. GOLFER
Ouimet, Fran ce a*-Game of Golf: A Book of Rimini scence.Hougliton. ISrSS
15. LiNDSCAPE GARDNER
Blaikie, T.— Diary of a Scotch Gardner. Dutton. 1932
16. LATTERDarrow, Clarence—  The Story of My Life. Scribners. 1932 Bent, Silas— Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes. Vanguard PressN.Y. 1932Cotton, E.H.—  William Howard Taft. Beacon Press. Boston. *32
17. LIBRARIANDawe, G.— Melvil Dewey. Lake Placid Blub. N.Y. *33
18. MAGICIANBernard & Carrin^^ton— Houdinl & Conan Doyle. A. & 0. %>ni N.Y. 1932. An account of a friendship based on correspondence 
between Houdini & Doyle.
19. LURINERDal by, M.A.— The Sea Saga of Dynamite Johnny 0*Brlen. Lowman &. 
Hanford Co, Seattle. 19^3..
20. MENTAL HEALERZweig, Stefan— Mental Healers. Portraits of Pioneers in Psycho- logical: Franz Anton Mesmer, Ivîary Baker Eddy,Sigmund Freud, The Viking Press, N.Y. 1932 
Bates, E.S. Sc, Dit ternaire, J.V.,— Mary Baker Eddy; The Truth and the Tradition. Knopf, N.Y. 1932,
21. MINISTERBerkowitz, Max 2. .— The Beloved Rabbi; An Account of the Lifeand the Work of Henry Berkowitz. Macmillian. T932
22. MISSIONARYGulick, A.— Evolutionist and Missionary; John Thomas Guliek 
Dniv, of Chicago Press. 1932 "
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Wanless» Wm— ^  Amerlcen Doctor at Work la India. Revell.1932. Romiiii Bcencea^ a Ine di e al Mi ssi onary.
23. MOTION PICTURE AGTOH
Huglies, Elinor— Famous Stare of yilmdom{Men) L.O.Page. Boston 193^;
Paine» A.B.— Life of Lillian Gish. Macmillian. 1932
24. MUSICIAN
Boar dm an# H.R.— Henry Bkidlev: Ambassador of Harmony. Banner 
Press# Atlanta Georgia. 19321
25. NATURALIST
Dltmars# R.L.^-Thrills of a Naturalist*s Quest. Macmillian.*32
26. NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT
Rue, Larry— I Fly for News. A. & C. Boni Co., N.Y. 1932
27. PHYSICIAN
deZrulY, Paul**Men Against Death. Harcourt. 1932
28. POET
Stidger, Wm. L.— Edwin Markham. Abindgon Press. N.Y. 1933 Saul, G.B.-*~A.E. OoQDard: ' Ï4is Tife & His Poetry to the Publica­tion of the Bibliography^ Univ. of Pa. Phila* delpiiia. 1532
29. Osborn, 2. Adalaide, Crapsey, Humprles. Boston. 1933 Pendleton '̂-'gY%ls...phllenla:'"Life and Works of Sarah WentworthMorton." Univ. of Maine Press, ôrono. *32
29. POLITICIANBowers, 0,0., Beveridge and the Progressive Era. Houghton, 
Lynch, D.T.-*Orover Cleveland; A Men Foursquare. Liveright
înYrTôSËde Chambrun, Clara, Lon/̂ wcr tb--The Making of Nicholas Long-worth. Long & Smith N.Y. 1933 Vare, Wm. S.— My Forty Years in Politics. Roland Swain Co. *33
30. PRINTERFlanders, L.W.— Simeon Ida. Tuttle Co., Rutland Vt. *31
31. PRISON WARDENLewes, L.2.*»Twenty Thousand Years In Sing Slnp:. Long & Smith 
N.Y. 1932.
32. PROHIBITION AGEL^TEinstein, Isador— ihrohibltion Agent Number One. Stokes. 1932
33. PSYCHOLOGISTMurchinson, Carl S.— A History of Psychology in Autobiography.
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Clarke Ud.1t . Fres», Worcester, iîass. Vol. I, 
1950, Vol II» 1932.
54. PUBLISHERGardner, G.— Lusty Scrip-ps. Vanguard Press N.Y, 1932
55. RANCHERHolden, w,G.»*Rollie Burns. The Southwest Press, Dallas Texas.
1932.36, SCULPTORAdams, Adeline---Daniel Chester French, Sculptor. Houghton.
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